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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3643 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILYvAY COMPANY, 
Plaintiff in Error, 
versus 
\V. E. HARRIS, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR "\¥R.IT 0], ERROR AND 
SUPERSEDEAS. 
To the 11 onorable Justices of the Supre1ne Court of Appeals 
of V ir,qin.ia: 
Petitioner, Norfolk Southern Railway Company, respect-
fully represents that it is aggrieved by a final judgment of 
the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, rendered 
on the 2nd day of June, 1949, against petitioner for $5,600.00, 
and interest and costs, in favor of "'\V. E. Harris, plaintiff 
below, pursuant to the verdict of a jury, which the Court 
refused to set aside in an action by notice of motion (R., p. 
16). A transcript of the record, and exhibits are herewith 
filed. 
W. E. Harris, herein called plaintiff, brought this action 
a.Qainst Norfolk Southern Raihvay Company, herein called 
defendant, on two counts. The first count alleged illega] 
discharge as locomotive engineer, and claimed damages 
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therefor; and on this count the verdict was rendered for 
plaintiff. The second count alleged under-payment for mile-
age plaintiff claimed to have operated while engineer, but 
as there was a verdict and judgment for defendant on 
2* this second count it need not here be further men-
tioned. 
"THE FACTS ARE that plaintiff was a locomotive 
engineer of defendant, and defendant discharged him about 
the 1st day of October, 1946, asserting that his discharge was 
justified by his gross misconduct in handling a train at 
Greenville, North Carolina, and abusing a fellow employee 
on the same occasion. Plaintiff claimed that his handling 
of the train had not been bad and that he had not abused his 
fellow employee much, if at all. 
Plaintiff, a-fter his discharge, applied for and obtained his 
Railroad Retirement Pension for physical disability, and the 
jury allowed him $5,600.00, at the rate of $400.00 loss of 
wages per month for 14 months, the time between his dis-
charge and his retirement. 
The overwhelming evidence was that plaintiff had gotten 
angry, abused his fell ow employee, run his train back and 
forth without signals, bumped a car so hard as to knock 
down a machine therein, and damage some property in the 
car. 
The jury saw fit to pretend to believe the poor denial by 
the plaintiff, and to find a verdict, based entirely, we submit, 
on sympathy for plaintiff, and ill feeling towards the Rail-
way Company, caused by repeated improper statements of 
plaintiff's counsel, and other errors in the record. 
Plaintiff relied upon a contract defendant's predecessor 
made with The Union saying: "Engineers will not be dis-
ciplined or dismissed from service without just cause''. 
3*' (R., p. 46, Exhibit 3). 
*The plaintiff was the only witness on his behalf as 
to what happened at Greenville on September 25, 1946, that 
being the incident causing his discharge (R., p. 47 etc.); while 
all of his fellow employees, and also the express agent, who 
was not employed by defendant, testified against him, and 
showed how he had run his train back and forth on the track 
without signals, in an apparent fit of temper. He ran his 
train with such force against an express car, as to knock 
down a 400 pound washing machine which was in the express 
car (R., p. 180). 
The sole evidence to support the verdict was his own tes-
timony; refuted by the overwhelming testimony of W. T. 
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Bradshaw, agent at Greenville (R., p. 130 et seq.): ·Wilbert 
Ada.ms, Fireman in the engine,(R., p. 149 et seq.); H. Mal-
lory, Brakeman (R., p. 157 et seq.); J. S. Riggs, Conductor 
(R., p. 173 et seq.); ·w. G. Smith, Railway Express Agent 
(R., p. 178 et seq.). 
4* THE ERRORS ASSIGNED ARE, that the Circuit 
Court erred : 
1. In not setting aside the verdict for the plaintiff on_ the 
first count, because contrary to the law and the evidence, 
without evidence to support it, and plainly wrong. 
2. In not granting a mistrial on motions of defendant be-
cause of several improper statements of plaintiff's counsel. 
3. In not setting aside the verdict as defendant was not 
accorded a fair trial by reason of the continual improper 
statements of plaintiff's counsel. 
4. In granting each instruction granted for plaintiff, and 
in refusing each instruction refused which defendant asked 
(R., pp. 207, 208, 209, 213, 214). 
5• *ARGUMENT 
The assignments of error will be treated separately. 
1. The verdict was plainly wrong, and should be set aside 
and judgment entered for defendant, or a new trial granted. 
Perhaps prior to the Code of 1919 the verdict would have 
. been allowed to stand, plaintiff himself having given some 
testimony for himself. But since that Code this Court will 
not let a plainly wrong verdict stand, even if the·re be some 
evidence to support it, where the vast amount of the evi-
dence is against the verdict. Since that Code this Court has 
repeatedly announced this doctrine, notably in the early case 
of Vandenbergh and Hitch, Inc., et als v. Buckingham Apart-
rnent Corporation, 142 Va., 397. 
The Circuit Court correctly instructed the jury (R., p. 210) 
that if plaintiff ran the train up and down the track without 
signals this was just cause for his discharge. This was 
proved, though denied by plaintiff. 
It is the duty of the Court to set aside a verdict which is 
plainly wrong. 
This court held in an opinion by Justice Eggleston in 
Smith v. Turner, 178 Va., 172, 180: 
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"'Vhere a verdict is "plainly wrong" it should be set 
aside even if it is supported by some evidence. Code, §6363; 
Braswell v. Virginia Electric & Power Co., 162 Va., 27, 38, 
173 S. E. 365; Cawley v. Hanes, 173 Va., 381, 390, 4 S. E. 
(2d) 376, 379. 
'' As was said in Forbes & Co. v. Soiithern Cotton Oil Co., 
130 Va., 245, 259, 108 S. E. 15, "But with all the respect that 
is justly due to the verdict of a jury, and whieh is freely 
accorded to it, if there has been 'a plain deviation from right 
and justice' even a court of law will not make itself a party 
to such a wrong. by entering up judgment on it''. 
6* *2. The Circuit Court erred in not granting a mis-
trial for improper statements of plaintiff's counsel. 
Plaintiff's attorney repeatedly improperly reflected upon 
the defendant Railway Company; and went so far in his 
opening argument referring to defendant's witnesses a.nd 
what the fireman had said prior to the trial in an investiga-
tion before a· Railway Official; ( and we quote from the 
(R., -p. 217 et seq); 
'·Now, that is not all. They produce C onipa.ny witnesses 
here who flatly contradicted what they stated in the first 
hearing resulting in the plaintiff's discharge, and we l1ave 
read to you from the cross examination of this colored fire-
man a dire threat as plain as co1.tld, that if he did not say 
what his sii.periors wanted him to say he had better look out 
for his job. (Italics added) 
"Mr. Martin: I object to that, if your Honor please, and 
move for a mistrial, if there has been any pressure on the 
witnesses that they would lose their jobs if they did not tes-
tify a certain way. I object to it and ask for a mistrial. 
"l\fr. Parker: I read that question, if your Honor please, 
there was no objection to it at the time, and I will read it 
now as I read it at that time, and I commented on it to the 
same extent and no objection was made then. And this is 
the examination of ·wilbert Adams, the colored fireman, and 
I will read you certain questions put to him and his answers 
thereto: 
'Q. That then was a very unusual movement on the part of 
Engineer Harris f 
'.A. I wouldn't say, because sometimes in spotting cars you 
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have trouble and make two or three attempts to spot the cars. 
That is ,Yhat I thought they were doing. 
'Q. ,vnbert, this investigation is not in connection with 
any negligence on your part. However, I am compelled to 
say that you were very dilatory and negligent in per-
7,1/A forming the duties •of locomotive fireman that you did 
not pay more attention to the unusual movements.' 
"Now, here is the investigating officer who refers to 
'unusual movements' ". 
'' The Court : You are arguing now to the motion made 
for a ~istrial. That question was asked Y 
''Mr. Martin: Yes, but that is no reason for saying they 
were putting pressure on the witness. 1 
'' The Court: Did you except to the question f 
"Mr. Martin: No, sir. He read that, but now he says that 
that shows that pressure was put on this colored man to make 
him perjure himself in this Court or he would lose his job. 
"Mr. Parker : Here it is in black and white. (Italics added) 
'' The Court: That is evidence in the case. 
'' Mr. Parker: The jury can place their own interpretation 
011 it. 
'' Mr. Martin: He said 'I think you should pay more at-
tention to the unusual movement' etc. .The jury can draw 
their own inferences. 
'' The Court : On the words, yes, the Court will overrule 
your motion to declare a mistrial. 
"].\fr. Martin: vVe except to the ruling of the Court and 
claim the jury should be warned not to regard it. 
'' The Court: The Court can only tell the jury they may 
construe the words in any of the evidence in their common 
accepted meaning"." 
Thus, we submit the Court not only refused a mistrial, but 
justified and confirmed the statements of plaintiff's counsel, 
erred, and fatally injured clefendant 's case. · 
8* *And we quote from the record (R., p. 229 et seq), 
from the closing argument of plaintiff's counsel: 
"The only witness in this case who has any pretense of 
not being under the absolute dom,,fo,..ion of the Norfolk South-
ern Railway, is this express agent. (Italics added). 
"Mr. Martin: I object to that your Honor, and move for 
a mistrial. , 
'' Mr. Parker: As to the rest of the111, all their jobs were 
dependent upon the N'orfolk Southern. (Italics added). 
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''Mr. Martin: Under the Eley case, we move for a mis-
trial. 
"Mr. Parker: The facts speak for themselves. Tw·o of 
the witnesses have changed their stories, and the Norfolk 
Southern is the dominant factor becaitse it is the eniployer 
of these men. (Italics added). 
'' The Court: The jury may go to the jury room for a few 
minutes. 
'' (The jury leave tlie jury box and the following proceed-
ings were had out of the presence and hearing of the jury). 
"Mr. Martin: If it please the Court, I refer to the case 
of Eley against Norfolk & lVestern Railroad, 152 Va., 773, 
which was a very noted case at the time, where they reversed 
the case even though no exception had been noted. 
· '' (Citation of authorities and discussion not transcribed). 
'' The Court: The Court ·will tell the jury there is no evi-
dence they were under the absolute dominion of the Com-
pany. 
'' Mr. Martin: I still move for a mistrial and save the 
point. 
'' The Court : Call in the jury. 
"(Jury return to jury box). 
· '' The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, a few minutes 
9• ago counsel ""for the plaintiff used iu his argument these 
words, that all the witne.sses who testified in this case, 
save and except one were under the absolute dominion of 
the Norfolk Southern, the defendant. The Court instructs 
you to disregard that statement. There is no evidence to the 
effect that any of the witnesses are under the dominion of 
any person. Continue. 
'' Mr. Parker: If the Court please, stop me if I transgr·ess 
your Honor's ruling, as I understand it. I do not take it I 
am precluded from calling attention to the jury that they 
were all employees of the Norfolk Southern t · 
'' The Court: Yes, but you cannot say any man is under 
the absolute dominion of any other man. (Italics added). 
''Mr. Parker: "\Vith the exception of this railway express 
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agent, they were all employees of the Norfolk Southern Rail-
way, and i1i that connection I want to call your attention to 
this statement again of the investigating officer,. who pre-
sumbably was acting in an impartial manner, to the fireman, 
'Wilbert Adams, when he said this : 
'Q. That then was a very unusual movement on the part 
of Engineer Harris?' 
'' The investigating officer putting words into the witness' 
mouth, and the witness· would not consent to that because he 
said this: 
'A. I wouldn't say because sometimes in spotting cars we 
have trouble and make two or three attempts to spot the 
cars. That is what I thought they :were doing'. 
"·That is a statement.by a man sitting in the cab with en-
gineer. What was the answer of the impartial investigating 
officer when he made that statement T · 
'Q. Wilbert, this investigation is not in connection with 
any negligence on your part. However, I am compelled to say 
that you were very dilatory and negligent in performing 
10~ the •duties of a locomotive fireman if you did not pay 
any more attention to the unusual movements that were 
made at Greenville by No. 2 on September 25th'. 
''Now, no comment of mine is necessary for you gentlemen 
to understand what that meant. 
"Mr. Martin: I save the point, your Honor". 
We submit that plaintiff's counsel plainly made the jury 
understand that the Railway Company was compelling its 
employees to commit perjury or lose their jobs. That no 
fair trial could be had by the defendant under these circum-
stances; and that the conduct of plaintiff's counsel was in 
direct violation of the just rule laid down in Norfolk a;nd 
Western Railivay Co. v. Eley, 152 Va., 773. 
11 * The Eley Case is the leading case on the subject and 
was reversed for improper statements by plaintiff's 
counsel in an action against a Railway Company. The mat-
ter is thoroughly discussed in the opinion. 
In that case, among other things, counsel said: 
"There is not a person that they have brought here, ex-
cept somebody who is on the payroll and whose job, perhaps, 
depends upon it, that has been able to testify or who has 
been w~lling to testify that there was a sound of a bell or 
blowing of a whistle.'' 
The Court said: '' There seems to be a growing disposition 
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upon the part of counsel to take advantage of the court's 
indulgence and overstep the bounds of legiti;mate argument .. 
Already too n.i~ny sins have been committed in the name of 
"heat of arg·ument." Trial courts should be the forum in 
which litigants should have their rights determined accord-
ing to the rules of law, instead of becoming arenas in which 
counsel engage in a battle of wits." 
""\Vhen it is made to appear that a litigant has not been 
afforded a fair and impartial trial, this court will over look 
technical refinements and remand the case for a new trial. 
'' Cases in support of this view are numerous. A few of 
them will be cited. 
"In N. & W. Ry. Co. v. Allen, su.pra, it is said: 'On ae-
count of the improper remarks by counsel for the plaintiff 
in addressing the jury, the verdict will be set aside.' 
"In Eagle, etc., Ins. Co. v. Heller, supra, Chief Justice 
Prentis said: '"'\Ve have frequently had occasion to a.Jlude 
to this bad habit of too many attorneys, who in the excitement 
of the contest ignore or forget that in a tribunal engaged 
in the investigation and determination of facts upon 
which the rights of litigants depend, passion, prejudice 
and vituperation have no proper place; that the privi-
lege and highest duty of counsel should be to aid the 
court and the jury by accuracy, learning, reason and per-
suasion to interpret the evidence so as to ascertain the 
truth ; and that violent denunciations are a hindrance and 
not an aid thereto, which should not be permitted in a court 
of justice. The trial courts should :firmly and unflinchingly 
restrain such indulgences. When they fail to do so and ver-
dicts are induced thereby, they will and should be set aside. 
"In ff'abash R. Co. v. Billings, 212 Ill., 37, 72 N. E. 2, 
12:1: *the trial court was reversed because counsel indulged 
in the following language; 'These powerful railroad 
corporations ignore the rights of citizens, maim or kill them 
at pleasure, and then bring in their employees to swear them 
through; that most of the witnesses for the defense were 
employees of the defendant and had to swear the way they 
did or lose their jobs, and that they ought not to be believed 
:for that reason .. ' 
''On page 41 of the opinion, 212 Ill. (72 N. E. 4), the court 
says~ 'Counsel for defendant interposed an objection to such 
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a course of argument, and the court sustained it, and said to 
the jury that the remarks were improper, and that they 
should disregard them and decide the case upon the merits, 
and according to the law as the court should give it in the 
instructions. Such a statement by counsel is wholly indefen-
sible, and, unless it can be seen that it did not ·result in in-
jury to the defendant, the judgment ought to be reversed oil 
account of it. 
"In Illinois Central R. Co. v. Jolly, 119 Ky., 452, 84 S. 
"\V. 330, the trial court ,Yas reversed because of the state-
ment by plaintiff's counsel that railroad employees are re-
quired to give favorable replies in order to hold their jobs.'' 
"In Rhinehart & Dennis Co. v. Brown, 137 Va., 679, 120 
S. E. 272, Judge Burks quotes with approval the language 
of Judge Brewer in Winter v. Sass, 19 Kan., 556, which is as 
follows: '.AJI that can be safely laid down is, that whenever 
in the exercise of a sound discretion it appears to the court 
that the jury may have been influenced as to their verdict by 
such extrinsic matters, however thoughtlessly or innocently 
uttered, or that the statements ,vere made by counsel in a 
conscious and defiant disregard of his duty, then the verdict 
should be set aside.' 
"In New York Central R. Co. v. Johnson, 49 Sup. _Ct. 300, 
73 L. Ed., Mr. Justice Stone said: 'Respondents urge that 
the objections were not sufficiently specific to justify a re-
versal.· But a trial in court is never, as respondents in their 
brief arg-ue this one was 'purely a private controversy • * • 
of no importance to the public.' The State, whose interest it 
is the duty of the court and counsel alike to uphold, is con-
cerned tha.t every litigation be fairly and impartially con-
ducted, and that verdicts of juries be rendered only on the 
issues made by the pleadings and the evidence. The public 
interest requires that the court of its own motion, as is its 
power and duty, protect suitors in their right to a verdict 
uninfluenced by the appeals of counsel to passion or preju-
dice. See Union P. R. Co. v. Field, 137 Fed. 14, 15; 69 C. C. 
A. 536; Br01vn v. Swineford, 44 ,vis., 282, 293, 28 Am. Rep. 
582. Where such paramount considerations are involved, 
the failure of counsel to particularize an exception will not 
preclude this court from correcting the error. Brasfield. v. 
United States, 272 U. S. 448, 450, 47 Sup. Ct. 135, 71 L. Ed. 
345, 346. ,, 
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13• *3. The Circuit Court erred in not granting a new 
trial, because defendant was not accorded a fair trial, 
l}ecause of th~ continual improper statements of plaintiff's 
counsel. 
Already we have shown so1l)e of the statements of plain-
~ift's counsel in his arguments to the jury. They were dam-
aging to defendant, and all the more emphatic because al-
re'ady said counsel had gone far to arouse the sympathy of 
the jury for the plaintiff, and its ill feeling towards defen-
q.~nt. 
The opening statement of plaintiff's counsel, including ob-
jections a~d rulings of the Court, cover some 16 pages of 
the record (R., p. 21) ; and was of incendiary nature, he 
saying in part: · 
"In June of '41 lie was the engineer of a train moving out 
qf Norfolk into Carolina which had a head-on collision with 
~nother train of the Norfolk Sou them, with the result that 
:Ur. Harris was crippled for life. His legs were broken and 
l1five never completely healed, although he did recover suffi-
ci<mtly to resume his duties. 
'' Mr. Martin: All this is irrelevant. That is a different 
r~ilroad corporation. · · 
'' Mr. Parker: Counsel says it is a different railroad corp-
oration. I expect to show that this present corporation is a 
reorganization concern which took over the property of the 
predecessor corporation and assumed its contract. 
"Mr. Martin: ,vhat happened before has nothing to do 
with the issue todav. 
"The Court: It h not a question of who took over. This 
is not a tort action. 
14* *" l\ir. Parker: This is a contract action. 
"The Court: It is a contract action. Proceed. 
"Mr. Parker: I expect to show that is one of the motives 
that actuated the general superintendent of this concern, 
1¥J:r. Kennedy, in the unlawful discharge of this man in '46. I 
expect to connect it up, and in addition to the contract with 
the Brotherhood that Mr. Harris is a member of, he was 
promised specifically permanent employment for the rest of 
~i.~ life" (Italtcs added R., p. 22). No such promise was 
nleaded or proved. 
"The Court: That is a matter of contract, is it not? You 
'¥'~nt to show the reason for his discharge? 
'' Mr. Parker·: Yes, sir, the reason for his discharge, his 
injuries, and the total contractual relations (Italics added). 
-----~----------
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"The Court: Th~ nature of his injuries is inIIrulterial. He 
may have been discharged because his employer thought 
he was neglectful of his duties. 
"Mr~ Parker: I won't ~laborate on that except to say 
this: that Mr. Harris, as tlie result of that accident, had an 
extended altercation with Mr. Kennedy, the General Superin-
tendent of the Norfolk Southern Railroad, over the details 
of that accident and how it was c~used. In violation of the 
Order of the Interstate Commerce Commission no telegraphic 
report of this accident was made. 
"Mr. Martin: I object to all this as irrelevant~ bringing in 
improper matters; it has nothing to do with this case. 
'' Mr. Parker: I have got the documentary evidence to 
prove it''. 
The jury was excluc}ed (R., p. ~3) while the status of the 
pleadings ~tc, was considered. A bill of particulars had 
15* been called for in *due time, and there was no bill of 
particulars as to the first count, the plaintiff relying on 
his notice of motion alone, the supposed bill of particulars 
having been struck out (R, pp. 1, 8). 
Defendant duly excepted along this whole line of improper 
statements by counsel (R., p. 26). 
The jury r~tumed, and counsel fo1? plaintiff proceeded with 
his opening statement in part as follows, after reading from 
the contract with the Union (R., pp. 27, 28): 
(R., p. 28) "That privilege was denied Mr. Harris until in 
their pleasure the railroad held another so-called hearing and 
decided in advance what would happen to Mr. Ha:rris, but 
they went throug·h the formality of holding another bearing· 
and then discharged Mr. Jfarris. 
"Let's see what the motives were for this discharge. I 
spoke of a wreck in which Mr. Harris was involved, and 
which was a head-on collision between two trains of the Nor-
folk Southern Railroad. Disregarding the express orders of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, which is charged with 
the duty of investigating an accident resulting in death or 
serious injury, no telegraph_ic report of this accident was 
made. 
" Mr. Martin: I am objecting to this your Honor. It has 
nothing to do with the case. 
'' Mr. Parker: I will show correspondence between these 
parties in which Mr. Harris called attention to that very fact, 
and Mr. Kennedy replied to it. I want to show his malice in 
this matter~ 
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''The Court: You cai:l show he was improperly discharged. 
·what difference does·it make whether they framed him or 
not, framed the hearing i The jury will have to pass on 
16* whether he was properly or *improperly discharged, 
-not what this Board did. 
(R., p,; 29 ,bottom etc.}. '' The Court: You may prove that 
lie was ·improperly discharged in violation of the contract 
made by the railroad with the Union. 
"Mr. Parker: And maliciously discharged. 
'' The Court: Do you have to show maliciousness Y 
"Mr. Parker: I think I do. I will ask for an instruction 
for punitive damages. 
"Mr. Martin: That was passed on and striken out. · 
'' Mr. Parker: I will present the instructions. 
"Mr. Martin: It was passed on, the same principle. 
''Mr. Parker : I have the right to introduce that evidence 
again. That is_ not res adjitdicata''. 
(Note: The bill of particulars claiming punitive damages 
for breach of contract had already been struck out by the 
Court, (R., pp. 8, 6, 7). 
In the face of these kinds of statements from counsel for 
plaintiff, repeated and emphasized in his later arguments, 
we submit that no fair trial could be had, and that the doc-
trine of N. & W. Ry. Co. v. Eley, 152 Va., 773, controls. 
17* *4. The Circuit Court erred in granting and refusing 
instructions, to-wit: 
·we submit that no instruction for plaintiff should have 
been granted, for want of sufficient evidence to support a 
verdict for him. 
Dealing with particular instrnctions we maintain : 
Plaintiff"s Instruction P-2 should not have been granted 
for plaintiff. This instruction reads (R., p. 207): 
'' The Court instructs the jury that the burden is on the 
plaintiff to prove . his case by a preponderance of the evi-
dence. But the Court further instructs the jury that the 
plaintiff, having produced his contract of employment and 
shown his discharge by the defendant, it then became in-
cumbent upon the defendant to produce satisfactory evidence 
that the plaintiff's discharge was j11,,Stified in fact. The Court 
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fmther instructs the jury that even though the defendant 
believed it has reasonable cause to discharge the plaintiff, 
yet if in fact such cause did not exist and was not shown 
to be true, then the plaintiff's discharge was unjustified". 
(Italics added). 
We submit that this instruction bad at least two fatal de-
fects: . 
A. It required defendant to prove good reason for dis-
charge by satisfactory evidence, and not merely by a. pre-
ponderance of the evidence. Satisfactory evidence is much 
greater than a mere preponderance, and the difference is 
emphasized in this instruction by the use of the word '' pre-
ponderance'' in the first part of the instruction as to the 
original burden upon plaintiff. 
This Court firmly held in United Dentists v. Com., 162 Va., 
347, 357: 
'' It was not error to refuse defendant's instructions ''A'' 
and "C". The language in there instructions, that the bur-
den is on the Commonwealth to satisfy the jury by evidence 
that the advertisements were designedly and purposely false, 
is too broad. "To satisfy'' means "To free from doubt, 
suspense, or uncertainty; to give assurance to; to set at rest 
the mind of." • * * ,v ebster 's New International Dic-
tionary. 
'' The case at bar does not involve a criminal prosecution, 
and hence the burden was not upon the Commonwealth to 
prove the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt. 
The burden resting upon the Commonwealth is .clearly set 
forth in the instruction refused Sup-ra, viz : '' To prove by 
a preponderance of the evidence that the advertisements or 
any of them are untrue.'' 
B. This instruction left to the jury its discretion to judge 
18• *what was or was not sufficient ground to justify dis-
charge; when what is sufficient cause is for the Court 
to say as a matter of law; as the Court correctly stated in 
instruction 2-D granted (R., p. 210). 
Plaintiff's Instruction P-3 should not have been granted 
for plaintiff, as it permitted plaintiff to recover substantial 
damages and not at most merely nominal damages, although 
plaintiff had no contract to remain engineer any particular 
time, and there was no duty he had agreed to perform for 
any particular time (R., pp. 209, 210, 205, 206). This inter-
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esting point will be more fully developed in.arguing refusal 
of instructions 1-D and 3-D asked by defendant. 
Defendant's Instructions 1-D and 3-D refused (R., p. 213), 
clearly raise the point as to how· long the contract of em-
ployment was to last, to-wit: 
1-D 
'' The Court instructs the jury that there can be no re-
covery by the plaintiff under the first count a.s he was not 
employecl for any partfoular tirne or term". (Italics added). 
3-D 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they find for the 
plaintiff as to his discharge, they can allow him only nominal 
damages under that count, as no substantial damages have 
been proved" (R., pp. 213, 205, 206). 
We submit that the employment of plaintiff by defendant 
was not for any particular time, and no particular time was 
agreed on by defendant, and plaintiff could leave the 
19* employment at will *whenever he desired, and this right 
to cease the employment was mutual. 
The contract upon which plaintiff relied is the contract be-
tween defendant's predecessor R,ailroad Company and the 
Union, reading on this point as follows, (R., p. 46 Exhibit 3): 
'' Engineers will not be disciplined or dismissed from 
service without a just cause". 
It is to be noticed that nowhere in the contract is any 
length of employment agreed upon. There is nothing to bind 
either party for a particular term. Certainly the plaintiff 
was bound for no particular ti:me, and if he was not def en-
d ant could not be. 
20* *The law on this subject seems to be clear. 
In Hoffman Co. v. Pelouze, 158 Va. 586, 594, this court 
-said: 
''We do not controvert the settled doctrine in this State, 
that where no specific time is fixed determining the duration 
of the employment, it is presumed to be an employment at 
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will, terminable at any time by either party, and this is so 
even when the consideration is to be paid at specific in-
tervals; but this presumption, of course, is rebuttable.'' 
And in Title Ins. Co. v. Howell, 158 Va. 713, 718, it is said: 
"In the United States the prevailing doctrine is that every 
such general hiring is terminable at the will of the parties. 
Lile's Notes on 1 Min. Inst., page 54; 20 A. & E. Enc., 2d ed., 
page 14; 26 Cyc. 874. Conrad v. Ellison-Harvey Co., 120 Va. 
458, 91 S. E. 763, 766, Ann. Cas. 1918 B, 1171. 
"A contract of employment for an indefinite term may, in 
the United States, be terminated at the will of either party. 
39 Corpus Juris, page 71. '' 
And in 56 Corpus Juris Secundum, 412 it is stated: 
'' In the absence of a statutory or contractual provision to 
the contrary, an employment for an indefinite term may be 
terminated at the will of either party." 
And the same book says at page 441: 
'' Since a right of action for a wrongful discharge is based 
or founded on contract, a contract mutitally bi'J'l,(M,ng on the 
parties is necessary before such a right of action can arise. 
As a general rule, unless the contract of employment is for 
some definite tirne, the servant has no right of action, on be-
ing discharged for breach of contract if he has been paid his 
salary for the time actually employed.'' (Italics added) 
And that book further states, page 471: 
'' Only nominal damages can be recovered when by reason 
of the mode of compensation or of the uncertainty of the con-
tract the evidence affords no ·reasonably definite basis on 
which to estimate the damages.'' 
21 * •The Circuit Court erred in refusing defendant's In-
struction 7-D, which reads (R. 214) : 
"The Court instructs the jury that the preponderance of 
the evidence does not mean beyond all reasonable doubt, and 
while the number of witnesses does not necessarily carry the 
preponderance of the evidence, yet the number of witnesses 
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is to be considered with all the facts and circumstances in 
the case.'' 
,ve submit that this instruction was correct, and especially 
necessary in this case, wherein the jury should have been 
given to understand clearly that defendant did not have to 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that plaintiff ran his train 
back and forth; and also that the number of witnesses was 
among the things to be considered. If defendant could have 
been imagined· to ·have forced one or two witnesses to com-
mit perjury, ·if could scarcely have forced five or six. 
The Circuit Court erred in refusing defendant's Instruc-
tion 10-D (R. 214), wpich reads: 
'' The Court instructs the jury that there is no evidence of 
any malice of the officials of the defendant in this case.'' 
This instruction was peculiarly necessary when counsel for 
plaintiff had so in his improper statements claimed malice of 
defendant without evidence. This sort of instruction has 
been approved for many years. Norfolk 8oidhern Railroall 
Co. v. Norfolk Truckers Exchange, Inc., 118 Va. 650. 
22* ·Tbe parties interested in this petition are Norfolk 
Southern Railway Company and 1V. E.- Harris. 
This petition is adopted as the opening brief, a copy hereof 
was mailed to opposing counsel on the 20th day of August, 
1949; this petition with a transcript of the record, and ex-
hibits, will be presented to Justice John W. Eggleston in the 
City of Norfolk, Virginia, and counsel for petitioner desires 
to state orally the reasons for granting the writ. 
Petitioner prays that a writ or error and supersedeas he 
granted said verdict and judgment on the said first count 
may be set aside, said errors corrected, final judgment entered 
for petitioner or a new trial granted as to said first count, 
and such other and further relief granted as may be proper. 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY CO., 
By ,J AS. G. MARTIN, 
Counsel. 
1.Vestern Union Building, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
T11e undersigned, an attorney duly qualified to practice in 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, certifies that in 
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his opinion the decision and judgment complained of in the 
foregoing petition ought to be reviewed. 
JAS. G. :MARTIN, 
Western Union Building, 
Norfolk, Virg·inia. 
Received August 20, 1949. 
J.W.E. 
October 5, 1949-'Writ of error and supersedeas awarded 
by the Court. No additional bond required. 
M. B. W. 
RECORD 
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VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, at 
the Courthouse thereof, on the 2nd day of June, in the year, 
1949. 
Be It Remembered, That heretofore, to-.wit: In the Circuit 
Court aforesaid, on the 14th day of July, in the year, 1947, 
came the plaintiff, W. E. Harris, and docketed his Notice of 
Motion for Judgment again,st the defendant, Norfolk South-
ern Railway Company, a· corporation, in the following words 
and figures, to-wit : 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk: 
vV. E. Harris, Plaintiff 
v. 
Norfolk Southern Railway Co., a corporation, Defendant 
NOTICE OF MOTION. 
To Norfolk Southern Railway Company: 
TAKE NOTICE, that on Monday, July 14, 1947, at 10 :00 
A. M., or as soon thereafter as he may be heard, the plain-
tiff will move the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk for a 
judgment against you in the amount of $100,000.00 for this, 
to-wit: 
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The defendant is a railroad corporation engaged in the 
business of transporting passengers and freight for hire, and 
operating a railroad from Norfolk, in the State of Virginia, 
to .various points in the State of North Carolina. 
page 2 ~ In the year, 1908, the plaintiff entered the employ 
of the defendant in its maintenance of way depart-
ment, and remained continuously in its employ until October 
3, 1946, until his employment was terminated as hereinafter 
stated. In the year 1910 he became a locomotive fireman and 
in 1917 was promoted to locomotive engineer, in which 
capacity he was employed and paid by the said defendant 
and performed and assumed the duties and responsibilities 
of such employment until his discharge as hereinafter set 
forth. 
On or about July 23, 1928, the Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Engineers, a labor union, acting on behalf and for the benefit 
of, the plaintiff and others, entered into an agreement in 
writing with Norfolk Southern Railroad Company fixing the 
terms and conditions of employment of the plaintiff and the 
rate of pay which the plaintiff would receive, it being ex-
pressly agreed that the plaintiff would not be dismissed from 
the employ of said company without just cause, which said 
contract was adopted by the defendant, a successor in title 
to the properties of said Norfolk Southern Railroad Com-
pany. In consideration of these promises of the defendant 
the plaintiff agreed to perform, and faithfully did perform, 
his duties as a locomotive engineer, until the .3rd day of 
October, 1946, on which date the defendant, without just 
cause and in violation of its said agreement, wrongfully and 
maliciously discharged the plaintiff from its employment. 
In addition to its agreement above alleged the defendant 
further agreed to pay the plaintiff, as compensation for his 
services, an amount of money based upon the mileage traveled 
by its locomotives operated by the plaintiff between points at 
or near Berkley, in the City of Norfolk, Virginia, 
page 3 ~ and Marsden and Raleigh, in the State of North 
Carolina. For many years the defendant, in com-
puting the pay due by it to the plaintiff, has falsely and 
fraudently misrepre,sented the cfistance from Norfolk to Mars-
den and Raleigh as aforesaid to be approximately ten miles 
less than the actual rail mileage traveled, and has paid the 
plaintiff on such false basis, as a result of which the defen-
dant is indebted to the plaintiff in a large amount of money. 
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By reason of all of which the plaintiff claims damages in 
the said sum of $100,000.00. 
W. E. HARRIS, 
By ( s) WILLIAM L. PARKER. 
His Attorney. 
And on the same day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 14th day of July, in the year, 1947: 
Upon the motion of the plaintiff, by counsel, it is ordered 
that this notice of motion be docketed. And thereupon came 
the parties, by counsel, and said defendaiµ filed its demurrer 
-to said plaintiff's notice of motion and to each count thereof, 
in which said demurrer said plaintiff joined, and the further 
hearing of said demurrer is continued. And thereupon said 
defendant pleaded the general issue to which said plaintiff 
replied gene-rally and issue is joined ; and the further hearing 
is continued. 
page 4 } The following is the Demurrer filed by said de-
fendant: 
The defendant says the notice of motion and each and 
every part thereof is not sufficient in law. 
Grounds of demurrer are that each and every claim of the 
notice of motion is too vague and indefinite, and does not 
show a cause of action against the defendant. 
(s) JAS. G. MARTIN, p. d. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 19th day of July, in the year, 1947: 
This day crone again the parties, by counsel, and the Court 
having fully heard and maturely considered the demurrer 
heretofore filed herein, doth overrule said demurrer ; and 
upon motion of said defendant it is ordered that said plaintiff 
file the Bill of the Particulars of his claim within thirty (30) 
days from the date hereof; and the further hearing is con-
tinued. 
The following are the Interrogatories filed in the Clerk's 
Office on the 1st day of August, in the year, 1947: 
The plaintiff calls upon the defendant to answer upon oath 
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the following interrogatories to be used in evidence on behalf 
of the plaintiff at the trial of tllis case: 
1. As of what date did this defendant take over the 
properties and contracts of the railroad which it now 
operates. · 
page 5 ~ 2. State, verbatim, all of the terms and pro-
visions of the contract dated July 23, 1928, between 
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the defendant 
as of the date that this defendant became obligated there-
under. 
3. State, verbatim, what changes have been made in said 
contract since the date that the defendant became bound 
thereunder. and the effective date of each such change. 
4. State, verbati.m, the contents of all time sheets of the 
plaintiff fro~ the date of taking over ref erred to in inter-
rogatory number 1 to the date of the institution of this suit, 
showing the points between which all locomotives of the de-
fendant operated by the plaintiff travelled, and the mileage 
between all such points credited to him. 
5. What mileage is shown between similar points on the 
defendants reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
If any changes have occurred in such stated mileage since 
the taking over of the properties by the defendant give the 
date of all such changes and the amount thereof. 
(s) "WILLIAM L. PARKER, p. d. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 8th day of August, in the year, 1947: 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys, and 
the defendant moved the Court to quash each and all of the 
interrogatories filed in this case, which motion was argued 
by counsel and sustained by the Court, and the Court doth 
quash all of said interrogatories. 
page 6 ~ And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 13th day of October, in the year, 
1947~ 
This day came again the parties, by counsel, and said 
plaintiff with leave of Court filed herein the Bill of the Par-
ticulars of his claim; and upon the motion of said plaintiff 
it is ordered that said defendant file herein the statement of 
its Grounds of Defense; and the further hearing is continued. 
. .I 
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.J • 
~The.· fcSllo,virtg ia tl1e :Biil dt ~Piirtic11ia~s. \odge~ in~, the 
~lerk'~ pm_ce. oii, tl}~ .1.4th day .tjf. Augn..st, in: the year; 1947, 
~nd filed· by lea~e of tlw forego~ng order; . 
. i Th~._pl~i;itiff, f.Qr a ,~ill 9(:p~rticul~rs ·in. thi~.· G~s~, states: 
~s folldws '!' _ , . · -: - , · , ~~ · ~- ~ : ~ :1. • ~ • . 
!: 1. . si~ce His \v·fo~giut disciiai:~~ by the aei~nciint,:ou· dcto~ 
~er -S, 19.46, 1~t~pbtint\ff has been unable t6 obtii~ employ~ 
µtent:,.. ~e. c~a1~s a~ c~m:p~n~atory .~am~g~~. i<>r, .his ,yron~t· 
ful dfschrtrge · a.ti ,amlimit egu,1. t~ ·~1s ,av~r~iij ):'~a~ly /P,~Y Iil Ms ~ilp·acity~ as il · loctlmotive· en!nneer, for thta ·numqer of 
re.~~s ~qi.Ill to ~is exp~ctati~n,. of life as cb·1:11ilut~d irl ,ilcc~pte~ 
mhrtahty tibI~·s: - At the time 9f his. dtschhrgij ~~-·was. 61 
years ,of ag~~ il:rtd· his expectatidri of ,-life acbordin'g . to such 
tables· wtts· 18:88 -·~years. · The · plaintiff does not have an 
~ccurate recofd of \iii said iv~rage ertriiiiigs but. this. inftlrtna.! 
tion is in- th~ poss~ssidn d-f the :defendant in that it hae in its 
files all the thn~ sheets co~erii1g the iVork don~ by the· plain~· 
tiff fronr wliicli it can· cdmpute -the· ·arµount9f. th~ phiiiiJiff·'~ 
; '\, ~ , . ~J~i~: ~!1 .-addition "_to : com~~~s~tdn: ~1amages a·s 
page ·t l a:~ve. stt!~ed the,,. plilmtitf claun~ -P~!lfti~~ :¢1;1!1~ges 
.· by r~as6n df the fact, as all~ged ~!l -~he: nbtic~ o_f 
µiotidn, that he was maliciously and unlawfullt discharged; 
Xhe sole experience of the pl~intiff for earning a livelihood 
ha~ be~!} ·as ·a ~9criµi.otiy~ ~:re11?:a;n. a~d ~ngit:~.e:; .. ani_ the 
acti~il ~! t~e -~efenda~it, ~p _d~~.chni·
1
g_~11g th~ nl~:mhff; has re-
sulted." 111 Jlepr1ving him 1jf-h1s m~arts. of hvel~hood: . 
. >'2· ~\Vitfi: Jesp~cJ (<? his, clai1?-i. for urtpdid. ~m;~e. se~ }IP. i~ f~e notice~ 0£' motion; the ·plamtiff states that to the best' o~ 
:ti1s· i11r<irination Ja:nd belief the a~ctual di"st~:i1c{r :tr~velled by 
locomotivM~ froin ··the terminals at 9r µear: ;Berk~y; :, i)j tl~~ 
State-of -vii'ginia, to Marsd~n and R~leigh, !rt 'thtf State 1 of 
North9· y~rbltna,\ is t,en mi~es _grea te~. than }4? -cli~t{lil~~. used 
PY." fp~ def~rtdaiit~ iii. computing mil(!age fc;>r.", t:tl~ "purpose of 
P.ayin-g t~e~ coJl:iperisa:tion to which ·he was ·eiltitled. The plain-
tiff claims that dn eaGli trip mad~ by h~l_rl between th,e points 
ilbov~ sfatijd h~ was paid' fifr ten miles Ies1 th~rl he W'as 
ictually entitled to: The plaintiff's claim ext~hds fo·r _ a p~1:iod 
of -five ·y~ars~ preceding the .. date c>f'"the itrstitu~iun of .this 
~uit During said time the rate of pay to whi<{h. th)~ plaintiff 
~a.e .. e;n~!tl~~- ~!#ngetl ~rpn~. ti;ne .to tim~, _the_ ~xact dates .of 
~uch ch~nges and the exact rates are unknawn to the plam-
tiff bnt ar~ ,vithin the knowledge <Sf the d~f~itdant, ,~I-Heh 
has full and c_omplete records theredf. The ~iilct iiurrtber of 
trips made by the plaintiff duriilg said period are unknown 
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to the plaintiff but are known to the defendant which has full 
and complete records thereof in the form of the plaintiff's 
time sheets which are in its possession. 
( s) ,vILLIAM L. p ARKER, p. d. 
page 8 ~ And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 17th day of January, in the year, 1948: 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and the de-
fendant moved to strike out the bill of particulars and each 
part thereof, and this motion was argued by counsel; and 
the Court doth sustain this motion as to the paragraph '' 1 '' 
of said bill of particulars and doth strike out said paragraph 
'' 1 '' of the said bill of particulars ; and doth overrule said 
motion as to paragraph '' 2'' of said bill of particulars. And 
the plaintiff duly excepted to the action of the Court in strik-
ing out said paragraph '' 1' ', and the defendant duly excepted 
to the action of the Court in not striking out said paragraph 
'2 ". 
And the Court orders that the defendant file any further 
pleas and grounds of defense within twenty days from this 
date. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 2nd day of February, in the year, 1948: 
This day came again the defendant, by counsel, and with 
leave of Court filed herein the statement of its Grounds of 
Defense, Plea of the Statute of Limitations and Affidavit; 
and the further hearing is continued. 
The following is the Grounds of Defense filed by leave of 
the fore going order : 
page 9 ~ For grounds of defense defendant says that it 
will rely upon every defense provable under the 
simple general issue, and, in addition thereto, as follows, to-
wit: 
1. Plaintiff was not employed by this defendant until 1942, 
this defendant not being chartered until September 19, 1939, 
and not opera ting the railroad until January, 1942. 
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2. That the plaintiff has no cause of action and no right 
to sue. 
3. That defendant did not make or sign the supposed con-
tract stated in the notice of motion as on or about July 23, 
1928 ; and defendant was not incorporated until long there-
after. 
4. That plaintiff was properly and lawfully discharged by 
defendant. 
5. That plaintiff roughly, negligently and improperly han-
dled and ran the engine and rolling stock of defendant, and 
was rude and abusive to fellow employees, for which he was 
properly discharged by defendant after proper investigations 
and hearings. 
6. That plaintiff was paid properly for all mileage he was 
entitled to; and there was no mileage worked by plaintiff for 
which he was not paid. 
(s) JAS. G. MAR,TIN, p. d. 
The f ollowmg is the Plea of Statute of Limitations filed by 
leave of the fore going order: 
The defendant says (in addition to all other de-
page 10 ~ fenses) that the supposed causes of action, if any, 
in the notice of motion claimed, and each part 
thereof, did not arise within three years next preceding the 
commencement of this action, and so, if any such causes of 
action exist, they are barred by the three-year statute of 
limitations, and this plea is as to the notice of motion and 
each and every part and claim thereof. And this the def en-
dant is ready to verify. 
(s) JAS. G. MARTIN, p. d. 
The following is the Affidavit filed by leave of the fore-
going order: 
This day the undersigned, J. F. George, personally appear-
ed before the undersigned Notary Public in and for the City 
of Norfolk, Virginia, and made oath that Norfolk Southern 
Railway Company did not make or sign the contract alleged 
in the notice of motion in this case as made on or about July 
23, 1928, and he is authorized to make this affidavit. 
(s) J. F. GEORGE. 
F I ft " ; 1 • I fl I ... • « I 1'1 I I 
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II 
. Slibscribed and sworn to, befor~ J,ll~ this 30th da:y of 
January; 1948~ 
l : ... ' ~ i, "i ~ '" ! _. ~· ~ 
. , ·.,· (s.) .vV;.,R~ .. o,yEN,,, . . " 
.N ota.ry Puplic Jn ap<;l f d_r ·th~ -city ·dr 
· - Norfdlk; Vrrgitlia; 
~ ~. • ·;~ 0 : •; ; • ;~ I . ::. '1.; : I· ,. 
~Iy co~m~~sion expires.June 4, 1950. 
• 1 . • .. • - ~ 't • ~ ~ l " J 
page 11 } T:Ve following- •is the Affidavit. for Production of 
~- ;, Cert~in .Wr_i~ings fil~ i;n the Clerk's Office .o~ the 
9th day of February, 1ti the year, 1948 ! 
I • • S 
State of Vi~giiiJa., , . 
eity of ~ orJ9lk; to-;wit: .. 
.1. 
. , 
, . . "\V. E. HARRIS . . . 
lieing fii;st duly sworn; deposes and says as follo";s: 
,; , f~~fA1,~r.i3 Js,. iie ~ye~ijy >. beJi~~~~,, ~~~tahi. ,bdo~ -·and. dthe~· 
)V~It~gs rn. th~"pqs~e~,_s10n oj ~-~ ~~fepqan:t! ~h:<?.V~ 1~¥11e~ .~on, 
tamrng material evidence for hi~ m estabhshmg his ~~u~e o( 
action. ..t.he_ :wriJ~gs in qn'e.~Ji~_n, .,toJhe be~t. of this affiant 's 
lmow!edge and beli~f; ~re d~scriped.,as, fdl}~hv.s ~, 
' • ..... .i • 
7 ~ ,r ri -, ..... -. .. . J . . f~ ;. • • fl : , : . :. ·-. ~-1 •i _, ' ·.;- • ~ • t .. , .. ~ .... • ·, · : , 
~ ·J.: All,plats an·q -o.t}ier ~ritt~n,..,data ~bowing *e· f91lowing· 
track distances. on the line of th~ def elJ'.d&nt 's railway: 
. • I :. 1, ' "; ,; ;. ~ • \ ~ ·- :; '• • \ ~\ • ~ l, 
.· ~ai)1 ]from enq qf track on wharf .(B~rld~) starting point 
o~. pa;ss~nieFJra~-~~ at )\'l.~h1 .S.t1:e~t tn .BerlFley ;, . , , ~-, . ~; 
, , t\1] F~tlP1 starti~~ pbil);t pfr pa~s~~$.!3r tr!li~.~t,¥~in,.Slr:.~e.t 
in '3~;r~Jey td starting potnt of freight trams at Oatolma 
Junctj.o;u; .. . ·. ,'. ~ - .. l I. a<··· . ,· \ ·.,· :, -. . ..· ·\ ·. ( c) From starting point of freight trains at Carolina J unc.: 
tioµ, .td~ .Y a_.:-JN.~ .9. State )qte; ·• . , - · __ .. ,.. . ~ . , · \ . · 
i (d).,JJirolll. VarN:}J. State iwe t~ point of switch of Wyei. 
or Raleigh itlairt track, at Marsden; ; 
, . ( e) Froni point of · switch at Wy~ at Marsden ·to point 8~ 
switch of .Eng~n.e I;touse Tra<;k,,at Raleig~; . 1 :. ~. · •• • ·-._. 
, (f) from. point· of switch qf FJngine House track, Raleigh 
to point of switch of interchange track, with Southern Rail.: 
way;\ , , .. , . . . , 
(g) From point of .switch of iiiterGhaJ:1:ge 1ttact to end of 
track, Raleigh Union Passenger Station; 
page 12 ~ (}1) ,Jrroip. )~erkley, end of track, to Virgiriirhi 
Ratlwa.y crossuig; 
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(i) Yard limit sign, North of Marsden, to point of switch 
of w·ye; . 
(j) In and out passenger station, "\Vashington, North Caro-
lina; 
(k) In and out passenger station, Greenville, North Caro-
lina; 
(1) In and out passenger station, vVilson, N;orth Carolina. 
2. All written records, consisting of time tickets, train 
sheets, and similar data, recording time, mileage, pay and 
other details of the work performed by the plaintiff for the 
defendant for the period of five years immediately preceding 
the institution of this action. 
3. Written contracts, schedules, and all written data con-
taining the terms and provisions of the contract of employ-
ment between plaintiff and defendant for the period of five 
years immediately preceding the institution of this action. 
4. All records, including copies of correspondence of every 
kind, between departments, officials and employees of the de-
fendant and transcripts of testimony relating to the inves-
tigations, hearings, and proceedings resulting in the dis-
charge of the plaintiff referred to in the fifth paragraph of 
the grounds of defense filed by the defendant. 
5. Copies of all correspondence between defendant and the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers which constitutes a 
written record of the terms and conditions of the employ-
ment of the plaintiff by the defendant during the period 
of five years immediately preceding the institution of this 
action. 
page 13 ~ (s) W. E. HARRIS. 
Subscribed and sw~rn to before me this 6th day of Febru" 
ary, 1948, and given under my hand this said date. 
(s) EDDIE B. COLE, 
Notary Public. 
My commission expires February 14, 1949. 
page 14 ~ And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 17th clay of May, in the year, 1948: 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys, and 
the motion of the defendant to quash the subpoena for pro-
duction of documents (which motion was continued from 
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previous dates to today, said subpoena being dated the 9th 
day of February, 1948), and wa.s argued by said attorneys. 
On consideration whereof the Court doth quash all of said 
subpoena, except that the Court orders the defendant to file 
within 40 days with the Clerk of this Court a statement of 
the date and amount of each payment made by defendant to 
plaintiff during the five years next preceding the commence-
ment of this action. 
And the plaintiff excepted to the ruling of the Court in 
quashing said subpoena and the defendant excepted to the 
ruling of the Court requiring the defendant to file said state-
ment of payments to the plaintiff. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court of afore-
said, on the 21st day of May, in the year, 1948: 
This day came again the defendant, by counsel, and, pur-
suant to an order heretofore entered herein, filed their *state-
ment in re wages; and the further hea1~ing is continud. 
page 15 ~ And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 21st day of January, in the year, 
1949: 
This day came again the plaintiff, by counsel, and ,,,ith 
leave of Court filed herein the *Supplemental Bill of the 
Particulars of his claim; and the further hearing is con-
tinued. 
page 16 ~ And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 22nd day of March, in the year, 
1949: 
This day came again the parties, by counsel, and thereupon 
came a jury, to-wit: J. D. Dills, H. l\L Overton, L. H. vVat-
kins, J. C. Munden, W. vVhite, J. R. Burton and H. M. Beam, 
who :were sworn to well and truly try the issue joined, and 
lrnving fully heard the evidence and the hour of adjourn-
ment having been reached, were adjourned until vVednesday 
*IThe foregoing statement in re wages is attached to the 
exhibits and has been initialed by the Judge as an exhibit, 
and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8. 
*The foregoing Supplemental Bill of Particulars is at-
tached to the exhibits and has been initialed by the Judge as 
an exhibit, and is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No .. 7. _ 
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morning, the 23rd day of March, in the year, 1949, at 10 
o'clock A. M. for the further consideration of this case. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 23rd day of :March, in the year, 1949: 
This day came again the parties, by counsel, and there-
upon came the jury sworn herein on yesterday, aud having 
fully beard the argument of counsel returned its verdict in 
the following words and figures, to-wit: "We the jury find 
for the Plaintiff a1id set the damages at $5600.00 on the first 
count and for the defendant on the second count''. And 
thereupon said def endartt, by counsel, moved the Court to 
set aside the verdict of the jury and gr·ant it a new trial on 
the grounds that the same is contrary to. the law and the 
evidence; and the further hearing of which motion is con-
tinued. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the day and year first hereinabove writ-
page 17 } ten, viz., on the 2nd day of June, in the year, 1949: 
This day came again the parties by their at-
torneys and the defendant moved the Court to set aside the 
verdict on the first count, the jury having found a verdict 
for the plaintiff on the first count in the notice of motion 
and in favor of the defendant on the second count. 
And said defendant moved to set aside the verdict as to 
said first count on the following grounds, to-wit: 
That the verdict on the first count is contrary to law and 
evidence and plainly wrong; 
That the Court erred on the trial of the case in the grant-
ing and refusing of instructions ; 
That the Court erred in not granting a mistrial as asked 
by defendant; 
That the Court erred in allowing certain statements and 
arguments to be made by counsel for the plaintiff. 
But the Court overruled the motion of the defendant to 
set aside the verdict on the first count and rendered judg-
ment for the plaintiff on the first count and for the defendant 
on the second count, pursuant to the verdict of the jury. 
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And the defendant duly excepted to the action of the Court 
in refusing to set aside the verdict as to the first count. 
It is therefore considered and adjudged by the Court that 
the plaintiff recover of the defendant $5600 with interest 
thereon from the 23rd day of March, 1949, at the rate of 6% 
per annum until paid and his costs in this behalf expended. 
And the defendant desiring to apply for a writ of error 
and supersedea.s the Court further orders that the execution 
. of this judgment shall be suspended for 90 days 
page 18 ~ from this date upon the giving by the defendant, 
or some one for it, with proper surety, a suspend-
ing bond or a combination suspending and S'u;persedeas bond 
in the penalty of $6,500. 
And on another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore.-
said, on the 24th day of June, in the year, 1949 : 
This day came the parties and the defendant presented in 
due time a certificate of the evidence and the proceedings 
and incidents of the trial and the exhibits and the same are 
made part of the record in due time, after it duly appeared 
in writing that proper notice had been given of the time and 
place of presenting same. 
The fallowing is the Certificate of Exceptions in the above 
styled case: 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk. 
"\V. F. Harris, Plaintiff. 
V. 
Norfolk Southern Railway Company, a corporation, Def en-
dant. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
To "\ViHiam L. Parker, Esq., Attorney for the Plaintiff. 
Please take notice that on the 24th day of June, 1949, the 
undersigned will present to the Honorable Clyde H. Jacob, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, 
at his office, Norfolk, Virginia, at 9 :30 o'clock, A.l\L, a sten-
ographic report of the testimony and other proceedings in 
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the trial of the above entitled case, for certification by said 
Judge, and will, on the same date make application to the 
Clerk of said Court for a transcript of the record in said 
case, for the purpose of presenting the same to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia with a petition for a writ of 
error and super sedeas to the final judgment of the Trial 
Court in said case. 
JAS. G. l\i1ARTIN 
Attorney for the Defendant. 
Legal service of the above notice is hereby accepted this 
18th day of June, 1949. 
page 20 ~ Virginia : 
WILLIAM L. PARKER 
Attorney for the Plaintiff. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk. 
1,V. E. Harris, Plaintiff. 
v. 
Norfolk Southern Railway Company, a corporation, Defen-
dant. 
RECORD 
TRANSCRIPT 
Stenographic transcript of the testimony introduced and 
proceedings had upon the trial of the above entitled case 
in said court on Tuesday, March 22nd, and Wednesday, 
March 23rd, A. D. 1949, before the Honorable Clyde H. 
Jacob, Judge of said court, and a jury. 
Appearances: 
:Mr. "\Villiam L. Parker, appearing for the plaintiff. Messrs. 
James G. Martin & Sons, by :Mr. James G. :Martin, appearing 
for the defendant. 
page 21 r The Court: If you gentlemen are ready, you 
may proceed in the case of "\Villiam E. Harris 
against the Norfolk Southern Railway Company. 
Jury duly empanelled and sworn. 
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Opening statement by counsel for plaintiff. 
Mr. Parker: May it please the Court, and gentlemen of 
the jury: 
This is a suit by Mr. William E. Harris, who for 37 years 
was a faithful and efficient employee of the Norfolk South-
em Railway Receivers who took it in '33, and the present 
eompany which took it over from the Receivers in '42. 
Until the occurence of which Mr. Harris complains there 
was apparently no fault to be found with the manner in which 
he discharged his duties. He became in time a locomotive 
engineer and performed the duties of that position satis-
factorily for some years. In June of '41 he was the engineer 
of a train moving out of Norfolk into Carolina which had a 
head-on collision with another train of the Norfolk Southern, 
with the result that Mr. Harris was crippled for life. His 
legs were broken and have never completely healed, although 
he did recover sufficiently to resume his duties. 
page 22 ~ Mr. Martin: All this is irrelevant. That is a 
different railroad corporation. 
Mr. Parker: Counsel says it is a different railroad corp-
oration. I expect to show that this present corporation is a 
re-organization concern which took over the property of the 
predecessor corporation and assumed its contract. 
Mr. Martin: ·what happened before has nothing to do with 
the issue today. · 
The Court: It is not a question of who took over. This 
is not a tort action 1 
Mr. Parker: This is a contract action. 
The Court: It is a contract action. Proceed. 
Mr. Pa.rker: I expect to show tliat is one of the motives 
that actuated the general superintendent of this concern, Mr. 
Kennedy, in the unlawful discharge of this man in '46. I ~x-
pect to connect it up, and in addition to the contract with 
the Brotherhood that Mr. Harris is a member of, he was 
promised specifically permanant employment for the rest of 
his life. 
The Court: That is a matter of contract, is it noU You 
want to show the reason for his discharge f 
Mr. Parker: Yes, sir, the reason of his discharge, his in-
juries, and the total contractual relations. 
The Court: The nature of his injuries is im-
page 23 ~ material. He may have been discharged because 
his employer thought he was neglectful of his 
duties. 
Mr. Parker: I "'"on 't elaborate on that except to say this: 
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that Mr. Harris as the result of that accident had an ex-
tended altercation with Mr. Kennedy, the general superin-
tendent of the N·orfolk Southern Railroad, over the details 
of that accident and how it was caused. In violation of the 
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission no telegraphic 
report of this accident was made. 
Mr. Martin: I object to all this as irrelevant, bringing in 
improper matters; it has nothing to do with this case. 
Mr. Parker: I have got the documentary evidence to prove 
it . 
Mr. Martin: ,ve call for the bill of particulars on the first 
count. There is no bill of particulars. 
The Court : He is relying on his notice of motion. 
l\fr. Martin : That is all. 
Mr. Parker: Let's see the notice of motion. I expect to 
show that malice--
Mr. Martin: I think we should excuse the jury, if the 
Court please. 
The Court: Yes. Step out into the hall, gentlemen, while 
this is being argued. 
page 24 } (Jury retire from court room). 
· Mr. Parker: I expect to show that that malice was the 
moving cause for his discharge in '41,-that and some other 
things which I shall bring out. 
The gist of the action, one count of it, is the unlawful dis-
charge of this plaintiff. If, in fact, the discharge was 
motivated by ulterior considerations, then that is certainly 
a material consideration for this jury in determing whether 
the discharge was in good faith or not. 
The Court: Have you made any such allegations in the 
pleadings¥ 
Mr. Parker: I will show your Honor. I will read the 
notice,-skipping the formal part. 
"In the year 1908 the plaintiff entered the employ of the 
defendant in its Maintenance of "\Vay Department, and re-
mained continously in its employ until October 3, 1946, until 
his employment was terminated as hereinafter stated. In 
the year 1910 he became a locomotive fireman and in 1917 
was promoted to locomotive engineer, in which capacity he 
was employed and paid by the said defendant and performed 
and assumed the duties and responsibilities of such employ-
ment until his discharge as hereinafter set forth. 
"On or about July 23, 1928, the Brotherhood of 
page 25 ~ Locomotive Engineers, a labor union, acting on 
_ behalf and for the benefit of, the plaintiff and 
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others, entered into an agreement in writing with the said 
defendant, fixing the terms and conditions of employment of 
the plaintiff and the rate of pay which the plaintiff would 
receive, it being expressly agreed that the plaintiff would not 
be discharged from the employ of the defendant without 
just cause. 
'' In consideration of these promises of the defendant the 
plaintiff agreed to perform, and faithfully did perform, his 
· duties as·a locomotive engineer, until the 3rd day of October, 
1946, ori which date the defendant, without just cause and 
in violation of its said agreement, wrongfully and maliciously 
discharged the plaintiff from its employment.'' 
The Court : Call in the jury. 
Mr. Martin: The motive for the discharge is entirely ir-
relevant. That is struck out. Malice is no grounds for re-
covery. Your Honor struck it out. 
The Court : He recites in his notice of motion that the 
employment was continous, unless some good cause shown, 
and he proposes to show, if permitted, to show what the 
cause was. 
The Court: Bring in the jury. 
page 26 ~ Mr. Martin: We save the point to the entire 
line, without making the specific objection. 
The Court : Yes. 
(Jury return to jury box). 
The Court : Proceed. 
Mr. Parker: We expect to show you gentlemen that for 
reasons which will become apparent, Mr. Kennedy, the gen-
eral superintendent of the Norfolk Southern Railroad, de-
liberately framed a case against this plaintiff, magnifying 
an occurrence which would have been disregarded under or-
dinary circumstances,-held a hearing in which he refused 
to let Mr. Harris be represented by some member of his 
craft, as his contract called for, and summarily discharged 
him after 37 years of faithful service. 
Note in the grounds of defense in this case,-I don't know 
whether to treat it seriously or not,-but in any event the 
defendant claims it is not bound by any contract with Mr. 
Harris, because it was not organized until January, 1942 or 
did not take over the properties of this company until j an-
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11ary, 1942. If this railroad contends it has no contract with 
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, then it is the 
only railroad in the United States that has not, and which 
is the one protection that the railroads invoke 
page 27 ~ in the case of unlawful strikes,-they invoke the 
terms of the contract executed by the representa-
tives of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers with the 
railroad and complain that that contract is violated by the 
strikers. If no such contract existed they would be complete-
ly defenseless, and it is as much to their interest that such 
a contract be in effect and be observed as it is to the interest 
of the members of the Brotherhood. 
But that is not all. I show you a little pamphlet published 
by this defendant. This plaintiff has never seen the original 
contract; that contract is in the files of this defendant and 
although they have been asked to produce it they ha.ve re-
fused to do so; but they published this and distributed it to 
anyone affected by it who wants it, and I will produce tran-
script of a hearing, so-called hearing, resulting in l\Ir. 
Harrjs's discharge at which this very provision I will now 
read to you was read into the record by the representative 
of the railroad who was conducting the hearing as being the 
provisions of the contract pursuant to which that hearing was 
held. And this is the provision ; 
'' Article 41. Discipline. 
'' (a) Engineers w·ill not be disciplined or dismissed from 
the service without a just cause. They will be given a hear-
ing within five days if removed from service pend-
page 28 ~ ing investigation and may hear the evidence sub-
mitted. They will be promptly notified in writing 
of the action taken against them, and should the charge be 
unfounded, they will be paid for the time lost. Disciplinary 
action must be taken within thirty days after investigation 
or none will be applied. 
'' (b) Engineers taken out of service and called up for in-
vestigation will have the privilege of having with them a 
member of their organization provided such member is in 
the service of the company.'' 
That privilege was denied Mr. Harris until in their pleas-
ure the railroad held another so-called hearing and decided 
in advance what would happen to Mr. Harris, but they went; 
through the formality of holding another hearing and then 
discharged Mr. Harris. 
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Let's see what the motives were for this discharge. I 
spoke of a wreck in which Mr. Harris was involved, and 
which was a head-on collision between two trains of the Nor-
folk Southern Railroad. Disregarding the express orders 
of the Interstate Co.mm~rce Commission which is charged 
with the duty of investigation an accident resulting in death 
or serious injury, no telegraphic report of this accident was 
made. 
~fr. Martin: I am objecting to this, your Honor. It has 
nothing to do with the case. 
Mr. Parker: I ··will show correspondence between these 
parties in which Mr. Harris called attention to that very 
fact, and Mr. Kennedy replied to it. I want to 
page 29 ~ show his malice in this matter. 
The Court: You can show he was improperly 
discharged. 1Vhat difference does it make whether they 
framed him or not, framed the hearingf The jury will have 
to pass on wheth~r he was properly or improperly dis-
r.harged,-not what this Board did. 
l\Ir. Parker: If I can show a motive for discharging Mr. 
Harris,-if I can show tl1at, then I think that can be con-
sidered by the jury in deciding whether the discharge was 
bona fide or not. That has a most important bearing on 
whether these officials were acting in good faith. That is 
one matter. If actuated by malice, seeking to discharge this 
man irrespective of the merits of the controversy, that is 
another matter. ·whether one or the other was the case, this 
jury can only determine from the facts· and circumstances, 
and one of the most important is whether or not bad feeling 
existed between these parties; and I submit it is material 
evidence and material for me to show, as I can show·, in black 
and white, that a controversy existed here; that Mr. Kennedy 
sought to conceal the true reason for that accident; sought 
to throw part of the blame on Mr. Harris where none existed. 
The Court: You may prove that he was improper-
page 30 ~ ly discharged in violation of th~ contract made by 
the railroad with the union. 
Mr. Parker: And maliciously discharged. 
The Court: Do you have to show maliciousness? 
Mr. Parker: I think I do. I will ask for an instruction for 
punitive damages. . 
Mr~ M.artin: That was passed on and stricken out. 
Mr. Parker: I will present the instructions. 
Mr. Martin: It ·was passed on, the same principle. 
Mr. Parker: I have the right to introduce that evidence 
again. That is not 1res a.djudfra.ta. 
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The Court: You can show anything that shows he was 
improperly discharged. 
Mr. Parker: Including motive? 
The Court: I don't know about punitive damages. The 
motive wa~ good, bad or indifferent If improper, he might 
have a right of action. ·what motivated my employer in dis-
changing me does not inure to my benefit, except the cir-
cumstances showing I was improperly discharged. 
Mr. Parker: I ask the privilege of introducing the evidence. 
I want my exceptions in the record. 
The Court: ·we will pass on that at the proper time. 
Mr. Parker: I cannot advert to the details of 
page 31 } this accidenH 
The Court: :The only burden. you have is to 
show that the railroad violated its contract with the plain-
tiff. 
Mr~ Parker: In attempting to show that I cannot prove 
any facts showing the reasons why Mr. Kennedy would like 
to get ride of l\fr. Harris 1 
The Court: You may show the reasons for the improper 
dis~i~s~l, but not as to matters not in this case. 
Mr. Parker : I don't know whether I understand your 
Hono~ fully, or not. It is my understanding of it that I am 
permitted to state to this jury and then prove, if I can-
rhe Court : All the circumstances concerning this dismis-
~al; and then the jury can pass on, whether under those cir-
cumstances he was properly or improperly dismissed. 
~r. Parker: I will make this statement then, which I 
think is within the ruling of the Court just announced: That 
this was not the only difficulty Mr. Harris hacl with Mr. 
Kennedy; more important and a complete reason why Mr. 
Kennedy, the compelling reason why Mr~ Kennedy wanted 
to get rid of Mr. Harris was th~ fact that Mr. Harris, as 
Chairman of the local organization of the Brother-
page 32 ~ hood of Locomotive Engineer!:3, was writing Mr. 
Kenne<ly and demanding some explanation of the 
fa~t that the Norfolk Southern ~ailroad under its published 
tariffs -was collecting for freight and passengers on trips be-
tween Norfolk to Marsden and Norfolk to Raleigh, North 
Qarolina, for 241 miles of track, and paying its train crews 
who were paid on a mileage basis, on a basis that they had 
only travelled 232 miles covering those same points. Now, 
you must ad~it that is ~ puzzling circumstance. In an effort 
to get ~t the bottom pf that Mr. Turner, a general repre-
sentative <>f the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, took 
the matter up with the Interstate Commerce Commission to 
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get information as to what the actual distance was. That 
supplies the second phase of this action. Mr. Harris claims 
for a period of five years,-w·hich is as far back as he can 
go under the statute of limitations,-he had been paid on a 
basis of 232 miles between here and Raleigh, when the actual 
distance was 241 miles. Niow, in an effort to get at the bot-
tom of that I called upon them to produce the records of the 
Chief Engineer. He knows what the distance is and could 
bave told us very promptly had he been so disposed. The 
defendant resisted that effort to give this information suc-
cessfully, but we have been able to produce the 
page 33 r published tariff duly certified, filed by this defen-
dant with the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
showing station by station the mileage between here and 
Raleigh, North Carolina, and that mileage is 241 miles, ac-
cording to their published tariff. If they have any good ex-
planation of that, I am interested in hearing it, because even 
now they .are ·collecting from shippers on a basis of some 10 
miles in 'excess of what they are willing to concede that the 
train crews travel and deliver that freight. Now, Mr. Harris, 
at the request of members of the Brotherhood, he being the 
chairma.n, wrote and demanded some explanation of the fact 
why the train crews were not paid what they were entitled to. 
That had Mr. Kennedy in the corner, and that, I submit, was 
one of the compelling reasons why when the first opportunity 
presented itself he discharged Mr. Harris over an incident 
which would not have caused a ripple under ordinary cir-
cumstances. What was that incident t It happened at Green-
ville, North Carolina. Mr. Harris was the engineer of the 
train coming from Raleigh to Norfolk and at Greenville had 
had to cut of-f two cars from the train, back them into a side-
track of the station and drop one of the cars loaded with ex-
press and move certain express and mail from the other 
car; watching him do that necessary shifting to 
page 34 ~ get those cars placed was the agent of the Com-
pany, a Mr. Bradshaw, who in an emergency tes-
tified in the fonn of deposition taken late yesterday after-
noon, which will be read to you gentlemen. Mr. Bradshaw 
was ill and had to go on to Richmond to see a doctor, could 
not wait until today, so by agreement his testimony was 
taken. ·what did Mr. Bradshaw have to say about this? Ap-
parently the only man giving Mr. Harris, the engineer, sig-
nals so far as moving his train back and forth was concerned 
was a flagman up at a crossing some distance away from the 
end of the track ; the end of the track had a bumper affair 
there to stop cars, which you are familiar with, I am sure·, 
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and the point at which that car was to be placed was pretty 
close to the bumper. Mr. Harris was sitting in the engineer's 
position, of course, and had to judge as best he could ho·w 
close he was getting to it, and had to take his signals from 
this flagman. Now, one of the regulations which Mr. Harris 
was accused of violating was taking his signals from some-
one other than the conductor of the train. The conductor of 
the train was in the station and so was every other member 
of the crew except the flagman. Here was the man ahead of 
everybody else, Mr. Bradshaw, watching it going on and per-
mitted it, and yet that is assigned as one of the reasons for 
discharging Mr. Harris who was taking his orders 
page 35 ~ from someone other than the conductor, who was 
in the station. In attempting to get back there 
Mr. Harris would back a certain distance, and that didn't 
suit Mr. Bradshaw. The result was there was a confusion of 
signals, going forward and coming back some more which 
finally resulted in colliding with the bumper very lightly; 
no damage done, although that was magnified out of all pro-
portion. In connection with that there was some little ex-
change of profanity between Mr. Harris and the flagman 
something which occurs all the time. Mr. Bradshaw said 
that was the common thing. They don't conduct a Sunday 
School class. Mr. Bradshaw said they were very much like 
sailors, and used pretty much the same language among them-
selves. That was magnified out of all proportion and assign-
ed as the reason why :Mr. Harris should be thrown out after 
37 years of service. 
That is the situation, gentlemen. The actual amount of 
money that Mr. Harris lost over the last five years by 
reason of being shortchanged on his mileage is not great,-
some four hundred odd dollars, I believe; he has been dam-
aged by being deprived of his livelhood by the unlawful act 
of this defendant that now seeks to hide behind the fact, a 
legal technicality, that it may escape liability on this con-
tract by reason of the fact it was not organized until the 
contract was executed. The real damage they did 
page 36 ~ was to take his livelihood from him. He was mak-
ing some five thousand dollars a year and while 
he still had some years of usefulness left him, on a trumped-
up charge with no basis in fact whatever, and was thrown out 
because he had gotten :Mr. Kenndy in a hole. Mr. Kennedy 
had to explain in some manner why he was collecting from 
shippers and passengers for ten miles in excess of the dis-
tance he was willing to concede that the train crews travelled, 
-and that was the real motive actuating his discharge. Mr. 
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Harris had no choice in the matter; he had an official posi-
tion, in that he was Chairman of the local branch of the 
Brotherhood; he had to pursue these complaints; he knew 
what the schedule showed, the time table showed when they 
traveled the distance between here and Raleigh, and he knew 
it showed approximately 10 miles more than the train crews 
were being paid for. That called for an explanation and 
when Mr. Kennedy was cornered the best he could think of 
to do was to frame this case up and discharge Mr. Harris 
and get rid of a trouble maker. "re will ask under the in-
structions of the Court that this defendant be required to 
respond in heavy damages for the wrong it has done Mr. 
Harris in order to cover up what Mr. Kem1edy had been 
doing behind the scenes, and I will ask 1\fr. Ken-
page 37 ~ nedy to take the stand and give you gentlemen 
some explanation of these facts. 
(Opening statement of counsel for defendant not tran-
scribed). 
The Court : Call your first witness. 
1\fr. Parker: I hand counsel these papers which I propose 
to introduce. 
Mr. Martin: I object to the introduction of these papers. 
It should be had out of the presence of the jury. 
The Court: The jury may retire until called back in the 
jury box. . 
(Jury retire from court room). 
Mr~ Martin: May it please the Court, the paper counsel 
has handed me is a copy of a certain paper in writing in 
the U. S. District Court here. This shows that the new rail-
road company was assuming various obligations of the old 
railroad company. I object to that as immaterial and can-
not be shown under the pleadings' in this case. The plead-
ings in this case is this : 
'' On or about July 23, 1928; the Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Engineers, a labor union, acting on behalf and for the bene-
fit of the plaintiff and others entered into an agreement in 
writing with the said defendant,''-that is the 
page 3g r new company organized in '39.-' '~fixing the 
terms and conditions of the employment of the 
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plaintiff and the rate of pay which the plaintiff would re-
ceive' ',-and so forth. That is the written agreement which 
they say they rely on. ,v e called for a bill of particulars. 
There is no bill of particulars to show any such written 
agreement existed. 
The Court: The Court will grant leave to amend the 
motion in that respect, they were relying on the contract 
made by the prior company, which contract is assumed by 
order of the Federal Court under the bankruptcy proceed-
ings by the present company. 
Mr. Martin: That may have been a. legitimate amendment 
at the proper time. Vl e called for that bill of particulars 
months and months ago, may it please the Court. 
The Court: Under the pleadings it is alleged that the 
contract was made with a company and no such company 
existed at the time; but the company that was organized took 
over that contract. You cannot defeat parties under that 
contract. 
Mr. Martin: Not if properly pleaded. vVe called for 
bill of particulars on it long, long ago. 
Mr. Parker: If your Honor please, .they called for bill of 
particulars and I stated the contract was not 
page 39 r available, and asked that they ,be required to pro-
duce it, and your Honor ruled I could call for it 
in the course of the trial. If it is of sufficient importance I 
will ask that that notice of. motion be amended to read, that 
they adopted the terms of this contract. 
The Court: I ,vill grant that, motion. 
Mr. Martin: :\'Ve except at this time. 
Mr. Parker: I amend it to the effect--
The Court: Do you still have objection to it? 
Mr. Martin: I know of no other objection if that amend-
ment is made on that point. I would ask for him to really 
amend it. 
Mr. Parker: I will amend it right now. 
The Court: Take your original notice of motion and write 
it in. 
Mr. Martin: I should like for the record to show the de-
f eJ!dant excepts to this amendment being allowed at this 
time after the trial is commenced when we called :for bill of 
particulars on the subject months and months ago, and none 
is of record. 
Mr. Parker: I have amended the notice of motion to read 
as follows: 
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'' On or about July 23, 1928, the Brotherhood of Locomo-
tice Engineers, a labor union, acting on behalf 
page 40 } and for the benefit of, the plaintiff and others, 
entered into an agreement in writing with the 
Norfolk Southern Railroad Company, fixing the terms and 
conditions of employment of the plaintiff and the rate of 
pay which the plaintiff would receive, it being expressly 
agreed that the plaintiff would not be dismissed from the 
employ of said company without just cause, which said con-
tract was adopted by the defendant as successor in title 
to the properties of said Norfolk Southern Railroad Com-
pany.'' · 
The Court: All right. You offer the others 1 
Mr. Parker: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin:· That is the first one. The second exhibit we 
have objection to, is the tariff. They want to show mileage. 
This is not the mileage the engineer ran over. 
The Court: That would not bind the defendant, if some 
agent of the government would agree there was more miles 
between the two points. He has to show a book of the actual 
mileage. That is what some bureau V{Ould show. 
Mr. Parker: That is the tariff filed with the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. 
Mr. Martin: It is not the same mileage. 
The Court: It can be introduced for what it is worth, 
but it is not llinding on the defendant. 
page 41 } Mr. Parker: It is an admission. 
The Court : . It is not binding on the actual mileage. 
Mr. Martin : It includes trackage around here that this 
man never went over at all. 
The Court: ,That can be pointed out in your argument. 
but that is an admission. · 
Mr. Martin: It is not going over the trackage that is in-
volved in this case. "\Ve save the point. 
The Court: Call in the jury. 
(Jury return to jury box). 
Mr. Parker: ·we have introduced in evidence gentlemen 
of the jury, certified copies of extracts from th~ decree of 
the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 
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. Vhginia, pursuant to which this present defendant took over 
the properties of. the Norfolk Southern Railroad Company, 
which for some years prior to the entry of these decrees had 
been operated by its receivers, and I read briefly from these 
orders to show ·what the effect of them was. First, on the 
order confirming sale to this corporation which was organ-
ized for the purpose of taking over these properties the de-
cree provides this : 
'' The Railway Company shall assume, perform or dis-
charge, to the ext~nt that the same shall not have been per-
formed or discharged prior to the date of transfer of such 
property and interests, all indebtedness, liabili-
page 42 ~ ties and obligations of the Receivers as provided , 
in Articles XI and XIII of the Foreclosure De-
cree and shall pay, satisfy or discharge, to the extent that 
the same shall not have been paid, satisfied or discharged 
prior to the date of transfer of such property and interests, 
·an amounts which have been approved, or which may here-
after be approved, by this Court for payment' '-and so 
forth. Further, the final decree makes this provision: 
" * * * the purchaser thereof s\1all be obligated to pay, 
satisfy and discharge, out of the purchase price to be paid 
for the properties and interests directed in and by this de-
cree to be sold, to the extent that the same shall not have 
been paid, satisfied and discharged prior to the date of trans-
fer of such properties and interests.'' 
And then lists a number of items until Article V, which 
reads: 
'' ( 5) All obligations of the Receivers under any executory 
contracts, leases, and agreements duly entered into, made 
affirmed, assumed or adopted by the Receivers to and in-
cluding the date of sale, whether or not the same be appurt-
e:nan t to or concern property and premises located within or 
without the United States Judicial District for the Eastern 
District of Virginia.'' 
The net result is, this new concern having been given the 
properties of the railroad, assumes its obligations. 
The second of these exhibits is a tariff, so-called, which 
the law requires every railroad company to file with the In-
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page 43 ~ tariff filed by the Norfolk Southern Railway Com-
pany, which is the current defendant. On August 
26, 1942, you will find if you examine this tariff that the 
company has shown under the heading '' Main Line'' the dis-
tance from station to station from Norfolk to Raleigh, North 
Carolina, and you ,vill find the aggregate distance shown 
by this schedule is approximately 242 miles. 
I want to introduce this contract. This is a copy. 
Mr. Martin: This is highly immaterial, may it please the 
Court. 
The Court : Gentlemen, you will have to step out again. 
(Jury retire ·from court room). 
Mr. Parker: My sole reason for introducing this is the fact° 
it is a memorandum of agreement signed by Mr. Cox and 
accepted by the carrier. It has to do with the interpretation 
of Rule 26 of the current agreement with the Order of Rail-
way Conductors and Brotherhood of Locomotive EngineerR 
and Rule 24 between the company and the Brotherhood of 
Locomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of Firemen. I 
want to ask them to produce tlmt contract and I will ask Mr. 
Cox if he signed that, as a solemn admission of a representa-
tive of this company. I want to show that agreement,- here 
is a solemn agreement that such agreement exists. 
page 44 ~ The Court: It doesn't show what it covers. 
Whatever agreement they had would not be affec-
ted by this. 
Mr. Parker: I am not concerned with what is in this letter, 
except it is a solemn admission that an agreement exists be-
tween the company and the Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers, and I want to know what that agreement is, your 
Honor. 
The Court : Why not ask him if he had such an agree-
ment, or if he knows about iU You have a right to examine 
him without introducing that letter. I think that is imma-
terial. 
Mr. Parker: I'm not concerned about the letter. 
The Court: You off er that and counsel objects, and the 
Court will sustain the objection. 
Mr. Parker: I have not offered it. I just handed it to Mr .. 
Martin. · 
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The Court: Do you offer it now 1 
Mr. Parker: No, sir. 
The Court: Call in the jury. 
(Jury return to jury box). 
1\fr. Parker: I will call Mr. Cox as an adverse witness, an 
official of the company. 
The Court: Swear the witness. 
page 45}, J. S. COX 
called as an adverse witnes-s by the plaintiff, having been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. vVill you state your name, please? 
A. J. S. Cox. 
Q. Where do you live, Mr. CoxY 
A. 810 Ridgewood A venue, Norfolk. 
Q. You are an official of the Norfolk Southern Railway 
Company, the defendant in this case, a.re you not 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your position Y 
A. Assistant to the Vice-President, Operation. 
Q. Does the company, the defendant in this case, have an 
agreement with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 
and members which they employ! 
A. So far as I know, we do. We are working under an 
agreement dated in 1928. 
Q. Is this the agreement? (Handing to witness). 
A. Yes, this is the agreement under which we are now 
working with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. 
Q. That is the agreement which governs your relations 
with the members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers employed by this defendant company! 
page 46 ~. A. Labor relations and their services with the 
railroad, yes, sir. 
Mr. Parker : I ask to introduce the following documents in 
evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibits 1, 2 and 3, respectively: 
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As Exhibit 1, excerpts from orders of the United States 
District Court for the Eastern District Court of Virginia. 
As Exhibit 2, certified copy of the tariff filed by the de-
fendant with the Interstate Commerce Coinmission. 
As Exhibit 3, contract between the defendant company and 
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, which regulates 
the terms and conditions of employment of the engineers in 
the employment of the company. 
The Court: Let the documents be marked. 
(Documents: de~cribed marked Plaintiff's Exhibits 1, 2 and 
3, respectively. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Mr. Cox, I·read you Article 41 of this Contract, entitled 
''Discipline'' ,-:paragraph A reads: 
'' (a) Engineers will not be disciplined or dismissed from 
the service without a just cause. They will be given a hear-
ing within five days if removed from service pending investi-
gation and may hear the evidence submitted. They will be 
promptly notified in writing of the action taken against 
them, and should the charge be unfounded, they ·will be paid 
for the time lost. Disciplinary action must be taken within 
thirty days after investigation or none will 'be 
page 47 ~ applied.'' . 
Paragraph Breads: 
'' (b) Engineers taken o·ut of service and called up for 
investigation will have the privilege of having with them a 
member of their organization provided such member is in 
the service of the Company.'' 
Are those provisions of the contract which I have just 
read still in effect 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Parker : No further questions. 
The Court: Stand aside. 
Mr. Parker: I will call Mr. Harris next. 
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the plaintiff herein, called as a witness in his own behalf, 
having been first duly sworn was examined and testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By l\tlr. Parker : 
Q. State your name, age, and place of residence. 
1\.. vVilliam E. Harris. 63 years old; home address, 1437 
Chesapeake A venue. 
Q. You were formerly employed by the Norfolk Southern 
Railroad Company or its predecessor in title? 
A. Yes, sir, November 1900. 
Q. In what capacity were you employed at that time? 
.l\.. As pump repairer in the Maintenance of Way Depart-
ment. 
Q. You subsequently became a locomotive en-
page 48 ~ gineer, did you not t 
I did. 
Q. In what year? 
A. I transferred from the :Maintenance of Way Depart-
ment as a locomotive fireman. That is the Transportation 
Department. In 1917 I was promoted to locomotive engineer. 
Q. How long did you continue to be a locomotive engineer 
in the employ of this company or its predecessor company! 
A. Continuously until the year 1941. 
Q. vVhat l1appened in that year? 
A. I was in a serious head-on collision on June 22, 1941. 
I was convalescent from June 22, '41, until May 5, 1943. 
During that time I was transferred from the Transportation 
Department payroll to the Claim Department payroll. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. May 5, 1943, I ·was returned to the Transportation pay-
roll and remained on the Transportation payroll until I was 
discharged September 28th. 
Q. After the accident did you resume your duties as loco-
motive engineer? 
A. I did. 
Q. Now, state the circumstances attending the occurrence 
for which you were discharged from the service of the com-
pany. 
page 49 ~ A. I didn't catch that last. 
Q. State the circumstances leading up to your 
discharge? 
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A. On September 25, 1946, I was coming north of passen-
ger train No. 2. 
Q. From what point f 
A. From Raleigh, North Carolina. "\Ve were setting off 
extra cars at intervals; at ,vnson, first Greenville, second, 
~.,.. ashington, third,-sometimes Edenton and sometimes 
Elizabeth City. At Greenville we were holding onto 2 cars, 
bag·gag·e car and the express car and we come over an auxil-
iary track, or sidetrack, to pass one of those cars out. There 
were no cars on tl1at track but there was two highway cros-
sings that had to be hand-flagged in passing over them, by 
city ordinance. In that sidetrack my flagman or brakeman 
flagged this crossing and we backed up close to the bumping 
block a.nd stopped, and the express messenger wanted-
Q. Just a moment, there. Was there any other member 
of the train crew around there other than the flagman? 
A. Nobody other than the flagman. 
Q. The conductor wasn't there f 
A. He wasn't there. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. We were standing there 30 minutes or more; the ex-
press messenger and his helper was transferring mail and 
express: I eat my dinner. I had a quart of butter 
page 50 ~ milk and sat there and drank my butter milk and 
eat my lunch. ,Just about the time I got through 
eating my lunch somebody passed by and says "all right". 
I said '' what did you say oyer there?'' The voice came from 
the opposite side of the train. 
Q. Fr.om the fireman's side¥ 
A. From the fireman's side. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. At that time the fireman was on deck and had been eat-
ing or was eating his lunch. Anxious to make a quick move 
and get back in the train and start on out, I said '' What did 
you say over there!" and somebody says "Go ahead", a 
verbal signal. My flagman bad gone ahead of the train to 
this first crossing. I moved up to that crossing a distance 
of two or three cars. 
Q. Did he give you any signal at that timef 
A. At that time I approached the crossing he gave me a 
wild wash-out signal to stop and pointed back. That is the 
first time I had looked back, and I looked back toward the 
station and I seen my conductor giving me a back-up signal. 
I also noted I was holding onto two cars; we backed up and 
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stopped. He signalled me back; I could lean out my window, 
out of the engineer's window and see the bumping block at 
the end of the track. He was halfway between me,-or in 
other words, he was at the two cars in the middle 
page 51 } of the train. There ·was no one at the end of the 
_ cars. Seeing the bumping block and knowing I was 
very close to it I stopped again, not wanting to hit this block. 
He continued to signal me back. He was a distance from me. I 
tried to attract his attention to how close the car was to the 
end of the track. I gave the engine steam and backed up. The 
distance was so close between the end of the car and the 
drawhead and the bumping block that it struck, and I applied 
my brake and stopped. \Vhat happened when it struck, -I 
don 't know; I don't remember just which one, the conductor 
or the brakeman cut the car off, flagged the two crossings, 
backed the train, coupled up and went away, and we left 
Greenville. I don't know of anything that had happened out 
of the ordinary. There was railroad language used, just 
common ordinary language between train crews ; not that 
anybody was mad, that I knew about. I didn't talk with 
anybody at Greenville, and the first time that I knew of any-
thing about what had happened,-this happened on Septem-
ber 25th, coming north. I finished my trip into Berkley ; I 
reported for my train the following day, took it to Raleigh, 
and there was nothing unusual happened. I came back from 
Raleigh the next trip. I left Berkley Saturday morning the 
28th and when I arrived at Shawboro, North Carolina, ap-
proximately 32 miles out of Norfolk, the first open tele-
graph station I believe it was, I got a message 
page 52 } from Mr. J. C. Poe to report at his office on my 
arrival at Raleigh. I didn't know a thing, that any-
thing- unusual had happened. 
Q. Before we go further at this stage, Mr. Harris, 
let's go back to what occurred at Greenville: you were pres-
ent yesterday when Mr. Bradshaw, the agent at Greenville, 
was examined on the taking of depositions, were you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You heard his statement, did you noU 
A . .Yes, sir. 
Q. You heard his statement that a number of times you 
ran up ahead a quarter of a mile and then back, and ran 
ahead a quarter of a mile and back,-and that this happened 
a number of times : Is· that true¥ 
A. It isn't true. 
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Q. \Vas :Mr. Bradshaw standing there watching while you 
were doing this shifting? 
A. ·when I discovered :Mr. Bradshaw he was standing over 
there talking to the conductor. I paid no attention to him. 
That is the first time I knew he was there, was the first 
move I made ahead with my train to the crossing, and my 
flagman standing on the crossing waved me down and mo-
tioned back. That was the first. 
Q. You went back and forth several times attempting to 
place this car where the conductor or Bradshaw 
page 53 ~ direyted it to be placed t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far ahead did you advance on those occasions f 
A. I don't recall moving forward at any time; that is, 
after I went.back the second time to place the car,-the only 
move was back,-stop,-back,-bumper,-that is the only 
move. 
Q. With how much force did you hit this bumper block, as 
you call itY 
A. I couldn't tell you. The locomotive carries 175 pounds 
of steam. If you pull the throttle open you put probably 
that much steam in the cylinders pushing against it. There 
is no way on earth I could tell how much force. 
Q. ,v as there sufficient force to jolt anybody? 
A. The distance was so close to the bumper block, the train 
hadn't gotten up enough force to cause any damage. 
Q. Was the bumper block broken down? 
A. It wasn't a bumper block. It was just two pieces of 
iron bolted to the rail. It wasn't moved. 
Q. It was not moved in any manner! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So far as you know was there any damage done f 
A. None at all. 
Q. Was there any complaint made to you by the agent 
standing there that any damage was done at all I 
page 54 } A. None at all. 
Mr. Parker: I hand counsel for the defendant 
this correspondence for his inspection. 
Mr. Martin: I maintain this is entirely irrelevant to the 
whole incident. This is correspondence passing between Mr. 
Kennedy and the witness prior to this incident he has been 
testifying about. 
Mr. Parker: This is showing Mr. Kennedy's motive in dis-
charging the plaintiff. . . . 
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The Court: \Vha.tever happened prior to this because of 
this previous matter is immaterial. 
Mr. Parker: I maintain Kennedy ,vas looking for an oppor-
tunity to discharge Mr. Harris. 
I offer this exchange of correspondence in evidence for the 
purpose of showing the motive actua#ng the discharge of 
this plaintiff in '46, and I understand your Honor sustains 
the objection 1 
The Court: All correspondence prior to the Greenville in-
cident I will hold is immaterial to the issue here. 
Mr. Parker: Exception. I will ask that the correspondence 
referred to be marked for identification as Plaintiff's Ex-
hibit 4. 
(Marked). 
Mr. Parker: I hand-counsel these documents be-
page 55 ~ fore I off er them in' evidence. 
Mr. Martin: I object to them all. Some dated 
in '45. 
Mr. Parker: These letters have to do-
Mr. Martin: I ask your Honor to excuse the jury. 
The Court: The only issue in this case is whetlier this 
plaintiff was discharged without just cause. That is· one; or 
if he was discharged with cause, he was unpaid under this 
contract for mileage. Those are the only issues. 
Mr. Parker: Yes, those are the only issues. 
The Court: Suppose, for instance, an official of the rail-
road hated this man,-just despised him,-and knows under 
the law he cannot discharge him unless there is good cause, 
and the good cause occurs ; that is the fault of the man. 
According to the testimony there may not have been good 
cause; but whether an employer discharges a man because he 
dislikes him makes no difference, if the man discharged 
brings about the dismissal. 
Mr. Parker: My position is this: Exactly where the line 
of demarcation is between conduct justifying discharge and 
conduct justifying a reprimand, or conduct that can be over-
looked, is uncertain. There is no mathematical equation 
for it. 
page 56 ~ The Court: That is what the jury is for. The 
grounds for discharge would have to be created by 
the plaintiff in this case. If he did not creat~ those grounds, 
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it makes no difference how the defendant felt about him. It 
is a matter of contract. 
Mr. Parker: If your Honor please, I want to offer this 
correspondence in evidence for the purpose I have just 
stated. I understand on the objection of the defendant your 
Honor refuses its admission, and I except to the ruling of 
the Court and ask that the correspondence be identified by 
the reporter as Plaintiff's Exhibit 5. 
( Correspondence marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 5, for identi-
fication. 
Mr. Parker : These are time books to show the mileage. 
(Indicating). 
Mr. Martin : Is this on the second count! 
Mr. Parker: Yes, that is supporting original documents. 
The Court: Does counsel want to check them? 
Mr. Martin: This is on the bill of particulars second counU 
Mr. Parker: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: I don't object, but I will show it is the wrong 
distance. 
(Time books marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, for identifica-
tion.) 
page 57 ~ Mr. Parker: I ask leave to introduce in evidence 
a statement attached to the supplemental bill of 
particulars which I have heretofore filed, which is a compila-
tion of the data shown by those time books, and at the end a 
summary of the results. 
Mr. Martin: That is the claim for the $447.45f 
Mr. Parker: Yes, sir. 
The Court: Ask the witness whether or not that is a cor-
rect statement. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Mr. Harris, I have just offered in evidence your time 
hooks which I understand you kept for the purpose of record-
ing the trips that you made as an engineer and the time and 
distance covered, is that correct f ,v ere those books kept by 
youY 
A. I kept a duplicate copy. The tickets are sent to the 
men. These are the duplicates of the total tickets that the 
company has. 
Q. You gave the company one copy and you kept a copy! 
A. Yes, sir. · 
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Q. Attached here is a statement compiling the information 
shown in those books, and I ask you if that is a copy of the 
statement prepared by you f 
A. Yes, it is. 
page 58 } Mr. Parker: I ask that the document just identi-
fied be received as Plaintiff's Exhibit 7. 
(Whereupon the document referred to was marked Plain-
tiff's Exhibit 7.) 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Now, Mr. Harris, let's go back to what followed sub-
sequent to the occurrence at Greenville: you said you re-
ceived notice to report to Mr. Poe in Raleigh: who is he 1 
A. I received a second,-you cut me off,-when I arrived 
at ·w ashington, North Carolina, the agent had three company 
letters in his hand. He passed my brakeman who was on the 
front of the engine going up to the station. He handed the 
brakeman one, and he handed me one, and he carried the 
third one back to the conductor. I opened the letter and it 
was a second notice from the Train Master, Yance Winstead, 
to report to Mr. Kennedy's office on my arrival at Raleigh. 
After arriving at Raleigh I reported according to the orders. 
Mr. Poe wanted a report on my actions at Greenville. I had 
none to make because I didn't know of any ungentlemanly 
action. He asked me if I was ready to go into the investiga-
tion, and I told him I was not; and besides, I had no one to 
represent me. He asked my conductor if he was ready, which 
he was. My conductor and flagman made a statement, gave 
a statement. He asked me if I was ready to make any state-
ment, and I said, no, I had no statement to make. 
page 59 ~ I said "I don't know what it is all about. ·who 
are my accusers, and where are they Y'' He said 
"I have a letter from Mr. Bradshaw, agent at Greenville, I 
will read to you for your benefit.'' He read this letter and 
after he got through reading it I said, "Well, Mr. Poe, that 
is all a mistake.'' I said '' the stuff that l\!Ir. Bradshaw is 
accusing me of in that letter, any man on earth would want 
to defend himself.'' He said '' All right, go ahead and de-
f end yourself.'' I was def ending myself the best I could. I 
said ''that is all a false statement." I was accused of curs-
ing the brakeman. I said "I didn't use the Lord's name in 
vain." When I was t~rough talking Mr. Poe stood up before 
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his private secretary to dictate his opinion; he started talk-
ing and he stopped. I remember very distinctly, his face 
turned white. He said, "'Vait a minute, I have got to get 
this exactly right.'' Then he started dictating a second time 
exactly like he wanted it. ·when he finished he said, ''that is 
all, gentlemen." I said, "I don't understand it. What do 
you mean by what you just said 1 Am I discharged, or are 
you going to · allow me to take my· train back to my home 
terminal?'' Ile said, '' Effective as of tonight, you are dis-
missed. 'According to the statements you have violated the 
rules, and you are dismissed. Of course, you know you have 
an appeal over my decision.'' My last words were, ''Mr. 
Poe, I'm sorry that things have turned out like they 
have." That is the last words I spoke. I 
page 60 ~ went out and my colored fireman who happened 
to be sitting over here said- · 
Mr. Martin: ,v e object to what the colored fireman said. 
He can be called to the stand. 
'.The Court: You cannot say what the colored fireman said. 
The Witness: I was going to tell-
The Court: He is here to tell it himself. That is against 
the rules for you to say what he said. 
The Witness: Very well. That is all. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Now, at your request Mr. Turner, a representative of 
the Brotherhood, went further with this matter, did he not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The· result was what was termed a supplemental hear..: 
ing, I believe! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What- happened as the result of that °l 
A. After the hearing Mr. Turner asked Mr. Kennedy for 
his decision. · 
Q. vV as this hearing before Mr. Kennedy 1 
A. Mr. L. P. Kennedy. 
Q. This is Mr. L. P. Kennedy°! (Indicating) 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was this the appeal Mr. Poe was talking 
page 61 ~ abouU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhat happened then Y 
A. Mr. Kennedy held the next meeting. He taken a state-
ment from the train crew, and I read the letter that I re-
ceived from Train Master Winstead. Mr. Kennedy said, 
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'' that is not in my file and it won't be in my file.'' At the 
end of his investigation l\Ir. Turner asked Mr. Kennedy for 
his report. Mr. Kennedy said, ''I reserve the right and 
privilege to render a decision in a few days. I will give you 
a report in a few days.'' 
Q. ·what were the relations between you and Mr. Kennedy? 
A. The relations-no ill feeling ever existed with me to-
ward Mr. Kennedy that I know of. 
Q. Did Mr. Kennedy have anything against you? 
A. I consider he did have something against me when he 
answered my correspondence about this wreck. 
Q. Did you consider .that he had any ill feeling against you 
as the result of anything else Y 
Mr. Martin: That is immaterial. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
~fr. Parker: Note my exception. 
Q. You stated you have been in the railroad business for 
some 37 years : Is there anything unusual in your experience 
in altercations between members of a train crew? 
Mr. Martin: That is immaterial, may it please 
page 62 ~ the Court, entirely immaterial. 
Mr. Parker: It has a material bearing on 
whether or not this discharge was justified. 
The Court: Overrule the objection. 
:Mr. Martin: Save the point. r: ..;,- • ·~ 
The ,vitness: ,vhat is the question 1 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. The question is this, Mr. Harris: Do you consider the 
altercation which occurred in the yard at Greenville concern-
ing which you have testified anything unusual in relations 
among members of train crews 1 · 
Mr. Martin: I object to that as immaterial. 
The Court: Objection sustained. You can ask him what 
is usually done, how train crews conducted themselves with-
out any criticism, but not what he considers proper. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Based on your 37 years of experience as an e111ployee 
of the Norfolk Southern Railroad Company, have you wit-
nessed altercations among train crews from time to time? 
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Mr. Martin: I object to that as incompetent and im-
material. 
A. Far worse than what we had at Greenville. 
The Court: Objection overruled. Go ahead. 
Mr. Martin: Exception to this w·hole line of examina-. 
tion. · 
page 63 ~ A. I have witnessed far worse. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. "\Vas any attention ever paid to them 1 
Mr. Martin: Same objection, along this line. 
The Court: Yes. 
A. No. 
By Mr. Parker-: 
Q. Any disciplinary action taken as the result of it? 
A. None whatsoever. Q. Do- the·. railroad people consider such altercations are 
worthy of dismissing employees of the company? 
Mr. Martin: I object to that. 
The Court: Objection sustained. "\Vhat the railroad people 
consider is not prop~r. 
The ·witness : They don't. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Have you ever heard of any dismissal resulting from 
an occurrence similar to this one ? 
A. I have not. 
The Court: Bece~s of 5 minutes. 
(Recess) 
The Court: Proceed with the examination. 
Mr. Parker: If your Honor pleas~, I want to introduce in 
evidenc~ stat~m~nt furnish~d by the defendant in response 
· to my interrogatory of the amount paid to Mr. 
page 64 ~ llarris fro~ Jun~ l, 1942, to May 31, 1947, by way 
of payrolls. 
Q. I believe you have testified that you did not work dur-
ing the year '42, or from January 1, 1943, to April 30, 1943: 
that was the result of the accident that you had? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This is a statement of what you received in the way of 
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pay during the period from January 1, 1942, to ~fay 31, 
1947: I will ask you if th~t is correct 7 
A~ To th~ best of my knowleqge it is. 
Q. \Vhat w~s th~ average pay or wages you w~re making 
at the time of thjs discharge, annually 1 
A. My last income tax rep9rt show~q that I received from 
the Norfolk Southern very near five thousand dollars; s9me., 
where ar~mnd $4900, I thi;nk. 
Q. These are the items that mad~ up the statement of 
approxjmately five thous~nd 9-oll~rs a year you w~re earni;ng 
at the time of your discharge? 
A. 1:" es, Eli:r. 
Mr. Parker: I ask that this statement be r.eceived in evi., 
den~~ a~d ;rp~:rJred· ~s our E~hlhit s: --~ . . . --. -. . . 
The Q9-grt, 1\{3:rl~ it. 
(Document m~rl~~d ~s :re.qu~st~~ Plaintiff's ;Exhibit 8.) 
Mr. Parker: T~k~ the witP.~§if;,. 
page 65} 0~0$S EXAMINATJON. 
By lv.(r. Martiµ : 
Q. rou claim $447A5 fl:S ~nd~r-pa¥Jll~nt b~cause not P~Y~ 
ing you for a shortage of miles, do yoµ µot? 
A. How was that, Mr. Martin? 
Q. Y~Hl claim $447~45 und~r:-payment b~cau~e they paid 
you for not enough miles tl~~t you claim you :run Y 
A. I haven't figµred it up. Jf t}lat i~ your figur~~ l guess 
it is all right. 
Q. It is your figures and Y91H" 9w~ ~t~te~~nt7 
A. Oh, yes, sir. Have I got that record hen~! 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Ma.y I see it f 
Q. That is my copy of it. (Handing to witnes§,) 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. They paid you for 232 :mjl~s f::rom ~erk}ey to Raleigh? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you claim instead 9f paying you for 232 miles you 
should be paid for more miles? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many more miles t 
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A. 240. 
Q. You ran from Berkley where you started from to the 
intermediate point,-they paid you for 126 miles to Mars-
den, when you went to Marsden between here and 
page 66 ~ Raleigh? It is right on your record. 
A. I didn't make any time tickets,-that is more 
miles,-they paid for 126 miles. 
Q. They paid you for 126 miles to Marsden and you claim 
how many miles more¥ 
A. Let me explain that to you, Mr. Martin, the best I can. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. 126 miles. I have in my files at home orders from Mr. 
Kennedy to show firemen 128 miles in passenger service, and 
they only allow 126 miles in freight service. · 
Q. The passenger run makes more different movements, 
doesn't it? . It goes over more rails than the freight train f 
A. The only difference is between Main Street in Berkley 
and the Virginian Railroad. 
Q. You were paid then for 126 miles to Marsden and you 
claim you should have been paid. for 128 Y 
A. My time ticket is 240 miles for the entire trip. 
Q. All the way to Raleigh? 
A. I don't specify any specific point other than the original 
point and the terminal point. 
Q. I thought you separated it in your statement? I will 
find it for you. This is 126 miles, (indicating). Doesn't 
that represent Marsden Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 67 ~ Q. You were paid every two weeks, weren't you Y 
A. Yes, sir, 15th and the 1st. 
Q. Every two weeks, and they paid you on the basis of 
232 miles to Raleigh, and 126 miles to Marsden, and you 
claim it should have been more? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You start in Berkley,-your engine sfa:i.rts from Berk-
ley¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Since you were separated from the N orfoll{ Southern 
in '46 have you worked anywheref 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You have not worked at allf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you applied for any work f 
A. Yes, sir. 
- I 
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Q. Where! 
A. ,vell, I applied, I registered at the Retirement Board 
for work that I was able to do, and I have not been called. 
I have my card here. 
Q. You registered where 1 
A. Around here on the next street at the Retirement 
Board,-let me get this exactly right,-215 ,vest Adams 
Street. 
Q. And you registered with them when? 
page 68 r A. 11-14-85,-no, that is the number. It doesn't 
give the date that I registered,-yes, here it is,-
lOth month, 9th day, and '47. 
Q. October, 1947. You registered there! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You haven't made any attempt to do any other work 
except registering there, have you 1 
A. No. 
By The Court: 
Q. What does that say, "Unemployment"? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who issued that card Y 
A. The Employment Service. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. You have never been back since, have you t 
A. No. 
Q. After you had been in the railroad service so many 
years, didn't you retire on a full pension Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Don't you get a pension¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much? 
The Witness: Have I got to answer that Y 
The Court: Yes, you ask for damages. 
Mr. Parker: Answer the question. 
page 69 r A. How much 1 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. I am getting $126.51, a month. 
Q. vVben did you retire and start that pension? 
A. I had to retire with disability. 
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Q. Physical disability T 
A. Yes, sir, physical disability. 
Q. ,vhen did you retire on physical disabilityf 
A. I will have to look that up. 
The Court: You can refer to any record you have. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Yes, you may look at any paper that you wish. 
A. I haven't got that, I don't think. Yes,-N ovember 23, 
'48. 
Q. Aren't you mistaken? ,v asn 't it December 6, 19471 
A. May I read this, your Honor, this letter? 
The Court: You may ref er to any papers you have. Answer 
the question yes, or no. Counsel suggested another date. You 
may refer to any paper you have and answer the question. 
A. I have got the exact date of it ·somewhere. I think I 
have. 
By The Court: 
Q. If the records of the railroad company show 
page 70 ~ December 6, 1947, would you say that is not cor-
rect? 
A. No, I don't say it is not correct. It is correct. 
Q. It is correct t 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. It was December 6, 1947, wasn't it? 
A. I accept that, Mr. Martin. 
Mr. Parker: I suggest the document be produced. 
Mr. Martin: If he denies it, I will prove it. 
Mr. Parker: Go ahead and prove it. 
The Court: He just said that is correct. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Before you retired as of December 6, '47, for physical 
disability, you had been in bad physical shape for some 
months before that, hadn't yon f 
A. What is that? 
Q. Before you retired-
Mr. Parker: Let him answer the question. 
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The Court: Go ahead and answer it, if you understand· 
the question. 
A. I have been in bad physical condition since June 22, 
1941. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. You have been in bad physical shape since June 22, '41? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
page 71} Q. Your agreement of employment with the rail-
road company is based entirely on the contract 
with the union, isn't it 1 
A. How is that? 
Q. You do not have any written agreement with the com-
pany in your own name, but just the union contract? 
A. I had a verbal contract with Lawyer Bragg. 
Q. Let's get back to September 25, 1946, at Greenville. 
Greenville is a to"'\\rn of some fifteen or eighteen thousand 
people, isn't iU 
A. I don't know the population. 
Q. It is a right lively little town between here and Raleigh t 
A. I haven't been anywhere except the station. 
Q. On that date you went into Greenville and you laid up 
the train, and you had a colored fireman in the cab with you. 
didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You backed certain cars to place one for the express 
agent to unload, didn't you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
it. 
Q. It didn't stop at the place they wanted it to stop, did it? 
A. It stopped where I understood I had the signal to stop 
Q. And you got a signal, I believe you said, to 
page 72 } come back further, or somebody hollered? · 
A. The Station Agent was there at the time. 
Q. After you stopped at the place you thought you should 
have stopped, what was the next signal, by word of mouth or 
hand? 
A. By word of mouth. 
Q. What was that signal Y 
A. Go ahead. 
Q. Who gave you that signal? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You don't know who gave it to you? 
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A. No. 
Q. And he hollered out '' go ahead'' f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In front of your fireman t 
A. No. 
Q. ·who else was on the engineer's side of the train who 
could have said '' go ahead''? You are on the right hand side 
facing fron t,-the engineer's side is the right hand side and 
the fireman's side is the left side, and the back of it is back 
here? (Ind~cating) 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. ·who could have said '' Go ahead'' f 
A. They were doing the work on the left hand side, loading 
and unloading express. 
page 73 ~ Q. On the fireman's sidet 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And someone said '' go ahead'' t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't know who it wast 
A. No. 
Q. ·when they said "go ahead 1 ', what did you dof 
A. I went ahead. 
Q. How far did you go ahead f 
A. Until I got to the crossing. My flagman was on the 
crossing. 
Q. vVhat is his namet 
A. Harry Mallory. 
Q. "\Vas he on the 9th Street or 10th Street crossing f 
A. I don't know the number of the street. 
Q. vV as he on the first or second crossing f 
A. On the first crossing. 
Q. Did you go across the crossing Y 
A. No. As soon as I saw him wave me down I stopped 
before I got there. 
Q. What did you go forward fort 
A. Because I was signalled. 
Q. You don't know why you went forward except you g0t 
the signal Y . 
A. The verbal signal was to go ahead, and I went 
ahead. 
page 7 4 ~ Q. You went. ahead on that verbal signal : did 
you get a back-up signal? 
A. Mr. Martin, this things happens every day in the week, 
and Sundays; that same movement at Greenville, 365 days in 
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the year. We stand there and unload express and tl1en we 
move out; we get a signal to go ahead, and we go ahead. 
Q. Are you through Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·when you got the signal to go ahead and you went 
ahead, you didn't put your train on any different track or 
different switch¥ 
A. No. 
Q. On the same one Y 
A. To come back to my train. 
Q. You went ahead then and stopped 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you got a back-up signal from somebody Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was it Y 
A. My flagman. 
Q. ·where was he Y 
A. Standing on the crossing in front of the engine. 
Q. And he gave you a signal in the front to back? 
A. Let me explain that: vVe were backing down 
page 75 ~ in the siding holding onto two cars; we stopped. 
My flagman, Mr. Mallory, went in between the two 
cars and broke the air hose ; there is 90 pounds of air in this 
hose; when he breaks them loose it goes "Pow!"; that air 
passes out; that has been going on all along day in and out; 
he had nothing else to do then at the train so he goes on 
down to advance the movement to the crossing, to flag me 
when I get there, to flag me across. I had moved several 
times under the same conditions, when the colored man 
worked on the opposite side of the cars, and I have also 
moved, my fireman sitting on the seat box when he would 
take the signals, verbal or these hand signals, but on this 
particular day standing there 30 minutes,-we had been 
standing still 30 minutes,-! ate my dinner; he ate his dinner; 
he was down there ea ting or putting his lunch back in his 
seat box, I don't know; being anxious to make a quick move 
and get my train to moving, I did move on a verbal signal 
from some one, I don't know who. 
Q. ·what kind of day was it, broad daylight 1 
A. Broad daylight. 
Q. When someone gave you the hand signal to back up, 
you went back¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You never did come forward any more Y 
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page 76 ~ A. Never came forward any more, more thau 
just moved to take up the slack in the train. 
Q. You never reversed the engine? 
A. I had to reverse that engine, l\fr. Martin. Let me ex.-
plain : I had so much steam when I stopped the first time the 
conductor then was giving the signals waving me back. It 
was an old engine and the trouble, when you pull the throttle 
open sometimes, when it passes over the center, she will jump 
out on you, and that throws the whole boiler pressure steam 
down, and I pulled it open and it slipped ha.ck; you attribute 
that to lost motion up in the steam dome; that throttle slipped 
wide open. I didn't have but a second or two to make all 
this move. I pulled my throttle open, put my brake valve 
on to stop the train in the distance to keep it from hitting 
the bumping block. That put so much steam in the cylinders 
I reversed the engine right quick, because by reversing the 
engine it throws steam on the opposite side of the piston. It 
stops the movement this way, and stops it, throws it that 
way. (Indicating) The movement they ref er to was when I 
threw iny reverse lever over because it worked quicker than 
the air brake. 
Q. You backed back with the hand signal and stopped-did 
you stopf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And some body said come on back further t 
page 77 ~ A. We were working by hand signal. 
Q. Signalled you back further 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you came back further and hit the bumping blorkf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You never did go forward any more? 
A. No. 
Q. This backing and going forward, backing and going for-
ward two or three or four times, is not truef 
A~ Not true; that is a false statement. I moved forward 
only the first time. 
Q. That is when you were given the word of mouth signal 
to go ahead? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·when you moved forward the first time, or about the 
time you backed what did you call your flagman Y 
A. What did I call him? 
Q. Yes, sir? 
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A. I don't recall just what I said, if I said anything at all. 
I don't remember. 
Q. Didn't you call him a '' damn son of a bitch'' t 
A. I didn't call him a son of a bitch. 
Q. You didn't call him a son of a bitch at all! 
A. What is thaU 
Q. You didn't call him a son of. a bitch on that 
occasion? 
page 78 ~ A. I didn't use the Lord's name in vain. 
Q. "Son of a bitch" is not the Lord's name. 
Did you say ''son of a bitch''? 1 
A. I probably did. "Crazy son of a bitch", something like 
that, which is a word commonly used by railroad men. 
Q. You probably said "You crazy son of a bitch",-is that 
what you said f 
A. "You crazy son of a bitch." 
Q. How many times did you call him thaU 
A. Only one time, and that was not very loud. 
Q. Not very loud, and just called him a crazy son of bitch 
one time? 
A. I believe I was laughing when I said that. 
Q. Where was he f 
A. To tell the truth, I don't believe he even heard me, he 
was so far away. 
Q. vVas that before or after you came ahead forward and· 
started to back? 
A. That was after the first movement. That is ,vhen he 
gave me the wild wash-out signal, like that. (Illustrating) 
Q. A wild wash-out signal is to stop, i.sn 't iU 
A. I didn't understand what it was all about, why he was 
giving me such a wild signal. I didn't realize what it was 
all a.bout, and I said "You crazy son of a bitch", I be-
lieve,-
page 79 ~ Q. That is a stop signal? 
A. -''you don't know what you are doing.'' 
Q. That is a stop signal, isn't iU 
A. This is the stop signal. (Illustrating) 
Q. What is the wash-out signal t 
A. Any signal is, and this signal is an emergeney signal. 
Q. Is that a wash-out signal? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that to stop, or go back, or what? 
· A. To stop as quick as possible. 
Q. To stop as quick as possible 1 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVell, I believe you said the first hearing you had at 
Raleigh was on the 28th of September at Mr. Poe's office, I 
believe you said, didn't you Y 
A. The first I knew about this rumpus at Greenville was 
Saturday morning on the 28th; leaving Norfolk I got a mes-
sage at Shawboro to report at Poe's office at Raleigh on my 
arrival. I got.a segond message at ·washington. 
Q. To the s·ame·-effecU 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And some hearing was· had at Raleigh on the 28th of 
September! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you asked for anoth~r hearing and there 
page 80 ~ was another hearing before Mr. Kennedy a few 
days later, also at Raleigh Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he is General Superintendent, stationed at Raleigh f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Parke1·: 
Q. You stated you had a verbal contract with Mr. Bragg 
relating to your employment: who is Mr. Bragg f 
A. He is the Chief Claim Ad.juster with the Norfolk South-
ern. 
Q. He is in the Attorney '"s Office for the railroad f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what was the subject matter of your conversation f 
Mr. Martin: I object to that. They are suing on a written 
contract. 
Mr. Parker: They brought it out. 
Mr. Martin: He said he had some talk with Mr. Bragg. 
Mr. Parker: He said he had a verbal contract with Mr. 
Bragg. 
The Court: That is something you have not alleged. 
Mr. Parker : Note my exception, if your Honor 
page 81 ~ please. 
Q. Mr. Harris, you stated that your condition 
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now was the same as it was in '4U Your physical condition. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,vhen did you resume your employment as locomotive 
engineer with the Norfolk Southern Railroad following the 
accident¥ 
A. May 5, 1942. 
Q. You continued operating as locomotive engineer with 
the Norfolk Southern until your discharge in '46! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was your physical condition such that you were capable 
of operating a locomotive? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You did operate it, didn't you·Y 
Mr. Martin: I ol)je~t to it as leading. 
The Court: Go ahead. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. You did operate a locomotive from '43, when you went 
back to work until 1946, did you noU 
A. Satisfactorily, very satisfactory service. 
Q. Is your physical condition now any worse than it was 
thenV 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ,vas your physical condition at the time of your retire-
ment by reason of disability any worse than it was 
page 82 ~ then or is now? 
A. I don't get that. 
Q. You retired by reason of physical disability: was your 
physical condition at the time of your retirement any worse 
than it was following your return to your employment in '421 
A. No, sir, it wasn't. 
Q. vVas it possible for you to obtain employment as a 
locomotive engineer following your discharge by the Norfolk 
Southern! 
A. Not in my physical condition. No other railroad in the 
United States would employ you. My doctor, Dr. Payne, I 
asked him about retirement on total disability. Dr. Payne 
said "I cannot retire you -on total disability because the com-
pany's doctors would examine you and you were physic-
ally able to work.'' He said '' Physically impaired, mentally 
0. K." 
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l\Ir. Martin: I object to that. It is all irrelevant. 
Mr. Parker: He is Special Surgeon for the Norfolk South-
ern Railroad. 
The Court: You haven't established that. That would not 
be relevant. 
Mr. Parker: Mr. Martin brought that out himself. I am 
pursuing the same line. You say it is all irrelevant. 
page 83 ~ Do you want to withdraw your examination on 
that subjecU 
Mr. Martin: "\Yhat is thaU 
Mr. Parker: Mr. Martin has made the point it is irrele-
vant, your Honor. I want to know if he wants to withdraw 
the examination he made of this man relative to his physical 
disabilityi 
M:r. Martin: He had to apply for the pension himself, con-
vince the Boa.rd he was physically incapacitated. 
Mr. Parker: He llad to apply for it because he could not 
find employment anywhere else after he was discharged by 
this defendant. 
The Court: Sustained. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Had you finished your answer f 
A. I just want to say this: I went to the Chief Surgeon, 
Dr. Payne, and asked him to give me a. physical examination, 
and he refused to do it; and I went to another doctor, and 
he did it. 
Mr. Martin: I object to that. 
The Court: That is not material to the issue here. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. You applied to pension for disability, didn't you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And received it? 
page 84 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
'!'he Court : Stand aside. Call your next witness. 
Mr. Parker: That is our case, if the Court please. 
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('\Vhereupon the plaintiff closed his case in chief). 
The Court: What have you, Mr. Martin? 
Mr. Martin: I want first to read the deposition of Mr. 
G.D. Leapley, Engineer, with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, taken in Washington, D. C., in the presence of :Mr. 
Parker and myself on the 24th day of February, 1949, in 
Room 6317, Interstate Commerce Commission Building. 
Examination on behalf of the defendant, by ]\fr. Martin. 
(Reading). 
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Title. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, 
Virginia. 
"\V~ E. Harris, Plaintiff. 
v. 
Norfolk Southern Railway Company, Defendant. 
DEPOSITION OF G. D. LEAPLEY 
'· I 
Testimony taken on behalf of the defendant, pursuant 
to agreement of counsel, on Thursday 24 February 1949, in 
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Room 6317 Interstate Commerce Commission Building, 
Washington District of Columbia, before Jesse L. Ward, Jr., 
Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia, by oral ex-
amination, commencing at 10 :55 o'clock, a.m., at which time 
there was 
Present: On behalf of the plaintiff, William L. Parker, 
Esq. On behalf of the defendant, James G. Martin, Esq. 
page 88 ~ PROCEEDINGS 
Mr. Martin.: This deposition is being taken by agreement 
of counsel, and the signature of the witness is waived, is 
that correct, Mr. Parker¥ 
Mr. Parker : That is correct. 
Thereupon, 
GLENN D. LEAPLEY 
called as a witness by the defendant, having first been duly 
sworn to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth, was examined and testified as follows : 
EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE 
DEFENDANT 
By Mr. Martin : 
Q. Mr. Leapley, please state your full name, age, and re-
sidence. 
C. 
A. Glenn D. Leapley; age 63; residence, ·w ashington, D. 
Q. What is your occupationf 
A. Civil engineer, employed by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, in the Bureau of Valuation. 
Q. How long have you been in the employ of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission T 
A. Thirty-four and a half years. 
Q. I am trying to ascertain the mileage from Berkeley, 
Norfolk, Virginia, to Raleigh, North Carolina, by way of 
Marsden, on the main line, continuous run. 
Can you give me that, please sir! Can you break it down, 
pleasef 
page 89 ~ A. I presume when you say "Berkeley," you 
mean the Main Street passenger station t 
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· Q. Yes, sir. From Berkeley, the -end of the track on the 
wharf, I believe that is where you go from. 
A. That was the original figure. There has been deducted 
from that 0.556 miles representing the distance from the end 
of the track on the wharf to the Main Street passenger sta-
tion. 
Mr. Parker: How many miles 1 
The witness: 0.556. 
. .. ' 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. About a half-mile. 
A. A little over a half-mile. 
Q. Well, if you will start at the Berkeley end of the track, 
on the wharf, and· then make your deductions as you go, I 
think your letter of July 27 might get the details. 
A. Off the record. 
(There was discussion off the record)". 
By Mr. :Martin: 
Q. That is the original letter I am showing you. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you start from that and tell us? 
A. The distance from the end of the track, from the wharf 
at Berkeley to the Virginia-North Carolina State line, is 22.-
122 miles. Included in that distance is 0.556 miles, which is 
the distance from the end of the track on the wharf to the 
Main Street passenger station. 
page 90 ~ Q. If you make that deduction, then, of 0.556 
miles, it would make an adjusted total to the Vir-
ginia line of how many miles? 
A. 21.566 miles. 
Q. Now then continuing from the Virginia-North Carolina 
State line to the P. S. of ,vye, that is point of switch, or 
what ? 
A. Point of switch. 
Q. Of ·wye, or Raleigh main track at l\Iarsderi, is how 
many miles? 
A. 113.372. 
Q. And when you say "point" that is a decimal point you 
refer to? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Then, what does that include, if anything, that ought 
to be adjusted Y _ 
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A. That includes, at Elizabeth City, a portion of the old 
main line of valuation section 6, which I believe was known 
as the S & C Railroad of 1.833 miles; also a portion of the 
old main line valuation section 5 of 2.055; a track known as 
the intermediate main, 0.559 miles. At Edenton, it includes 
the portion of the old S & C main, 0.568 miles; a portion of 
the old main line, 1.389 miles ; a track known as the Cotton 
Mill Branch, 0.812 miles; at ·w ashington, it includes the spur 
to the depot, 0.413 miles; at Plymouth it includes a portion 
of the old main, which was left in place when a new main was 
built in a new location 0.921 miles, the depot spur 
page 91 } including vVye track, 0.814 miles. 
Q. ·what does that make the adjusted total, then, 
from the North Carolina-Virginia line- · 
Mr. Parker: Before you get to that, can you give a total 
of those deductions? 
The Witness: I haven't got a total, no. 
Mr. Martin: Here it is (exhibiting paper writing). 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. I am asking what that makes, no,v. 
A. The adjusted mileage from the North Carolina State 
line to the point of switch of the ·wye at Marsden is 104.008 
miles. · 
Q. Then, proceeding from the point of the switch at Mars-
den, proceed on toward Raleigh, please sir. 
A. From the point of switch at Marsden to the point of 
switch at the engine house track at Raleigh, includes-
Q. How far is that, first? 
A. 101.831 miles. 
· Q. All right, sir. 
A. That includes at Greenville the depot spur, including 
the ·wye track, 0.727 miles; at "\Vilson, the depot spur, in-
cluding Wye track, 0.826 miles. 
Q. vVhat does that make the adjusted total, then, after 
making those deductions? 
A. From point of switch at Wye, at Marsden, 
page 92 } to point of switch at the engine house track at 
Raleigh, 100.278 miles. 
Q. That is 100.278? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Proceed from there, please sir. 
A. From the point of switch at the engine house track at 
Raleigh, to the point of switch at the interchange track is 
1.816 miles. 
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Q. Proceed. · 
A. From point of switch of the interchange track to the 
end of the track at Raleigh, at the Raleigh Union passenger 
station, is 0.364 miles. 
Q. ·what does that make the grand total, after the adjust-
ments, of the continuous run from Norfolk to Raleigh f 
A. 228.032 miles. 
Q. And as of what date were these measurements or fig-
ures made through your Commission? 
A. These figures . were taken from our records up to Dec-
ember 31, 1943, which was the latest date for which we had 
complete returns, at the time this statement was made up. 
Q. Mr. Leapley, I show yo~ a letter on the letterhead of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, dated July 27, 1948, 
and it is signed by Mr. G. S. Douglass, I think, is it not¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that letter written by you or noU 
A. That letter was prepared by me for the 
page 93 ~ Director's signature. 
Q. You are in his department, are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And do or do not the figures that you have just re-
cited conform to the figures that were in this letter that I 
show you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: I would like to put in the figures on this 
letter, and Mr. Parker if you wish the whole letter to go in, 
I do not have any objection to putting the whole letter in; 
but I am particularly interested in the figures. I will either 
tear off part of the letter and put in the figures, or the whd}e 
letter, as you wish. 
Mr. Parker: I will object to any part of the letter going 
in unless the whole letter goes in. I do not want to offer it 
in evidence myself, but the letter that accompanies the tab-
ulations appears to have some explanation. 
Mr. Martin: I will put in the whole letter, which I will 
ask to have marked as Mr. Leapley's Exhibit Number 1. 
(The letter of July 27, 1948, was marked Leapley Exhibit 
No. 1 for indentification only). 
Mr. Martin: The witness is with you. 
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EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE PLAINTIFF 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Mr. Leapley, the letter which accompanies the tabula-
tion, concerning which you have just testified, re-
page 94 ~ f ers to a letter addressed by the Director to Mr. 
J. 1.N. Turner. I hand you what purports to be a 
copy of such a letter, dated November 22, 1946, and certified 
by the Secretary of the Commission, and ask you if that is 
the letter to which you referred. 
A. That is a copy of a letter wl1ich was written to Mr. 
Turner and· elated November 22, 1946; and, that letter in-
cluded the figures which were quoted first in the letter of 
July 27, 1948. 
Q. Who prepared the data appearing in the letter ad-
dressed to Mr. Turner? 
A. I did. 
Q. And you subsequently prepared these adjustments con-
cerning which yon have just testified T 
A. That is right. 
Q. And where did you get the information upon which you 
base the deductions appearing in the tabulations filed by you 
today¥ 
A. As stated in the letter of July 27, 1948, a representative 
of the Norfolk Southern Railway crune here and pointed out 
these various segments of track which do not form part of 
the continuous single main track between these points; and, 
I verified his statements from records in the Bureau of Val-
uation. 
Q. How did you verify that from those records¥ ·what was 
t~e nature of the verification! . . 
· A. The maps which are filed by the carriers, 
page 95 ~ showing the track layouts. 
Q. "'Why was that data not discovered when the 
letter was written to Mr. Turner Y 
A. Because Mr. Turner simply asked for the main track 
mileage as shown by our records between those points. 
Mr. Parker: I present for introduction into evidence the 
letter addressed to Mr. Turner, a copy of that letter just 
ref erred to, certified by the Secretary of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. 
(The certified copy of the letter to Mr. Turner dated Nov-
ember 22, 1946, was marked for indentification only as Leap-
ley Exhibit No. 2.) 
Mr. Parker: I have no further questions. 
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FURTHER EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE 
DEFENDANT 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. The letter of November 22, 1946, included the total 
main line, whether you run over it or not, on a continuous 
tripT 
A. Yes, sir. In other words, it included the total main 
line as shown in our basic inventory which did include these 
segments which I have just communicated. 
Q. And in the letter of July 27, 1948, you have deducted 
what would not be run over on a continuous tripT 
A. That is right. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
(Thereupon, ·at 11 :15 o'clock a.m., the taking of the above 
entitled deposition ceased).. ~ 
page 96 h (The signature of the deponent was waived by 
counsel). 
page 97 ~ City of vVasbington 
District of Columbia, ( ss) : 
I, Jesse .L. w·ard, Jr., a Notary Public in and for the Dis-
trict of Columbia, do hereby certify that the foregoing de-
position of Glenn D. Leapley was taken on behalf of the 
defendant in a certain cause now pending and undetermined 
in the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, by me 
in Room 6317, Interstate Commerce Commission Building, 
vVashington, District of Columbia, commencing at 10 :55 
o'clock a. m., Thursday 24 :B,ebruary 1949 and continuing until 
11 :15 o'clock a.m., that same day, at which time the taking 
of the deposition ceased. I further certify that the plaintiff 
was represented at that time l1y his counsel, ·wmiam L. 
Parker, Esq.; and that the defendant was represented at tha.t 
time by its counsel, James G. Martin, Esq.; that during the 
taking of the above-named deposition, no witnesses were 
present in the room with the exception of counsel of record 
and the deponent; that the said witness was duly sworn by 
me before the commencement of his deposition; that the 
said deposition was taken down by me in machine shorthand 
and reduced to typewriting under my direction and supervi-
sion. 
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I further certify that I am not connected by blood or mar-
riage with either of the parties of this suit, nor am I a rela-
tive or employee, nor attorney or counsel of any of the par-
ties, nor am I a relative or employee of such attorney or 
counsel, or financially interested in the action, or 
page 98 ~ interested directly or indirectly in the matter in 
~ controversy. 
IN WITNESS V{HEREOF I have hereunto set my hand 
and seal this 26th day of February, 1949. 
(Seal). JESSE L. Vv ARD, JR. 
Notary Public in and for 
the District of Columbia 
My Commission expires July 12, 1950. 
I hereby certify that the cost of the original copy of the 
above-entitled deposition was Seven Dollars ($7.15) and 
Fifteen Cents. 
JESSE L. ·w ARD, JR. 
-LEAPLEY EX. NO. 2 
2-24-49 
J. L. vV., JR. 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON 25 
page 99 ~ I, ,v. P. BARTEL, Secretary of the INTER-
STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION, do hereby 
certify that the attacl1ed is true copy of carbon copy of letter 
dated November 22, 1946, addressed to Mr. J. W. Turner, 
Special Representative, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers, "\Vashington, D. C., signed G. S. Douglas, Director, 
Bureau of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, the 
original of which is now on file and of record in the office of 
said commission. 
IN WITNESS vVHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand 
and affixed the Seal of said Commission this 11th day of 
February, A. D. 1948. 
vV. P. BARTEL 
Secretary of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission 
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Mr. J. vV. Turner 
Special Representative 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 
vV ashington, D. C. . 
Dear Mr. Turner: 
In response to your request I furnish herewith the mileage 
of first main track from Berkley, Virginia (Norfolk), to 
Raleigh, North Carolina, via the Norfolk Southern Railway : 
From Berkley, end of track on wharf to 
Va.-N. C. State line . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 22.106 miles 
From Va.-N. C. State line to P. S. of ·wye, or 
Raleigh main track, at Marsden . . . . . . . . 113.372 miles 
From P. S. of Wye at Marsd~n to P. S. of Engine 
House track, at Raleigh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101.831 miles 
From P. S. of Engine House track, Raleigh to 
P. S. of interchange trf:1,ck, with S0uther11 
Railway ~ .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.816 miles 
From P. s.· of interchange track to end of track, 
Raleigh Union P~ssenger Station . . . . 0.364 miles 
Total . . . . . . . . . . 239.489 miles 
From Berkley, end of track to Va., 
Ry. crossing ...................... . 2.265 miles 
Yard limit sign, North of Marsden 
to P. S. of vVye ..................... . 0.652 mile 
This is as of December 31, 1943, as shown by the records 
on file in this off ice. · 
page 101} 
Yours very truly, 
G. S. DOUGLASS 
Director 
page 102 ~ Mr. Martin: I will ask to have the deposition of 
Mr. Leapley marked in evidence as Defendant's 
Exhibit A. 
The Court: Mark it. 
(Where~pon the deposition just read of G.D. Leapley was 
mark~q Defendant's Exhibit A.) 
:M:r. Martin: I will call Mr. Page. 
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a witness, called on behalf of the defendant, having been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EX:AMINATION 
By Mr. Martin : 
Q. ,vm you state your name! 
A. G. P. Page. 
Q. Your age, profession and residence, please f 
A. 36, Principal Assistant Engineer, Norfolk & Southern 
Railway, Norfolk. ·. 
Q. ·where w~re ·you educated f 
A. Virginia. Military Institute. 
Q. I am frying to find out the mileage from Berkley Sta-
tion to Raleigh on a continuous line, and Raleigh to Mars-
den. Have you ma.de a map to show thaU 
A. Yes, this is the map here. (Indicating) 
Q. Is that the map you made? 
A. That was prepared under my direction. 
page 103 ~ Q. Does it show in red a continuous line from 
Berkley-Norfolk down to Raleigh 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,vm you show on the map the distance that is¥ 
A. It is marked on the map here from Nbrfolk and Berk-
ley to the state line, 21.5657 miles. 
From the state line to Marsden, 105.378 miles, and from 
Marsden to Raleigh, 101.224 miles. 
Q. If you will break that down for us,-first from Berkley 
to Marsden,-how many miles is thaU 
A. 126.9437 miles. ' 
Q. Now, take from Marsden to Raleigh: I believe that is 
marked already. 
A. 101.224. 
Q. And the whole distance from Norfolk-Berkley to 
Raleigh would be a combination of those three distances Y 
A. Yes, 228.1677 miles. 
Q. Come down by this map, please. I will mark it on the 
edge, ·witness Page, Exhibit B. 
I notice here at the Norfolk end you have a star for Berk-
ley and around a little bit from that star you have a black 
line running around here: (indicating) what is thaU 
A. That is a line which starts at Lafayette Avenue in the 
City of Norfolk and goes around through Euclid, Kempsville 
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and Providence Junction, which is on the main 
page 104 ~ line. . 
Q. That is, the Norfolk Southern has rails 
around that way¥ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. But from Berkley to Marsden and Raleigh, the engineer 
would not go over that track at alH 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Martin: Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Are you one of the gentlemen who had this private con-
ference with Mr. Leapleyf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At that time you had with you a letter signed by Mr. 
Douglass, and data supporting which Mr. Leapley had pre-
viously gathered, and you persuaded Mr. Leapley to change 
his mind, didn't you t 
A. I wouldn't say persuaded him; we pointed out to him 
certain mileage which he had included in his figure which 
is not opera ting mileage. 
Q. You had a copy of the letter which Mr. Leapley had 
written Mr. Turner, had you not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, suppose you take the letter and show me on this 
document which you have just identified w'l1ere 
page 105 ~ the deductions occur which you showed Mr. Leap-
ley should be made 1 
A. The deductions,-if you mean the d~ductions shown 
here, they are shown on this portion right here. (Indicating) 
Q. I realize that. I want you to take up distance by dis-
tance as Mr. Leapley gave it in his letter to Mr. Turner, and 
show wherein he was wrong the first time he stated what 
that distance was? 
A. Well, on the first, from Berkley end of track on 
wharf-
Q. That is 0.556 miles 1 
A. Yes, si:r. 
Q. "\Ve will forget that. Deduct that from Mr. Leapley 's 
statement? 
A. That would throw this mileage of 21.5657 which is 
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shown on the map there in agreement with Mr. Leapley's 
figures. . 
Q. Let's see how we reconcile this with the tariff filed 
·with the Interstate Commerce Commission: Suppose you 
take a look at that tariff and compare the distance shown 
there with the distance you arrived at on this map¥ 
A. I cannot compare it. 
Q. "Thy? 
A. Because I'm not familiar with this. 
Q. A mile is a mile, whether you are charging 
page 106 ~ a passenger for it, or whether you are paying an 
engineer for it,-it doesn't change. 
A. A mile is a mile, is true, but I cannot compare the 
two. 
Q. You cannot reconcile the two¥ 
A. I cannot reconcile this, no. 
Q. That is what I am talking about. All right. You admit 
you cannot reconcile that. Now, beginning from Virginia-
North Carolina state line to point of switch of "Y", or Ral-
eigh main track, at 1\1:arsden,-that will be from here to here. 
(Indicating on map). 
Q. ·what is the difference between the figures¥ 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You have got Mr. Leapley's original figure, have you? 
A. I can read the two figures, if that is what you want. 
Q. Yes, do that. 
A. You mean you want to know the difference between 
November 22-
Q. I want to know the difference between Mr. Leapley's 
first letter, and Mr. Leapley's second letter written after 
his interview with you¥ 
Mr. Martin: That is apparent on the letter. Anybody can 
read this. 
Mr. Parker: I want him to say so. 
The Court : The evidence already shows the 
page 107 ~ difference. 
Mr. Parker: I don't know what it is, but there 
is a difference between the two. 
Q. Point out on the map where the difference occurs t 
A. Maybe I can explain it this way: In the first letter it 
shows from Virginia.,. North Carolina state line . to Marsden 
is 113.372 miles. 
In the letter of July 27th it also show·s from the Virginia 
-North Carolina state line to point of switch of "Y" at 
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Marsden as 113.372, but that included,-t4at don't agree 
with this figure h~re because the U3.p72 included mileage 
which Mr. Leapley has set down here-
Q. What is that mileage V 
A. It includes at Elizabeth City olcl main line of valuation 
Section 6, 1.833 miles; 
Q. How long has that old main line been abandoned f 
A. It is not abandoned. 
Q. Do you use it? · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For what purpose? 
A. vVell, it. serves the upper part of the town; that is the 
Pennsylvania Avenue section, and there are a number of 
industries which have their tracks which emanate in that par-
ticular one; but so far as being an operating track between 
Norfolk and Raleigh, it is not. 
Q. Let's see what his letter says: 
page 108 } '' Pear Mr. Turner : 
. "In response to your request I furnish here-
with the mileage o{ first main traclr from Berkley, Virginia 
(Norfolk), to Raleigh, North Carolina, via the Norfolk South-
ern Railway : '' 
You wouldn't include that whole mihmge in there as the 
first main track, would you? 
A. The 113.372 was considered to be main line mileage. 
Q. vVhy? 
A. When the valuation of the railroads took place in '14 
certain tracks were set up as being main line mileage. This 
track was of course included at thE.tt time; we had just 
started with this one; there are others, as well, which swelled 
the mileage. Those tracks are not now considered as main 
line mileage. We have just recently had this particular 
trackage which is classified as main line mileage, removed 
from that classification. 
Q. When did you do thaU 
A. That was done in December of '48. 
Q. After this suit was started? 
A. It was after the suit started, yes, sir. 
Q. vVha t is the next discrepancy? 
A. The next one is the old main line, valuation Section 5, 
2.055 miles. 
Q. v\There is that located? 
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A. A piece of track which ran off this main 
page 109 ~ line, which not shown off here, and ran back up 
to the city. 
Q. Elizabeth City! . 
A. Yes, sir. The track started just south of the city and 
ran back up into it. That was a portion of the branch line 
which formerly ran between Suffolk and Edenton to Eliza-
beth City; a portion of that branch was removed and this 
is a piece· of it that was left in; that was considered as main 
line mileage but would not be operative mileage between Nor-
folk and Raleigh. 
Q. When did that stop being a part of the operating line? 
A. It was sometime in '41. I was not connected directly 
with the company at that time but the records indicate it 
was a bout '41. 
Q. ·what is next¥ 
A. By the way, we missed one piece back up in Elizabeth 
City, and we have also missed a piece up in Norfolk. They 
are smaller properties, do not amount to a whole lot. 
In Elizabeth City a second intermediate main line,-also 
not operating mileage between Nor.folk and Raleigh. That 
was included in this other figure. 
Q. All right. 
A. The next is the intermediate main line in Elizabeth 
City, 0.559. One following that, at Edenton: old ·s. & C. main 
line. The S. & C. Main line was a portion of the line I just 
spoke of which ran between Suffolk and Edenton. 
page 110 ~ That trackage was abandoned, or a majority of 
it was abandoned, at the same time as the line 
which ran into Eliza,beth City. 
Q. You mean in '4H 
A. That's right, sir. 
Q. ·what was the distance on that line which you included 
in main line tracks f 
A. That piece which was left in after that abandonment 
and carried as main line mileage, 0.568 miles. • 
Q. The next one! 
A. The old main line at Edenton. Just before the main 
line reaches Edenton there is an old section which goes off 
to the right and ends dO'\vn in Edenton at the Sound. That 
is a dead-end track. That is not used as operating mileage. 
Q. "When did you take that offi 
A. w· ell, there was no abandonment because of that that 
I lmow anything about, but apparently, though, the line 
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ended at Edenton at .one time and the line was built from it 
on around to by-pass that one piece and left it as it was. 
Q. ,vhat is the nexU 
A. The next is the cotton mill branch, 0.812 miles. That 
is at Edenton, also. There is a track which takes off to the 
left and serves one mill, the City Cotton Mill. At one time 
it was proposed that that line would be extended beyond 
Johnson Creek and would become the main line to reach to-
ward Mackeys; that would be a small provision 
page 111 ~ to reduce the mileage to the curvature. That was 
not completed, the extension, that is, but left 
that piece of track in and it was included in the I. C. C. inven-
tory as main line mileage. 
Q. You speak of the I. C. C. inventory: that was what the 
Norfolk Southern gave them, wasn't iU 
A. No, sir. In '14 when the railroads were inventoried it 
was done by field parties of the I. C. C. and a representative 
of the railroad ,vent with them. 
Q. And pointed out the track, didn't they i 
A. I wouldn't know that. 
Q. 1;Vhat is the next elimination ·1 
A. The next is at "\Vashington, a spur track leading into 
the depot. The passenger and freight depot at Washington 
is off from the main line by a short distance. When the line 
was inventoried again that piece of track was included a& 
main line mileage. 
Q. Was not included f 
A. It was included. 
Q. As a matter of fact, you never pass ,v ashington without 
going in there f 
A. No. 
Q. You go in and come out again f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1;Vhat is the next one 1 
A. At Plymouth. Part of the old main line 
page 112 ~ left in place after the revision,-that amounted 
to 0.921 miles. In '36 or '37, I don't recall the 
exact year, we put in a line revision there which cut off a 
horseshoe curve. A portion of the horseshoe was taken out 
and that left in the other half of it. That half is the 0.921 
miles ref erred to here. · 
Q. "\Vben was that done f 
A. I believe that was about '36. 
Q. What is the next elimination¥ 
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A. It would be possibly spur including '' Y" at Plymouth.· 
That would be somewhat similar to the mileage at .. Washing-
ton. It was into a freight station there at the western part 
of the town. 
Q. That was another in-and-out proposition, just as vV ash-
ington was ? 
A. At Plymouth, so far as I personally know, it was never 
in-and-out. It possibly was at some other time. 
Q. All right, what is t]1e next elimination¥ 
A. The next segment was from Marsden to Raleigh. That 
included at Greenville the spur up to the depot and '' Y'' 
track with it. That again was similar to the condition at 
vV ashington. 
Q. That was an in-and-out proposition? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you all took it f 
page 113 ~ Mr. Martin : ,vha t is that f 
Mr. Parker: That is what he said. He said all 
trains went in on it and out again. 
A. The trains went into the depot at Greenville,-the pas-
senger trains went into the depot. I don't believe the freight 
trains operated over it. I am sure they didn't operate over 
that. 
Q. ,\That is the next elimination? 
A. At ·wilson, the depot spur including the '' Y'' is another 
similar condition as at Washington. 
Q. Anything else 1 
A. I don't see any others here. 
Q. You recognize the annual reports of the railroad when 
you see them, do you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This is something gotten out by the Norfolk Southern 
every year: I hand you annual report for the year ended 
December 31, 1943, and ask you to state what mileage is 
shown on that report between the points that you have been 
testifying about Y 
A. The first main line track from Berkley to Virginia-
North Carolina state line, is 22.717 miles. 
Q. That includes that 0.556 of a mile from the end of the 
wharf to the station in Berkley, does it not f 
page 114 ~ A. Yes, sir. Also includes one other small 
piece of track at Tidewater Junction; also the 
Coleman branches. 
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Q. You have on that sheet showing mileage three columns: 
The first column, 1st Main Line. Second column, 2nd Main 
Line, and the third column, Yard Tracks and Sidings: Now, 
confining yourself to the first column, 1st Main Line,-
state to the jury what is the difference in the distance shown 
there, the aggregate distance from Norfolk to Raleigh, and 
the aggregate distance on this map you have just been testi-
fying about? 
A. You say you want the aggregate distance shown here¥ 
Q. As compared with the aggregate distance shown on 
this red line f 
A. This is not distance shown between those points. This 
is main line mileage between those points. 
Q. vVha t is the difference Y 
A. The difference is those mileages which I have just 
been reciting to you. 
Q. Now, do they add up to the same distance that you show 
on this red line¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·which adds up more? 
A. This adds up more than that. (Indicating). 
Q. To approximately 241 miles, doesn't iU 
A. My figure, 238.080. 
page 115 ~ Q. And the figure you show here is 238.080 ! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Ten miles. And that is shown in column 1st Main Line, 
and the additional mileage 2nd Main Line, and additional 
mileage in column marked Yard Tracks and Sidings on that 
'43 Report, is that correct? 
A. It is shown as you have stated. 
Mr. Parker: I ask that this report be marked Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 9. 
The Court: Let it be marked. 
(Whereupon the Report referred to was marked Plain-
tiff's Exhibit 9.) 
The Court : Anything further? 
Mr. Martin: Just a question: 
Q. That main line shown on the exhibit you have in your 
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hand does not purport to show what the engines run over, 
but is part of the main line? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Whether the engines run over it or not Y 
A. That is correct. 
Mr. Parker: I object. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
The Court : You are excused. 
Call your next witness. 
page 116 ~ Mr. Martin: Mr. Cox, take the stand, please. 
J. s. cox 
a witness, called on behalf of the defendant, having been 
previously sworri and examined, was examined further and 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Martin= 
Q. State your name, age and residence, please. 
A. J. S. Cox; 62 years old, Norfolk, Virginia. 
Q. ·what is your position with the Norfolk Southern Rail-
way, Mr. Cox! 
A. Assistant to Vice-President, Operations. 
Q. Regarding the payment of the plaintiff for miles run 
between Norfolk or Berkley and Raleigh, will you please tel1 
what mileage you gave him and why! 
A. Well, the mileage of 232 miles was paid for between 
Main Street Station at Berkley and the Raleigh Union Sta-
tion, which represented the straight-away distance traversed 
by a train operated between those points, plus the distance 
in and out of the station at ""\Vashington, Greenville and \Vil-
son. 
Q. That is added on, the in· and out, to the 228 and a frac-
tion miles f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·which makes 232 miles f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 117 ~ Q. When you pay the engineer for that mile-
age, do you pay the exact mileage, or the next 
lower mile or next higher mile Y How do you work that °l 
A. The next higher mile. 
Q. If a fraction you gave him the next higher miler 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you pay this plaintiff on that basis f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Regarding the discharge of the plaintiff, wasn't that 
finally appealed to you in some way t 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. Did you confirm the discharge f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were not present at the time of the September 25th, 
1946, affair at Greenville, of course? 
A.. No, sir. 
Q. It only came to you afterwards in your official capaci-
ty¥ 
A.. Yes, sir, after the investigation had been made. 
Q. Something was said by opposing counsel about charg-
ing the public for more miles than you paid the engineers for 
running the distance: what about your passenger tariffs be-
tween here and Raleigh? How do you work that T 
A. I understand, sir, we have been charging passengers for 
a distance of 175 miles between Norfolk and 
page 118 ~ Raleigh, since that is the distance over the ·sea-
board Airline with which road, of course, we have 
to compete; consequently we charge for a less number of 
miles than actually operated. That is, we charge for a less 
number of miles than actually covered. 
Q. Your tickets would be the same price as the Seaboard 
Airline would charge, although you cover a greater distance 
between those points? 
A. That is my understanding. 
Q. I notice on this map put in by Mr. Page a black line 
from Euclid by Kempsville to Providence: what does that 
represent? 
A. That is the route by way of Virginia Beach line out to 
Kempsville, and this is over what is known as the old Kemps-
ville Branch which has not been in operation for a great 
many years ; that is the part between Kempsville and Provi-
dence Junction. 
Q. Did you not previously run your passenger trains out 
of the Union Station for a while 1 
A. A good many years ago we did, over this route we have 
just named, that is the Kempsville and Providence Junction. 
Q. Later on how did you get the passengers on your 
trains f 
A. Subsequent to the operation over this Kempsville 
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Branch they were operated over the Virginian 
page 119 ~ Railway bet,,reen Tidewater and Carolina yards. 
· Q. They still left the Union Deport f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Later than that how was it ·worked¥ 
A. A later period from Berkley, Main Street, a little pas-
senger station over in Berkley instead of Norfolk. 
Q. How did you get the passengers over to Berkley? 
A. They were handled by the bus. 
Q. Were they charged for that ride? 
A. That was part of the service. 
Q. But Mr. Harris would start as an engineer from the 
Berkley side f 
A. That is correct. 
Mr. Martin: He is with you. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. In making Q. In making the charge for 175 miles 
from Berkley to Raleigh, that was a competitive charge to 
meet the price of the Seaboard Airline? 
A. I presume that is the reason. 
Q. You know it is the reason, don't you 1 
A. I am very confident that it was. 
Q. Are you familiar with this tariff filed with the Inter-
state Commerce Commission T 
A. No, sir. I'm not. 
page 120 ~ Q. Suppose you take a look at it. You are a 
pretty highly placed executive of the road, are 
you not? 
A. ,vell, I wouldn't say that. 
Q. Examine that tariff insofar as it discloses mileage 
which is charged for between Norfolk and Raleigh,-! don't 
mean the straight fare to meet the competition with the Sea-
board Airline,-but the intermediate points: I will ask you 
whether or not the distance shown there is not approximately 
240 miles? 
A. Yes, the distance shown is 242. 7. 
Mr. Parker: I have no further questions. 
The Court : Call your next witness. 
Mr. Martin: Mr. C.H. ·ware. 
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a witness, called on behalf of the defendant, having been first 
duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By l\fr. Martin : 
Q. Tell the Court, please, your name and where you live f 
A. C. H. vVare. 1538 l\forris Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia.: 
Q. What is your age and occupation¥ 
A. I am 54. My occupation is Traffic Manager 
page 121 } of the Norfolk Southern. 
Q. Regarding the amount of Jnileage and the 
payment therefor, to Mr. Harris, can you tell the jury how 
much mileage he is paid for and whyf 
A. On Page 5 of this exhibit which is a passenger tariff 
issued by the Norfolk Southern, the distances being shown 
in a table. At the bottom of the righthand column the sta-
tion Raleigh appears, a distance of 242.7 miles,-that is 
from Norfolk. 
On page 6 at the bottom of the page, lefthand column, 
Butts, Virgin~a, next to N orfolk,-running down that column 
until you hit Raleigh, per capita fare of $3.85,-indentically 
the same fare as from Norfolk to Raleigh. In other words, 
the intermediate fare has been held to Raleigh; likewise the 
fare from Butts, the origin, to the intermediate distances 
backs up as far as Wilson, North Carolina; so all points 
beyond 175 miles have been affected by this 175 miles dis"" 
tance on which the fa.re is based to Raleigh. In making the 
fare to Raleigh on a mileage of 175 we have reduced this 
tariff mileage from Norfolk to Raleigh 67 .3 miles. In ·other 
words, we have dissipated the mileage approximately 68 miles 
in meeting the rate from Norfolk to Raleigh and all inter-
mediate points up to a certain point. 
Q. In getting at your total mileage did you also count 
or not the line around by Kempsville,-that is, 
page 122 ~ your o-wn line 1 
A. The mileage in this tariff is based not 
taking in this loop around here. (Indicating). 
Q. That this plaintiff did not run over i 
A. Did not run over, no, sir. However, that mileage has 
been dissipated 68 miles in arriving at the fare that the 
passenger pays. 
Q. At present you do not run any passenger trains, do 
you! 
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A. No. 
Q. You stopped last year some time 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: He is with you. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By :Mr. Parker : 
Q. Everything you have said can be boiled down to the 
fact that the Seaboard Airline distance from Portsmouth to 
Raleigh is 175 miles, and if you want any patronage you can-
not charge any µiore than the Seaboard does Y That is all 
it amounts tot· 
A. That's right. 
Q. YQu simply meet the Seaboard's price because they have 
a distance of 175 miles¥ 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Take that tariff, which is signed by you, by the way,-
and tell me this : Suppose I got on your train 
page 123 ~ while you were operating passenger trains, got 
on here and went to Elizabeth City and got off 
and spent the night, transacted some business, and then the 
next morning bought a ticket from Elizabeth City on to 
Raleigh: How many miles would I pay for in toto: Under 
that tariff ,-First I buy a ticket from here to Elizabeth City; 
get off and spend the night there and attend to some busi-
ness, and the next day I buy a ticket to Raleigh: how many 
miles do I have to pay for in toto for the entire distance Y 
.A. That would require some calculation. 
Q. Suppose you do the calculation. It should not be very 
difficult. It happens all the time, doesn't it? 
.A. Your question is, if you got on the train and rode to 
Elizabeth City first and got off? 
Q. I bought a ticket in Norfolk or Berkley to Elizabeth 
City. 
A. Yes. 
Q. I get off in Elizabeth City and spend the night, and 
go down to the station the next morning and buy a ticket 
from Elizabeth City to Raleigh: how many miles do I pay 
for all together f 
A. 229.8 miles is the equivalent of what you buy. 
Q. 229 is all I pay for¥ 
A. Yes, sir. j 
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Q. Don't I have to pay for 242 miles'? 
page 124 ~ A. No, sir, your rate to Elizabeth City is dis-
sipated because of the 175 miles maximum ap-
plied to Raleigh. 
Q. So that is affected by the cut rate? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Suppose I go from Elizabeth City to Marsden: is that 
affected by that cut rate? 
A. No, that would not be affected by the cut rate. 
Q. So if I bought a ticket to Marsden and got off, and 
then bought a ticket from Marsden to Raleigh, I would pay 
all told for 242 miles, according to that tariff, do I not? 
A.. "'\Vell, if you bought the ticket from Elizabeth City to 
Marsden, and Marsden to Raleigh, you would not run into 
the dissipated miles. 
Q. I would pay for 242 miles f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Parker: No further questions. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
The Court : Very well, call your next. 
:, 
Mr. Martin: I will read the deposition of M. T. Bradshmv 
filed here your Honor. I have the copy. There are no ex-
hibits with it. 
The Court : Proceed. 
Mr. Martin: This is the deposition of M. T. Bradshaw, 
taken before J. M. Knight, Notary Public, at the law offices 
of Messrs. James G. Martin & Sons, to be read as 
page 125 ~ evidence on behalf of the defendant in the above 
entitled cause, pending in the Circuit Court of 
the City of Norfolk, Virginia. 
Present: Mr. 1V. L. Parker, attorney for the complainant. 
Mr. James G. Martin, attorney for the defendant. (Deposi-
tion read). 
page 126 ~ Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk. 
W. E. Harris, 
v. 
Norfolk Southern Raihv-ay Company. 
0 
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Before: 
J. M. Knight, Notary Public, Norfolk, Virginia, March 
21st, 1949. 
Filed 3-22-49. 
Defendant Ex. C. 
page 127 ~ Virginia : 
"\V. R. HANCKEL, 
Clerk 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk. 
W. E. Harris, 
V. 
Norfolk Southern Railway Company. 
DEPOSITION 
Deposition of M. T. Bradshaw, taken before J. l\L Knight, 
a Notary Public for the State of Virginia at Large, by agree-
ment of counsel as to time and place, at the Law Offices of 
Messrs. James G. Martin & Sons, -vVestern Union Building, 
Norfolk, Virginia, March 21st, 1949, at 5 :15 P. M., to be read 
as evidence on behalf of the defendant in the above entitled 
Cause, pending in the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, 
Virginia. 
Present: Mr. W. L. Parker, Attorney for the complainant. 
Mr. James G. Martin, Attorney for the defendant. 
J. M. Knight, 
Shorthand Reporter, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
page 128 ~ . M. T. BRADSI-IAV{ 
called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, 
having been first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Martin : 
Q. Mr. Bradshaw, your name is Mr. l\L T. Bradshaw, isn't 
iU 
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A. That is right. 
Q. How old are you and where do you live 1 
A. Greenville, North Carolina, sixty-seven years old,-
fifty-seven years old. 
Q. You were expected to testify tomorrow here in the case 
of vV. E. Harris against the Norfolk Southern Railway Com-
pany, were you not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you came· to Norfolk in order to testify tomorrow! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you communicated with your doctor, Dr. Trice, in 
Richmond? 
A. Yes, sir. Shortly after I arrived I was feeling so bad 
that I called him. 
Q. What orders has he given you? 
A. :To be there by twelve o'clock tomorrow, that he was 
going to Georgia after that time and he wouldn't be able to 
see me. 
Q. Has he operated on you? 
A. Yes, sir. I left the hospital in Richmond hv-o 
page 129 } weeks ago, fifteen days ago. 
Q. You have been out fifteen days? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you been getting on well, or not getting on well 7 
A. Up until last week I had been getting on fairly well. 
The place has been draining pretty well, but for the last 
three or four days it has seemed to stop up in the lower part 
of the operation and continues to drain and that throws me 
in chills. 
Q. That was a second operation for hernia, was it noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Dr. Trice was the man who operated the second 
time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You, therefore, will not be here tomorrow, but have to 
go to Richmond? 
A. Yes, sir. I have got to have relief. I can't sleep at 
night. 
Q. Are you suffering, or not t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have your daughter with you Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. As kind of a nurse? 
A. As kind of a nurse and chauffeur. 
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page 130 ~ Q. "\\7hat is your position with the Norfolk 
Southern Railway Company t 
A. Supervisor Agent. 
Q. "\Vhere are you stationed f 
A. Greenville, North Carolina. 
Q. I want to get you to tell what you know about the hap-
pening on the "\V. E. Harris matter on the 25th of September, 
1946, at Greenville, North Carolina.. 
A. At Greenville the freight station is separate from the 
passenger station. At that time we were operating passenger 
trains. 'Ne· are· ·not now. They are approximately 50 feet 
apart. I w~nt over to the passenger station to see about the 
placing of express cars and instructed the flagman, Mr. Mal-
lory, where I wanted him to place the cars we were going to 
leave, the end of the inbound cars, and he was signaling tho 
engineer backward, to back up slowly. He backed up slowly 
and he stopped about a car length from the fonyard car and 
gave her what steam she would take and he went out of there 
as fast as she would go. 
Q. vVho was the engineer? 
A. ·w. E. Harris. He came back again kind of slowly and 
stopped about a half car-length from vlhere the cars had to 
be placed, and so the flagman was still signaling him to come 
on back, and he again put her in forward motion, the locomo-
tive, and went out the same way. The flagman 
page 131 ~ hasn't yet signaled him to go ahead or to stop, 
but to keep on backing up. I went over and 
looked for the conductor of the train, Mr. Riggs, and found 
him coming out of the ticket office where he went to get some 
change, and I told him he had better go out there and look 
after the engineer, that he was either drunk or crazy one, 
that he was having queer actions and was going to tear up 
something. He came back at that time and stopped again 
and still the flagman was signaling him back, and the con-
ductor started to signal him on back and he went ahead again. 
That was the third time which he went ahead with all the 
steam he could give it, that it would take, as fast as she 
would gather steam in something like 400 yards, and when 
he came back at that time he come back kind of fast and put 
brakes on her again and stopped a car length from where the 
cars were to be spotted. They had to be spotted at a specific 
place in order that mail and express trucks could unload 
from them at the same time. Both cars contained mail and 
express, and both cars were set off at the Greenville station 
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and the train going through that afternoon would pick tl1e.~ 
up. He ·went ahead again under the same procedure, and 
when he came back he come back with just about as m1ich 
speed as he went out with, and backed up against the bumper 
blocks, which is iron fastened to the rails with three-inch 
bolts through the crossties, setting them back approximately 
six inches. It may have been :five or six, but 
page 132 r around that, and knocked down a negro employee 
in the express car that he was bringing in, ant;I 
knocked over a machine weighing three or· four hundred 
pounds, and about a dozen express packages were thrown and 
fell up against some other express packages and damaged 
them. At that time the flagman went up to tell the engineer 
that he had to stop there where he was trying to signal him 
and a cussing spree started. The engineer, Mr. Harris, called 
the :flagman a half dozen sons-of-bitches. I thought the flag-
man was going to get on the engine, so I went back and aske~ 
the conductor again-told him to go up there, that he better 
go up there and separate them, but the flagman didn't get on 
the engine. He come on back, and then he. pulled the cars 
up to where they should be spotted and stopped. I wired the 
same conductor. at a station called Mackey's just the other 
side of Edenton to make a report of it because the damag~ 
had been reported to me as being $250.00. Two or three 
boxes of drugs had been bursted, but the negro employee said 
he was not hurt, so I made a report to the Superintendent of 
it. 
Q. The moving of the train back and forth, as you have 
recited several times, did you see that done yourself 7 
A. Yes, sir. · . , 
Q. Was there any signal given that would tell the eng1-
neer to go forward at any time? : · 
A. Not until after he had backed in the sixth 
page 133 r time and hit the bumper block and they got over 
the cussing spree and the conductor stood there 
and signaled him to move forward and he did then. That js 
the first time there had been any signal to go ahead or .to 
stop. · ·· 
Q. As to going ahead, did he go as far as the crossing 
when he would go ahead before he would back? 
A. Right where he would be standing when he ,vould face 
the cars is what is known as 10th Street crossing, and 400 
yards-that is 9th Street crossing there, pardon me. Four 
hundred yards down the track is the 10th Street crossing 
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arid that is where he usually went when he pulled up during 
that procedure. 
Q. "Then the- engineer did the cursing did he seem to be 
normal, or whaU . . , _ 
A. Seemed to be crazy, and the flagman, he got so excited 
I thought he was going up there and they we.re going to have 
a fight, so I went after the conductor again_. He was stand-
ing down the track 20 feet possibly, and I told him he had 
better get _them straight and. not stand. around there. 
Mr. Martin: Answer this gent_le;man. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. How long have you been employed by the Norfolk 
Southern Railway? 
page 134 ~ A. Forty years. 
Q. You are still employed there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You wer.e in a supervisory capacity?. 
A.. Yes. ··. 
Q. You were standing there watching this effort on the 
part. of the engineer to place these cars where you had in-
structed them to be placed? 
A. Yes. , · 
. Q. There ·was no one there to give him signals except the 
flagman that you speak of? 
A. Up until about the fourth time. 
Q. You were standing there watching him while this engi-
neer was attempting to place those cars where you had in-
structed them to be placed with no one to give him signals 
except the flagman; is that correct? 
A. That is all. · 
Q. Where was the flagman standi.ng T . ' 
A. The flagman was standing about middle between the 
end of the .track and 9th Street crossing, and that track holds 
five 40-foot cars. -
Q. He was up ahead of the locomotive¥ 
A. The flagman? · 
Q. Yes. 
A. No. 
page 135 ~ Q. He was behind it 
A. He was behind it. 
Q. ,Yhere was he with relation to the bumper you speak off 
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A. He was about two car lengths from that. 
95 
Q. In the direction of the locomotive or the other direction 7 
A. I would put it about two and a half car lengths. It 
could have been two and a half toward the locomotive, or. two 
and a half to the bumper, approximately two to two an.a a 
ha.If. 
Q. You mean he was standing up at some point approxi-
mately two and a half car lengths from the bumpert 
A. That is the idea. 
Q. In the direction of the locomotive, was the bumper up 
at the rearf 
A. Yes. -· . 
Q. The idea was to back the cars in in the direction of the 
bumper? 
A. That is right. 
Q. And the flagman was several car lengths, two and a half 
car length, from the bumper Y 
A. That is the idea. 
Q. Do ·you recall ·that one of the reasons assigne<;]. for the 
. discharge of Mr. Harris was the fact that he was 
page 136 } taking signals from the flagman, that he ,vas tak-
ing signals from the flagman 1 
A. That doesn't go in any rule book, not of standing. 
. Q. I am talking about the reasons assigned. for the Nor-
folk Southern Railroad discharging Mr. Harris. 
A. Let me get you clear. . 
Q. Do you consider it a violation of the rules regulating 
the handling of trains for the engineer to take orders from 
the flagman? 
A. The flagman, the brakeman, the conductor, or any· of 
the crew. 
Q. Any of the train crew Y 
A. Including the flagman, or fireman. If he. can·'t see from 
his side the fireman win give them to the ~;ngi'neer. ' · 
Q. Mr. Harris would be justified in watehi:ng the flagman 
and taking his orders from signals given by the flagman; is 
that correct? 
A. Absolutely. . 
Q. Now, you had instructed the flagm~n to get the cars you 
have referred to behind the iron post; is that correct? 
A. Ahead of it. 
Q. Ahead of it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you mean by ahead of it? The iron post was 
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at some point on the track ahead of the bumper, was it 
noU 
page 137 } A. Yes, approximately 15 feet, and is there for 
the purpose of keeping people from driving up 
on the side of the track. 
Q. You had told the flagman to put that car where with 
relation to the iron post t 
A. I told him that I wanted the end to come in there and 
stop where I was standing. 
Q. Where were you standing! 
A. I was standing just behind the iron post on the other 
side. . 
Q. You said that you -came to the conclusion Mr. Harris 
was either drunk or crazyT 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you go up and investigate to determine whether he 
wasY 
A. No. I didn't have any business to. 
Q. You were the agent with supervisory capacityT 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you thought you had no authority to investigate 
the engineer in charge of the locomotive driving a train on 
the Norfolk Southern Railroad when you thought he was 
either drunk or crazy t 
A. That is the duty of the conductor and I went after him 
and told him to look after it. It is the same as the captain 
of a ship. · 
page 138 } Q. Did you say a while ago you wired the con-
ductor later on t 
A. I wired him that a report would have to be made as I 
was making one and this damage had occurred. 
Q. Didn't you have authority in case the engineer was 
drunk or crazy, as you express it, to order that train stopped 
until you could decide whether he was drunk or crazy Y 
A. Not so long as the conductor was there, no. 
Q. The engineer was at liberty to proceed with the locomo-
tive, whether drunk or crazy, and you would not interfere 
in any manner Y 
A. Solely up to the conductor. 
Q. "\Vha t did you tell the conductor f 
A. Whenf 
Q. At that time? ,vhat did you say to him, if anything 
about it before he left with the train T 
A. Oh, I told him it was a pretty bad performance. 
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Q. Did you tell him that you had come to the conclusion 
tl1at the engineer was drunk or crazy¥ 
A. I told him that when I went after him. I didn't make 
the statement any more. 
Q. You told him when 1 
.A. ·when I went to look for him to come there and handle 
the situation. 
page 139 ~ Q. Did you honestly think the engineer was 
either drunk or crazy¥ 
A. His actions indicated that, yes. 
Q~ And you came to the conclusion he was either drunk or 
crazy! 
.A. Yes. 
Q. In the face of that, however, you were the superior 
officer, and you permitted him to proceed with the locomotive 
and train on the tracks of the Norfolk Southern R1aikoad ¥ 
A. I had no jurisdiction over that. The conductor is just 
like the captain of a ship. The agent don't have any juris-
diction over the· captain. 
Q. Why didn't you tell the conductor the engineer was 
either drunk or crazy and he should not permit him to drive 
off with the train¥ 
A. I had told him that to start off with and I figured he 
was man enough to handle it. That is what he passes an 
examination for and is paid for. 
Q. You are still employed by the Norfolk Southern Rail-
road Company t 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Mr. Kennedy is the superintendent¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever l~ave any talks with him about the Harris 
case¥ 
page 140 ~ A. No. 
Q. You never talked to him t 
A. Not that I recall, no. 
Q. Did you ever talk to anybody else in authority in con-
nection with the case f · 
A. The road foreman of engines. 
Q. The road foreman of engines? 
.A .• Mr. Frank Sumner. He is deceased. He came to see 
me about it and I told him just what I have related here. 
Q. He is dead 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Y:ou didn't talk to anybody else 1 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, that iron post you were talking about was after-
wards removed, was it? 
A. ,,7haU 
Q. The iron post you referred to up on the right of way, 
or close to the right of way, for the purpose of keeping trucks 
off was moved f 
A. No. It is still there. 
Q. It is still there in the same location 1 
A. Unless.it has been moved since I left it. 
Q. Had it been moved from the time this occurrence hap-
pened until the last time you saw it f 
A. No. 
page 141 ~ Q. It is in the same place now it has always 
been? 
A. The last time I notice it it was there. 
Q. How long had Mr. Harris been working for the Nor-
folk Southern Railroad¥ 
A. I have been here 40 vears and he either came here 
shortly after I did or was tl;ere before, I don't recall which 
now. 
Q. He was engineer on the road for a good many years, 
was he not? 
A. He came here as fireman and gradually was promoted 
to engineer. · 
Q. From time to time in the course of your employment 
you saw him operate locomotives 1 
A . .Yes. I didn't see as much of him in the last 20 years 
or the last 13 years as I did prior to that time because I 
moved from wha.t was the northern district over to the west-
ern district and he didn't run through there at that time, but 
later we began to run passenger trains from Raleigh to Nor-
folk. 
Q. Did you ever see any indication of erratic conduct on 
his part before or since that time f 
Mr. Martin: I object as irrelevant, but answer it. 
A. I haven't seen him since that time. 
page 142 ~ By Mr. Parker: 
Q. How about before that time f 
A. I can only give you ·what somebody else told him. 
Mr. Parker: I object to anything somebody told you. 
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The ·witness: I can't give you anything that I saw. 
Q. You say you thought that the flagman was going to 
climb up on the engine and resent the names Mr. Harris had 
called him 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. What have you to say in answer to the flagman's state-
ment made in this hearing that he didn't hear Harris call 
him anythingf 
A. I haven't seen or heard of that statement, but I know 
he came on back and said, '' He called me a God damn son-of-
a-bitch and I am a great mind to get on there and beat the 
God damn son-of-a-bitch. I am a great mind to get in there 
and beat the God damn hell out of him.'' · 
Q. He called you that 1 
A. No, the flagman. 
Q. I read you from the testimony of the flagma.n-
Mr. Martin: I object to testimony of the flagman given in 
some other matter. 
By Mr. Parker: 
page 143 } Q. You were present at this hearingf 
A. In Raleigh Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You heard the flagman testify Y 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Martin: I object to th~s whole line. 
The ·witness: I don't recall what his testimony was be-
cause I won't say if I was there and heard him testify, or 
not. 
Mr. Martin: I object to reading what the flagman has said 
at some investigation as being irrelevant. 
The ·witness : I was there with the express agent and he 
had to get back, Mr. Smith, and I asked Mr. Kennedy if he 
needed us any more and he said no. I told him we would be 
on our way. ,v e left, and there was more testimony put in 
after that. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. ·what I am asking you is if you heard this testimony in 
that hearing-
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Mr. Martin: I object to this as irrelevant and hearsay, and 
may it be understood I object to this whole line 
page 144 ~ without stopping each time, Mr. Parkert 
Mr. Parker: That will be understood. 
By Mr. Parker: . . 
Q. Was the flagman H. :Mallory¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. He was asked this question: "Q. I want to understand 
distinctly your answer to my question a few minutes ago as 
to whether Engineer Harris cursed you or you cursed Engi-
neer Harris Y '~A.· I didn't curse Engineer Harris in any 
way. After I SR\V he was aggravated I walked away from 
him. I was told by other fellows there that he said some bad 
things about me. I didn't hear them." Did you hear that 
testimony! 
A. I don't think I did. 
Q. You still say that the flagman apparently started to 
climb on the engine to resent it, to engage in a fisticuff with 
l\Ir. Harris! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you ever in your 40 years experience had occasion 
to witness or hear any altercations among train crews! 
A. Yes.· 
Q. It is nothing out of the ordinary, is itf 
page 145 } Mr. Martin: Objected to as irrelevant. 
A. No. In some cases it is like sailors. Some 
use curse words pretty freely and some don't. When they 
are mad and use them they mean it. They talk and call one 
another a son-of-a-bitch and laugh, but when they are mad 
they usually resent it and as a rule go together t 
Q. Have you ever known of an engineer or other respon-
sible member of a train crew being discharged for using 
language of that sorU 
Mr. Martin: Object to as irrelevant. 
A. I can't tell you that I do recall of their being dis-
charged for that, but I have heard of them being severely 
reprimanded and given a suspension of time, something like 
15 or 30 days, especially when there was no cause for it on 
the part of the other party. 
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Q. You said a w·hile ago that Mr. Harris went ahead 400 
yards? 
A. Approximately 400 yards, yes. 
Q. That is 1200 feet¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·which is a quarter of a mile, approximately! 
A. The distance between 9th and 10th Streets in Green-
ville, I would judge to be a bout 400 yards. 
Q. He was operating a locomotive and two cars, was he 
not? 
page 146 ~ A. Three cars at that time. When he came in 
he had something like five or six cars and he 
backed in on the main line and cut off those, and the three 
cars he took with him to set off. The other was what they 
call the hold-on car. 
Mr. Parker: No further questions. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. :Martin : 
Q. You spoke of an iron post. That is not between the 
rails but sits on the side of the tracks to keep automobiles or 
other vehicles from driving too close to the tracks at that 
place? 
A. It is to keep them from tearing up the station ground 
where the passengers had to walk, with vehicles. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
page 147 ~ State of Virg·inia: 
City of Norfolk, to-wit: 
I, J. M. Knight, a Notary Public for the State of Virginia 
at large, certify that the foregoing deposition of :M. T. Brad-
shaw was duly taken and sworn to before me at the time and 
place, and for the purpose in the caption mentioned. 
Given under my hand this 22nd day of March, 1949. 
(s) J. M. K1\1IGHT, 
Notary Public. 
page 148 ~ Mr. :Martin: I will ask that the deposition be 
marked in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit C. 
The Court: Let it be marked. 
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("Whereupon the deposition just read was marked as De-
fendant's Exhibit C.) 
The Court: Call your next witness. 
Mr. Martin: ,vilbert Adams. 
,vILBER.T ADAMS 
called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, having been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By M:r. Martin : 
Q. · State your name to the Court and jury. 
A. ,vilbert Adams. 
Q. How old are you and where do you live? 
A. 65. Live in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
page 149 ~ Q. ·what is your occupation 1 
A. Fireman. 
Q. For the Norfolk Southern Railway Company 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been a fireman? 
A. Since 1919. 
Q. On the 25th of September, 1946, down at Greenville,, 
North Carolina, were you the fireman in. the engine with Mr. 
Harrisf 
A. I was, yes, sir. 
Q. Now, tell these gentlemen what happened there, to the 
best of your recollection.· 
A. This is how it happened: vVe backed into Greenville, on 
N-0. 2; we had two cars to set off, and we pulled up on one 
track, backed clown to set this car off hut we usually had been 
stopping at 9th Street crossing to leave that car where the 
express man wanted it left, so he could unload the car; when 
we got to the spot where we had usually been stopping the 
engineer stopped, it w·as on the opposite side from me, around 
the corner just like that,-I was on the opposite side. I don't 
know what was going on, but he stopped as we usually done, 
where we usually had been spotting that car. I don't know 
whether he got a signal to go ahead or back up but I 
heard the word from him '' to set that car off, 
page 150 ~ you son of a bitch.'' 
Q. ,vho said "cut that car off, you son of a 
bitch 7'' 
A. Mr. Harris .. 
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Q. The engineer 7 
A. Yes, sir. I don't know whether he attempted to cut it 
off or not. vVe stood there a few minutes and then we pulled 
ahead a little bit. 
Q. The engineer did what? 
A. Pulled ahead. I don't know ho,v far. I wasn't paying 
much attention because I thought he was doing like he usually 
did; and he g<>es back finally, he started back, some distance 
back and then he comes back two or three times. 
Q. Two or three times what? 
A. Going backwards and forwards. I still thought he was 
getting signals. 
Q. You were on the left hand side Y 
A. On the left hand side. 
Q. You couldn't see the signals on the right hand side? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How many times did the engine you were on run back 
and forth there? 
A. I really didn't pay much attention to how many times, 
but several times; I don't know, I couldn't say how many 
times it was because I wasn't paying that much attention, 
because I thought they were performing like they always 
did. 
page 151 } Q. Did you have anything to do with the steam? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Martin: He is with you. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Do you remember testifying in the hearing in Raleigh? 
A. I do. 
Q. You had quite a different story to tell then Y 
A. I sure did. 
Q. Who. has been talking to you in the meantimet 
A. No one. 
Q. What caused you to change your story? 
A. Well, I will tell you: I'm in a different court now than 
I was then. 
Q. You are under oath, too? 
A. That's why I'm telling the truth. I was sworn in this 
morning to do that, and thats what I'm doing. It's a dif-
ferent story because I was before the Assistant Superinten-
dent first for investigation. 
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Q. Mr. Poe gave you a hint what might happen to you if 
you didn't tell a story to suit him Y 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember this statement made to you in that 
hearing: '' ·wnbert, this investigation is not in 
page 152 } connection with any negligence on your part .. 
However, I'm compelled to say that you were 
very dilatory and negligent in performing the duties of loco-
motive fireman that you didn't pay any more attention to 
the unusual movement made by 2 at Greenville on Septem-
ber 25th." You knew what he was talking abouU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You could see visions of yourself being in the spot Mr .. 
Harris was in 1 · 
A. In working· together railroad men can get in trouble 
like that and we will look out for one another and going be-
fore the Superintendent we don't tell it exactly like it hap-
pens sometimes. 
Q. When the bosses have something to say to you after-
wards, you come pretty near telling what they want you to f 
A. No, I haven't spoke to a boss since that time about it. 
Here I tell the truth because I was sworn in to tell the truth .. 
Q. Didn't you tell :Mr. Harris in the hall a short while ago 
you were sorry for what you had to do, but you had been 
told what to say Y 
A. No, sir .. 
Q. You deny having made that statement f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Let's see what testimony you want to take 
page 153 ~ back : This is part of your examination : ( Read-
ing} 
''Q. "\Vilbert, you were fireman on train No. 2 leaving 
Raleigh on September 25, 1946 t 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
''Q. ·wilbert, I wish you would tell just what happened 
from the time train No. 2 arrived at Greenville until the train 
departed, particularly ~s to what moves were made with the 
engine and the cars attached thereto1 
'' A. Mr. Poe, it is around the curve at Greenv-ille. The 
curve is on the engineer's side. I don't know what goes on 
back there. I did notice him starting ahead and stopping. 
Mr. Mallory came up and they said something. ·when I hit 
Greenville every day I usually go to the bakery shop to get 
something to eat while they are unloading the car. I had 
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spilled some change in seat box and I was trying to get it so 
I could go to the shop. After I did find the money I asked 
the engineer what in the world they were doing back there. 
He said he didn't know. I went on about my business. I 
didn't pay any attention to it. I think I left before they 
spotted the car and went to the store. I came back before 
they pulled out of there. That's about all I know. I couldn't 
see becau·se of the curYe.'' 
Do you want to change that statement now! 
A. No. 
Q. That's true, is iU 
A. That's true. 
Q. That's a correct statement, then, is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
r, 
Q. This is what ·was asked you immediately following what 
I just read: 
"Q. I don't care what you could see. I want 
page 154 ~ to know what moves Engineer H~rris made after 
he first went in on No. 2 track with cars. 
'' A. He went back a certain distance and stopped, then he 
pulled ahead a certain distance and stopped. 
"Q. How many times did he do thaU 
"A. I was in seat box. I didn't pay any attention to how 
many times. 
'' Q. Vv ere the brakes applied in emergency at any time 
wllile moving either backward or forward f 
"A. The only time the brakes went in emergency was when 
he stopped the first time. 
"Q. Did he move backwards and forwards 4, 5 or 6 times 1 
'' A. I really don't know. I wasn't paying any attention. 
'' Q. Have you ever in going in on No. 1 track on No. 2 
moved backwards and forwards 4, 5 or 6 times t 
"A. No, sir. 
'' Q. Then that was a very unusual movement on the part 
of Engineer Harris f 
'' A. I wouldn't say because sometimes in spotting cars we 
have trouble and make 2 or 3 attempts to spot the cars. 
That's what I thought they were doing. 
"Q. ·Wilbert, this investigation is not in connection with 
any negligence on your part. However, I'm compelled to 
say that you were very dilatory and negligent 
page 155 ~ in performing the duties of locomotive fireman 
that you didn't pay any more attention to the 
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unusual movements that were made at Greenville by No. 2 
on September 25.'' 
You knew what he was talking about f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You would be the next one that the axe would hit! 
A. Going backwards and forwards is not an unusual move-
ment. 
Q. I'm talking about that hint to you, what would happen 
to you if you didn't tell the right kind of story. 
A. I didn't tell the truth in the investigation. 
Q. ·who have you talked to since then? 
A. No one. 
Q. And you just decided as a matter of your conscience 
would come across with what happened i 
A. I didn't tell the truth at that time; and that wasn't the 
first time. 
Q. You haven't talked to a soul since t 
A. No. 
Q. Not a soul Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. This is the first time you heard that evidence read 
back to yon Y 
page 156 ~ A. The first time. 
Mr. Parker: No further questions. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Why didn't you tell the whole truth at the investiga-
tion? 
A. Well, just like I said,-if one railroad man get in 
trouble and goes before tl1e Superintendent, you try to hold 
him up there. · 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
Mr. Parker: You still- work for the Norfolk Southern Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You like your job, don't you Y 
A. I'm making my living. 
Mr. Parker: That is all. 
The Court : $tand aside. Call your next. 
Mr. Martin: :M:r. H. Mallory. 
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called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, having been 
first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Martin : 
Q. Wbat is your name? 
A. H. Mallory. 
Q. ·where do you live, Mr. l\falloryt 
page 157 }- A. 502 Cole Street, Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Q. ,,rhat is yout age and occupation 1 
.A. 63 years old ; brakeman, trainman. 
Q. For the Norfolk Southern Railway t 
A. Yes, sir, promoted to conductor for the past 7 years. 
Q. When you haven't anything to do as conductor you 
have to act as trainman 1 
A. I do. 
Q. On the 25th of September, 1946, the date we are talk-
ing about, you were acting as what on the train that Mr. 
Harris was the engineer of¥ 
A. Brakeman. 
Q. Tell the jury exactly what happened to the be~t of your 
recollection, at Greenville that day? 
A. )Vell, on this particular day we arrived there on the 
passenger train and we had one car to cut off, and in the 
move why, we had to haul three cars up the track possibly 
10 car lengths and back in on another track ; and we started 
to back in on this track and I climbed up on the car and rode 
back over close to this 9th Street crossing. The rules re-
quire us, as well as the city ordinance, to pro~ect the crossing 
with a flag. I got off the car and give Harris the signal to 
come on back, and we moved back over the crossing, which 
is the 9th Street crossing and stopped without any signal at 
a.ll from anyone. I walked up close to where the 
page 158 }- engineer was. I said "Come on back Mr. Harris", 
or ''Harris". Just the trip before that, or two 
trips before that I had cut the car off at the crossing where 
Harris had stopped and the agent made me come back in 
with the engine and place the car back to the end of the track. 
So I was careful to note I was never to do that again, and 
while I had hold of it I went to cut it back there and he had 
stopped to clear the crossing, and I told him to come on back, 
and he told me to '' cut the god dam car off, you son of a 
bitch, you ain't got no sense anyhow." He didn't say that 
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once, he said it twice. It made me mad, naturally, as it 
would you. There were two old colored ladies standing close 
to the end of the car at the crossing ·when I started to back 
over and in backing on oi1t they couldn't get across, couldn't 
get over, and I moved around there ; I couldn't tell you 
exactly what taken place there, but one of them· saiff"White 
folks, I wouldn't do lhat". I walked back towarils the train; 
our train was standing on the main line, and I told this ex-
press man and tlie employee there, he just as well unload the 
Washington expre~s o.ut of the head car which was standing 
right on the crossing, and that is what they did. In the mean-
time the agent and Mr~ Riggs, the conductor here, came out 
and they had unloaded the express and they were aiming 
then to get this car that had the Greenville express in it back 
close to the end of the track, and they were giving 
page 159 ~ the signals. I didn't bother with him any more 
after he put on me what he did. Riggs and Brad-
shaw, the agent of that terminal at Greenville, they tried to 
get back at that post and he ran ahead and back five different 
times over that crossing. Finally he got back the fifth time 
to the end of where the rails stick up, which is a kind of little 
buttress, and he hit them rails hard enough it broke them 
loose from the angle bars ; one of the rails stuck up off the 
tie that high. (Indicating) I cut the air and the steam cut-
off and got on out and coupled up ; there was not a word said 
anywhere, and I thought as I went along I would overlook 
what he said. I thought he was mad. I don't know what he 
had been mad about. The next trip coming out we got a 
message to go to the office for the investigation, and that's 
all I know. · 
Q. On the day I'm talking about, the 25th now when this 
thing happened in September, did anybody· ever give him 
any signal to come ·ahead¥ · ·· ··· · · · - · 
A. No, sir absolutely not. 
Q. How many times did he run back and forth¥ 
A. He moved-
:Mr. Parker: He has answered that question. 
A. He moved four times ; the fifth time he went back 
against the post,-or the fourth time I would say, to be cor-
rect. No one gave the signal; there is no one that 
page 160 ~ gave the signal to go ahead. It was stated that he 
heard somebody over there say "go ahead". The 
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rules are we have to have the proper signal· before moving 
in a place like Greenville, North Carolina, if you please. 
Q. Did you tell him to go ahead f 
A. No. 
Q. Did you hear anybody tell him¥ 
A. No. 
Mr. Martin: Take the witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker : 
ii 
Q. Are you telling the truth now or at the time you made 
your statement? 
A. I'm telling the truth. 
Q. Where? 
A. Now. 
Q. Were you telling the truth at Raleigh Y 
A. I was telJing practically what railroad men tell when 
they want to work together. 
Q. You just heard the fireman testify, didn't you? 
A. I could have told the truth without the fireman testify-
ing, because, my friend, this investigation and this hearing 
is altogether different than a railroad hearing in 
page 161 ~ some office at 12 o'clock after you have workeq 
all day. 
Q. You are free to lie at the hearing? 
A. I am not afraid of no one. 
Q. I didn't say you were afraid of anyone. I say you felt 
free to lie before; your superior officer? 
A. No. A railroad can run you off their property at any 
time. 
Q. Suppose I read you the questions and answers, the 
questions directed to you and the answers you made to the 
questions at this invest.igation as the result of which Mr. 
Harris was fired, and I want you to tell me when you ·were 
telling the truth and when you were not: The first question 
is-
"Q. l\ir. l\Iallory, you were flagman on 2 leaving Raleigh 
on September 25, '46 f 
'' A. Yes,· sir. 
'' Q. Mr. Riggs was conductor an<l lfr. Harris was engineer 
of that train t 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
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''Q. You arrived at Greenville, according to the statement 
of Conductor Riggs about 11 :52 A. M. 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. I wish you would please make a statement of just ex-
actly and in full detail of what occurred from the time you 
arrived at Greenville until No. 2 departed f 
page 162 ~ '' A. After we arrived at the station I cut be-
hind two cars on the main line and came over in 
the yard on No. 1 team track. No. 1. track was clear. After 
we were over 9th Street crossing I ·was riding the rear car 
giving Engineer Harris a signal to back up to the end of the 
track. In about two carlengths from the end of the track the 
air went in emergency and the train stopped. I went to engine 
and asked Mr. Harris what the trouble was and all that I 
can say right now of ·what he said was, '' cut the damn car 
off." I told Mr. Smith, the express agent, to get the trucks 
up there and get to unloading. About that time this other 
trouble took place. Engineer Harris did not curse me and I 
did not curse him.'' 
Was that the truth or ·was it a lief 
A. I had to go out with Engineer Harris the next day as 
brakeman to make couplings, throw switches ahead of him, 
and so forth, and it was to my best interest to work with him 
and not against him. 
Q. He is no longer with the railroad and you areY 
A. He had friends with the railroad at that time, that I 
had to work with. 
Q. At that time 1 
A. At that time. 
page 163 ~ Q. And he is not now with the Companyf 
A. That's his own fault. 
Q. You are still with the Company! 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. You haven't talked with anybody since you made this 
statement? 
A. Absolutely not. 
Q. You didn't know what you were going to testify until 
you came here? 
A. How is that? 
Q. You -did not know what you would say when you got on 
the witness stand j 
A. All I know I left Raleigh and I ,vas to come down and 
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tell the truth and nothing but the truth, just like that darkey 
sitting there. 
Q. That's right. Listen to this,-this is what you said 
further: 
''I didn't try to get him back any further. I wanted to 
put the car back where the agent had instructed me, not once 
but three different times to put the car back to the end of 
the track. That's what I was trying to do when Mr. Harris 
stopped. Mr. Riggs started giving him ,signal to back up and 
Mr. Harris ,vent ahead about 3 car lengths. He came back 
and stopped about 6 or 7 feet from where we wanted him to 
stop. He backed up and reversed the engine and 
page 164} went ahead, reversed the engine and came back. 
I don't know whether it was 4 or 5 times, I didn't 
count them. The last time he came back and went ahead to 
the bumper posts or the· end of the track. I don't know 
whether there was any damage done or not.'' 
Q. Now you say the bumper block was knocked out of 
_place? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You found that out since Y . 
A. I found that out when I went out the next trip going 
back to Raleigh. 
Q. You had a conversation with someone, didn't you Y 
A. No, I didn't have a conversation with anyone. 
Q. In fact, you said you didn't have Y 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. X ou haven't talked to a soul! 
A. No. 
Q. They told you to come down here and tell the truth Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you tell an entirely different story from what you 
told in the hearing f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And of your own accord¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The same as the fireman,-nobody talked to him,-
nobody talked to you Y 
A. No, sir. 
page 165 }- Q. You are not afraid of your job? 
A. No, sir. I am 63 years old. I am in good 
shape to go to the retirement office; I am eligible for re-
tirement as long as I fulfill the rules. I'm not going to run 
an engine ahead without signal to do sc. 
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Q. You won't tell a story that the Superintendent does 
not want you to tell! 
A. He has nothing to do with me in the investigation in 
Raleigh. It was Harris I w·as concerned with because I had 
to work with him, just like the colored fellow that was up 
here. 
Q. Let's read. on further: 
''Q. About what length of time was consumed in the mak-
ing of these moyes by Engineer Harris, including only the 
moves backwards and forward which Conductor Riggs stat-
ed amounted to 5 times? 
'' A. I would say 12 minutes. 
"Q. That amount of time you estimate was consumed in 
making these unnecessary moves¥ 
'' A. Yes, sir. . 
"Q. About how long would the train stand still between 
these moves in going ahead and backing up¥ 
'' A. Not over two minutes. 
'' Q. I want to understand distinctly your answer to my 
question a few minutes ago as to whether En-
page 166 ~ gineer cursed you or you cursed Engineer Har-
ris 1 
'' A. I didn't curse Engineer Harris in any way; after I 
saw he was aggravated I walked away from him. I was told 
by other fellows he said some bad things about me. I didn't 
hear them' '. 
Q. You don't deny making that statemenU 
A. I don't deny the investigation at Raleigh at all. I 
thought I made myself clear on that. 
Q. Let's go on: 
"Q. On No. 2 on September 25 did you set off and pick up 
one or more cars at ,vilson r 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. Did Engineer Harris properly handle the moves at 
that station 1 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. ,vhat is your opinion as to the reason why Engineer 
Harris made the unnecessary moves and failed to comply 
with the signals given bim by Conductor Riggs at Greenville! 
"A. It is my opinion that Mr. Harris thought I should cut 
the Greenville car off in No. 1 track after we got over the 
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9th Street crossing, and because this wasn't done it aggra-
vated him and this brought about the few words of disagree-
ment between the two of us. 
"Q. ·would you say that the actions of Engineer Harris 
at Greenville on the date in question was very un-
page 167 ~ usual! That is the manner in which he handled his 
train 1 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. You stated that at the time the train was stopped by 
emergency application on the first move in to No. 1 track 
that you walked up to the engine to find out the cause and 
at that time Engineer Harris told you to "cut the damn car 
off." What made you walk away at that time1 
'' A. Because I saw the gentlemen ·was mad. 
''Q. Did you say anything to him to cause him to be mad? 
'' A. No, sir, I didn't. 
'' Q. Did you have any further words ·with Engineer Har-
ris after leaving Greenville 1 
'.' A. No, sir. 
"Q. Did you observe anything wrong with Engineer Har-
ris between Raleigh and Greenville f 
"A. No, sir." 
Mr. Parker : That is all. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Had anybody threatened to take your job away from 
your 
A. Nobody. I have been with the railroad thirty years 
this June. On the division I am employed on I don't believe 
there is two men in the train service but what has not been 
dismissed from the service including engineers, 
page 168 ~ fireman and conductors, and I don't know of any 
case where there was any movement to take any-
one into court and for them to swear to tell the truth and 
then threaten them with their jobs if they done it. I am 
certain the Norfolk Southern is not guilty of that. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. You don't want to retract your statement that from 
the time you made this statement in this investigation on 
October 1, '46, that you had no conversation with anybody 
as to what you would testify to today? . 
A. How is that, now f 
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Q. You made the statement in answer to my question, that 
since you made this statement in the hearing at Raleigh you 
had not talked with anyone about what you were going to say 
today. Do you want to retract that? 
A. I have not talked to-I thought the question was-
Q. You understand my question. 
Mr. Martin: Let him answer. 
A. I thought the question was, if I had talked to some 
employee or official of the Norfolk Southern, and I have not; 
and I came in town yesterday evening·; I came here the same 
as Adams over there, with instructions to go to this attor-
ney's office at 3 o'clock, and I did that. 
Q. I have no objection to your going to Mr. Martin's 
office. 
page 169 ~ A. I thought that was your question. Outside 
of this attorney here I haven't opened my mouth 
to anyone. vVhen I went up to the attorney's office I thought 
I had to dodge Adams. 
Q. You haven't opened your mouth about what you would 
say at this hearing? 
A. About what I would say at this hearing, yes, sir. 
Q. ·who gave you your orders to come to Norfolk to see 
!fr. Martin ? 
A. I· have the address where to go to. 
Q. Who told you to go there. You can understand that 
question. 
A. Who gave me the orders 7 
Q. Wbo told you to see :Mr. Martin f 
A. Our yardmaster told me, gave me the notice to go and 
see Mr. Martin, or to go to Norfolk for this hearing and go 
to Mr. Martin's office at 3 P. M., and I pass the Seaboard 
Airline Railway, the call boy calls me to go to work,-it is 
no different telling me to go to Mr. Martin's office or go 
out on my job. 
Q. You were instructed to come to Norfolk and your at-
tention wasn't called to anything nor have you had any con-
versation with anyone about what you ""ere going to say in 
this trial? 
A. Absolutely, that's right. 
page 170 ~ Mr. Parker: That's all. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. You came to my office yesterday afternoon f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had you ever seen me before? 
A. No. . 
Q. Have you told anything different today than yesterday! 
A. No, word for word. 
Q. Exactly the same story you told me 1 
A. Exactly the same story. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. ·what did you. say to Mr.- Martin when you got to his 
office Y 
A. I said what I have already said. 
Q. What was that? 
A. We pulled up there and cut off three cars, went up 
the main line a Ii ttle piece, backed in on No. 1 team track; 
we got over the 9th Street crossing and Engineer Harris 
spotted the cars. 
Q. This was your conversation with Mr. Martin: go ahead. 
A. When I didn't cut it off and he told me to 
page 171 } cut if off he used the language that I said. 
Q. \Vha t did you tell Mr. Martin? 
A. I told Mr. Martin that he cursed me. That he told me 
to '' cut the goddam car off, you son of a bitch, you ain't got 
any sense nohow'',-and he did say that. 
Q. Did you make the statement that Mr. Bradshaw says 
that you did, that you were going to climb on the engine after 
him? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Bradshaw was lying? 
A. He must have been. I'm not responsible for that. 
Mr. Martin: I object to that as immaterial, your Honor, 
and improper. 
The Court: Disregard the statement, gentlemen of the 
jury. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. He wasn't telling the truth? 
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Mr. Martin: I object to that as immaterial. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. He was not correctly quoting you f 
A. I'm not responsible for what Bradshaw said. 
Q. You deny what he said after you were called that by 
Mr. Harris, is that true f 
A. I don't know what Bradshaw says. 
Q~ I will read it to you: He said this at Mr. 
page 172 ~ Mart_iµ's. office. 
· "Mr. Martin: He wasn't present. 
Mr. Parker: I will .'ask him whether he said it or not. He 
can answer yes, or no. This is the question Mr. Bradshaw 
was asked: 
"Q. What have you to say in answer to the flagman's 
statement made in this hearing that he didn't hear Harris 
call him anything! 
"A. I haven't seen or heard of that statement, but I know 
he came back and said, '' He called me a goddam son of a 
bitch, and I'm a great mind to get on there and beat the 
goddam son of a bitch. I'm a great mind to get in there and 
beat the goddam hell out of him.'' 
Q. Did you make that statement or did you nott 
A. I don't recall that. 
Mr. Parker: That is all. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
The Court: vVe ·will take a short recess at this time, gen-
tlemen. 
(Short recess). 
The Court: Call your next witness. 
Mr. Martin: CaH J. S. Riggs, the conductor. 
page 173 ~ J. S. RIGGS 
called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, 
having been first duly sworn was examined and testified as 
follows~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Please state your namet 
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A. J. S. Riggs. 
Q. How old are you an<l where do you live, Mr. Riggs 1 
A. 62 years old. Live at 279 Lucille Avenue, Norfolk. 
Q. ·what is your occupation 1 
A. Conductor at the present time. 
Q. How long have you been with the Norfolk Southern and 
its predecessors f 
A. Since October 12, '07, not quite 41 and a half years. 
Q. ,v e are discussing the affair at Greenville on Septem-
ber 25, 1946: were you the conductor of the train of which 
Mr. Harris was engineer? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell these gentlemen just what happened at Greenville 
on that date? 
A. ·when we arrived at Greenville we had to back in on 
the main line and back clown to the station. ·we backed in on 
the main line up to the bumper. I discharged my passengers 
and we re-loaded passengers. In those days it required many 
pennies for the odd fares and I went into the 
page 17 4 ~ office to get change for two dollars, and I came 
out and I saw Mr. Smith, the express agent. He 
requested me to shift this express car back beyond the steel 
rails where they could unload from both sides, express and 
mail. I heard that engineer call that flagman a son of a 
bitch. I don't believe I would taken it, either. I met Mr. 
Bradsha,·v, the railroad agent, and he instructed me to back 
to the bumper where they could unload from both sides. 
AlJout that time I looked up and the engine ,,1ith two cars 
was stopped up near the crossing. I signalled them back and 
he came back in about within 25 or 30 feet from the bumper 
and stopped and there they finished loading the express out 
of the v\T ashington car next to the engine; and then when 
they finished that I gave the signal to back up where they 
could unload from both sides of the car, and the engineer re-
versed her for five times and went ahead, and the last time 
he ran back into the steel bumpers and hit it a good hard 
lick. Me and the flagman inspected the car to see if it was 
knocked off center. I couldn't find any damage and he held 
onto the v\7 ashington car and pulled on out. 
Q. Re~arding the motion of the engine, w'l1at did you say 
about gomg forward and back¥ 
A. He reversed it five different times. 
Q. And did whaU "-"' 
A. He would come back and go ahead. 
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. . ., 
Q. Did you signal him to go ahead 1 
page 175 ~ A. Not until the car was spotted. I kept wav-
ing him back all the time. 
Q. Do you know why he went back and forth f 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. Did you hear any cursing yourself f 
A. No, I didn't hear any cursing on either side. 
Q. ,vho did you first see when you came back with the 
.pennies you got 1 
A. The office is right opposite there and I came out of 
there in time to see the engine and the two cars stopped up 
there at the crossing. 
Q. Did you see with your owJ1 eyes the engine going back 
and forth five or six times? 
A. Yes. After I came back he reversed her five different. 
times,-go ahead, reverse her and come back,-with no sig-
nal at all except the back-up signal he was getting. 
Mr. Martin: Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Did you see the flagman give the signals f 
A. Yes, he gave the signal to back up. 'That is the only 
time. I didn't see him give any after I gave them. 
Q. vVere you watching the flagman or the engineer? 
A. Watching the engineer. 
page 176 ~ Q. Do you remember making this statement at 
the hearing in Raleigh : 
"I gave Engineer 1-Iarris a back-up signal. He mistook 
my signal and went ahead.'' 
A. Possibly he mistook it, but he went ahead. He backed 
up from the position 11ear the crossing and then he reversed 
and went ahead. That is the statement I am making now. 
Q. Could that have been due to the fact he was getting con-
fused signals? 
A. No. 
Q. How do you knowT 
A. Because he said there wl1enever he would get where 
he couldn't see those two bumpers he reversed until he could 
see them. That is the statement he made in Raleigh. He 
said he would pull up to where he could see them. 
Q. He was trying to watch those bumpersf 
A. I don't know why he should have, if he took my signals. 
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Q. Where were you standing f 
A. On the righthand side. 
Q. How far were you from the bumpers f 
.a. About 20 feet. I wa& standing where I wanted to spot 
the car there. 
Q. Did you tell him thaU 
A. I gave the signal. ,v e were working by signals. He 
was two carlengths from me. 
page 177 } Q. How long have you been with the railroad Y 
A. Most 41 lh years. 
Q. ~fr. Harris had been there pretty. much that sallle 
length of time? 
.A.. I don't know. Before they built the bridge across the 
Albemarle we were in different divisions; and after that 
we got to know each other. 
Q. Have you worked with l\fr. Harris since then? 
A., Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you consider him a competent engineer? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: I object to that as immaterial. 
'£he Court: Yes, it is immaterial. 
Mr. Parker: That is all. 
Mr. Martin: 'rhat is all. 
The Court: Call your next witness. 
vV. G. Smith 
called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, having been 
first duly swor;n, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By ]\fr. Martin: 
Q. ·wm you state your name, please? 
A. vV. G. Smith. 
Q. vVhere do you live, Mr. Smith? 
p&ge l 78 } A. 604 East 9th Street, Greenville, North Caro-
lina. 
Q. How old are you and what is your occupation? 
,A. l am 47; Railway Express Agent. 
Q. Are you employed by the Norfolk Southern at all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Employ~d by the express company? 
A,. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Tell the jury just what you know of the affair in Green-
ville September 25, 1946 f 
A. No. 2 backed into the yard on the main line; set the 
train off on the main line and cut loose of train and held 
one car _for ,v ashington, North Carolina, and two cars for 
Greenville; went down to the 10th Street crossing, the first. 
switch he could switch over and come into No. 1 team track 
to spot the two Greenville cars to leave there for No. 1 to 
pick up in the afternoon. In those days express was running 
unusually heavy· and we usually had express in the ,v ashing-
ton car,-not sufficient room in the two cars for Greenville. 
He stopped on the crossing with his "\Vashington car and we 
worked out the Greenville express out of that car and from 
two other cars when he backed down into this No. 1 team 
track to enable the express to work one side and the mail 
the other; due to the rails being on this side of the cars, I 
asked the flagman if he would push those two cars back about 
10 or 15 feet. He gave the engineer a signal to 
page 179 ~ back up and he went forward. 
Q. Who went forward¥ 
A. The engineer went forward, got his engine practically 
across 9th Street, and he signed him back and he came back 
rather slow and got pretty near to the bmnping block and 
stopped again ; and he signed him back again ; instead of 
coming backward and he went forward, crossed the 9th 
Street crossing with one or two of the cars; by that time the 
conductor came out there and I told him the flagman seemed 
to be having trouble to get the engineer to put the cars where 
they belonged; so he gave a signal to back and I stepped on 
up to the Washington car which was directly behind the 
engine and told the two fellows to come out and get into 
the Greenville car. I had a colored fellow with me and he got 
in the rear car; when I went up there to get the fellows out 
of the head car the engineer had his head out of the engine 
window and the flagman was standing close to him. I heard 
the "son of a bitch" but I didn't hear "cut the goddam cars 
off.'' I went on back and told the conductor the engineer was 
cursing the flagman. I don't believe I would take such curs-
ing as that; and the conductor signed him right back once 
or twice. I tried to get in one of the cars and he came the 
next time and rammed into the cars, and I jumped in there 
and a machine,-! don't remember just what it 
page 180 ~ was,-possibly a washing machine, one of these 
upright affairs,-anyway, it weighed approxi-
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mately 400 pounds, and as I stuck my head in the car 
there, car door, this colored fellow was trying to hold 
this machine up, but he couldn't; it was knocked down on top 
of some drugs in the car and smashed them up. I remarked 
to him I wouldn't try to hold up nothing that heavy when the 
engineer was trying to throw you into the station, or some 
such remark. 
Q. Do you remember how many times the train ran for-
wards and backwards, approximately! 
A. I would say approximately 4 or 5 times. I didn't count 
it. I had nothing to do with the operation of the train. My 
concern was over the safety of my employees and the traffic 
I was in charge of. 
Mr. Martin : That is all, sir. 
CROSS EX ... \.MINATION 
By Mr. Parker: . 
Q. Did you make the statement to Mr. 'l1urner sitting here, 
who talked to you concerning this accident, that you were 
not in the car yourself but Mr. Gordon was in there! 
A. You misunderstood me. I went to the car after he 
shoved the car to the bumping block to see about the safety 
of the men and the express that was in the car. 
page 181 ~ I did tell Mr. Turner at the time who was in the 
car with this colored fellow. 
Q. ,vhat damages did the express company pay for the 
shipment as the result of this accident? 
A. I don't recall right off,-very light,-considerably 
later. 
Q. As a matter of fact, you dicln 't pay anything, did you? 
A. I don't have my file with me, and I don't remember. 
Q. You cannot remember that, although you have been tes-
tifying with great particularity about what happened to this 
express shipment,-you cannot remember whether the ex-
press company paid any damages or not 1 
A. If you had seen the machine with the handle knocked 
out of place and that machine piled on some drugs, you 
would think right off you had some damages. . 
Q. I asked you whether you had any, and you don't re-
member that you did f 
A. I don't recollect whether any resulted from this par-
ticular incident or not .. That has been some time ago. 
Q. But you can remember every detail as to what hap-
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pened inside of that car, except the damage the express com-
pany had to pay as a result 1 
A. The damages were considerably less than we thought. 
Q. As a matter of fact, there were not any? 
· A. I don't 1·ecall definitely whether there was 
page 182 ~ anything or not. 
Mr. Parker: That is all. 
The Court: Stand aside : Call your next. 
Mr. Martin: Mr. Kennedy. 
L.P.KENNEDY 
called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, having been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By :Mr. Martin: 
Q. State your name and where you live, pleasef 
A. L. P. ~ennedy, 115 North Boyland Avenue, Raleigh, 
North Carolina. 
Q. ·what is your business f 
A. General Superintendent, Norfolk Southern. 
Q. How long have you been with that railroad and its 
predecessors f 
A. 42 years. 
Q. Now, recalling the discharge of Mr. Harris, did you 
discharge him? 
A. I sustained his previous dismissal, yes. 
Q. vVhy did you do it y 
A. Why, I did it because of evidence of his conduct at 
Greenville on September 25, 1946, I believe it 
page 183 ~ was. I heard all the evidence for and against him 
and I concluded we could not permit an engineer 
to run a locomotive on the main line of the railroad who 
would do a thing like that as described there. 
Mr. Martin: He is with you. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. You concluded you were not justified in permitting a 
man such as Mr. Harris proved himself to be to operate a 
locomotive on the lines of the Norfolk Southern Railroad t 
A. That is just exactly what I said. 
Q. Did you write these letters and submit them to Mr. 
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Turner and for Mr. Harris 's signatm;e 1 {Handing to counsel 
for defendant). 
Mr. Martin : I submit they are not revelant, may it please 
the Court. 
Mr. Parker: I will read them. 
The Court: He has not identified them. 
Mr. Parker: His signature is on them. That is a photo-
static copy. 
The Court: Is that pertainiI?,g to this happeningY 
.Mr. Parker: Yes, sir. 
The Court : Go ahead. 
Mr. Martin: vVe save the point. 
page 184 ~ By ]\fr. Parker : 
Q. .You wrote all three of those letters Y 
A. Yes. I would like to tell why I wrote them. 
Q. Let me read them first, then you can do all the ex-
plaining you like. (Reading). · 
'' Statement of W. E. Harris: 
'' I hereby aclmowledge and certify I am guilty as charged 
of unbecoming conduct and of unsatisfactory service as an 
engineer on train No. 2 at Greenville, North Carolina, on 
September 25, 1946. I sincerely regret what I said and did 
and wish to apologize to all concerned for my misconduct 
and my wrongful acts. I got mad without cause and in a fit 
of anger which I was unable to control I said some ugly 
words to flagman Mallory and ran the engine up and down 
the track several times as alleged while I was not myself 
due to my overpowering mad spell .. I have no hard feelings 
against anyone. Unfortunately, I have a rather impulsive 
and explosive temperament and often get mad because of 
trivial things. The persons who testified as to what I said 
and did told the truth and I commend them for doing so. I 
hope none of them have any hard feelings against me and 
that they as well as the officials of the Railway Company will 
forgive me for my wrongful acts and misconduct. I promise 
that I will endeavor to control my emotions, my language and 
my conduct in the future. 
"I was given a fair investigation on September 28, and 
again on October 18, 1946, and I was properly dismissed from 
the service of the Norfolk Southern Railway Company for 
just cause. I make and sign this statement of my own free 
will and accord and at my own request without any coercion 
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or reward or tl1e promise or expectation of any reward or 
consideration by an person whomsoever.'' 
That is undersigned and not witnessed, and it is dated 
the 29th day of October, 1946. 
\Vhat made you think :M:r. Harris would sign 
page 185 ~ that t 
A. At the request of his representative and of 
himself. 
Q. He requested you to write this f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For his signature¥ 
A. Yes, sfr. 
Q. And then be didn't sign it 1 
A. He wanted to confer with us and fix up some way to 
get sonw leniency and to get back in the yard service, or 
something of ·that kind; he would tell the facts about it as 
they were, we could consider that, and I dictated that as 
being the substance of what he wanted to say, and in his 
confession of the truth. 
Q. That was his confession f 
A. I dictated that. 
Q. This was your confession for Mr. Harris f 
A. No, sir. I dictated that as being my understanding of 
the substance of what he wanted to say to conclude this 
matter. 
Q. Now, at the same time you wrote this: (Reading) 
'' Raleigh, N. C., October 29, 1946. 
"Mr. L. P. Kennedy, General Superintendent, 
Norfolk Southern Railway Company, 
Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Dear Sir: 
In consideration of my being reinstated I hereby wish to 
voluntarily relinquish any and all rights to work 
page 186 ~ as a locomotive engineer or fireman in road ser-
vice, and ask that my seniority and right to work 
as a fireman, engineer, hostler or hostler helper be restric-
ted to such work of that sort as my seniority standing may 
entitle me to within the Norfolk Southern Railway Com-
pany's Norfolk terminal. In this restricted service I here-
by promise and agree to abide by all of the rules and special 
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instructions now in effect or which may hereafter be issued 
to the extent of my ability as long as I remain in the service. 
I further promise and agree to be careful and to the extent 
of my ability avoid any accident to myself or others and will 
take the best care possible of all equipment or other property 
entrusted to my care. I understand that any failure on my 
part to comply with these promises will subject me to dis-
ciplinary action after having been given an investigation as 
provided in the working agreements. ,vhile I am in the ser-
vice, both while on and off duty, I will conduct myself as a 
gentleman and will display a courteous attitude towards all 
persons with whom I am privileged to work, and in case I 
am mistreated I will not willingly engage in any dispute, or 
in any affray, except to defend myself in case I am attacked, 
or use any improper or abusive language which might pro-
voke any dispute or affray. This agreement, if accepted, shall 
not confer upon me any special rights or privileges of any 
kind not held equally and in common by all others engaged 
in similar work. 
This letter also constitutes my resignation from the service 
of the Norfolk Southern Railway Company to take effect on 
January 1, 1947. I desire to resign from the Company's ser-
vice and relinquish all of my rights to work for the Com-
pany on and after the date I have specified. I write this 
letter and enter into this agreement to restrict my rights 
to work as stated and to terminate my services effective on 
and after the date named herein of my own free will and 
accord and at my own request." 
That was October 1, 1946; so Mr. Harris, for the privilege 
of being permitted to work two months longer was· to sign 
that abject statemenU 
A. Do you see anything abject in this state-
page 187 ~ ment therei 
The Court: Do not argue with c·ounsel. Ad-
dress the Court. 
Mr. Parker: I ask the Court to admonish the witness to 
answer the questions, to restrict himself to that. 
The Court: Yes, just answer counsel's questions. 
Hv Mr. Parker: 
"'Q. You addressed this letter to l\fr. Harris dated October 
30, 1946, reading as follows : (Reading) 
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L. P. Kennedy. 
"Mr. "\V. E. Harris, Engineer, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
Dear Sir: 
In consideration of the voluntary written statement you 
furnished me dated October 29, 1946, and the request, prom-
ises and the agreements contained in your letter of the same 
date, ,vhich has been accepted by me for the N1<>rfolk South-
ern Railway Company as an agreement, you are reinstated 
under the conditions stated in that agreement effective 
November 1, 1946. 
I assure you that I have no ill feeling towards you, and that 
you have my best wishes." 
Yours very truly, 
L. P. Kennedy, 
General Superintendent.'' 
That was to permit him to work two months, until Decem-
ber 31, 1947, and then he was through, is that correctf 
A. "\Vhatever that said, yes. 
l\:Ir. Parker: I ask that these letters just read be marked 
in evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibits 10, 11 and 12, respec-
tively. 
page 188 ~ The Court : Let them be marked. 
("\¥hereupon the letters just read ,vere marked Plaintiff's 
Exhibits 10, 11 and 12, respectively). 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. You had some trouble with Mr. Harris before? 
A. Never had any trouble,-. what do you mean by trouble? 
Q. You denied it before you understood what my question 
was. You had a very considerable amount of correspondence 
with llim in connection with this shortage of mileage which 
he claimed for the train crews operating between Norfolk 
and Raleigh? 
A. That wasn't any trouble. 
Q. I asked you if you did not have extended correspond-
ence with hini Y 
A. I don't recall that I did. I might have had some. 
Q. Did you give him any satisfactory explanation in that 
matter? 
A. I don't know whether I satisfied him or not. I satis-
fied my own mind my statement vrns correct. 
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Q. You said you did not recall having correspondence with 
him! 
A. I said I might have had correspondence with him. 
Q. Now you are satisfied the explanations you gave him 
were satisfactory altho1.1.gh you cannot recall the 
page 189 }- correspondence, is that correct? 
A. I wouldn't have made explanation if I 
didn't think it was correct and proper. Why don't you in-
troduce those letters, too 7 
Q. What is that? 
A. You may introduce those letters, too. I don't recall 
them but if I signed them I will be glad to recognize them. 
Q. Look them over. (Handing to witness). 
]\fr. Martin : Are those in evidence? 
Mr. Parker: No, they have been rejected by the Court. 
I am examining him. 
:Mr. Martin: It is perfectly irrelevant. It is about a head-
on collision. 
l.\ilr. Parker: I wanted to get the documents that had to 
do with the shortage in mileage. I picked up the wrong. 
group of documents. No further questions. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. You were asked about a couple of photostatic copies of 
statements here: Mr. Harris didn't sign those, did he? 
A. No. 
Q. He ,vas never reinstated 7 
A. No, sir, he was not. 
Q. Regarding the in-and-out travel of trains 
page 190} that Mr. Harris operated going from Norfolk-
Berkley down to Raleigh, in what place did he 
go in and ouU One was at Plymouth? 
A. Not at Plymouth. The station is on the main line. He 
had to go in and out at vVashington, at Greenville and vVil-
son, but not at Plymouth. 
Mr. Martin: That is all. 
The ·court: Stand aside, sir. 
Mr. Martin: vVe rest. 
The Court: Any rebuttal? 
Mr. Parker : I will call Mr. Harris. 
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the plaintiff herein, having been previously sworn, was re-
called for further examination and testified in rebuttal, as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Parker: ·. 
Q. Please state, :Mr. Harris, your explanation of backing 
up and going. forward, and state how many times that oc-
curred f 
Mr. Martin: That is not rebuttal. He said he never did 
it but one time. 
Mr. Parker: It is following the other witnesses. He has 
the right to say whether or not they told the truth. 
The Court: He said he went in once and came out. 
Mr. Martin: I submit this morning he said he only made 
the one movement, and the backing up and going forward was 
all untrue. 
page 191 ~ Mr. Parker: I don't recall what he said. 
The Court: It would be cumulative. He is 
-bound to say what he said this morning. 
Mr. Parker: I don't remember what he said. I don't re-
call that he testified how many times he went back and 
forth. 
Mr. Martin: I asked him, too, about it. 
The Court: This man at the 9th Street crossing waved 
him ahead. He clidn 't see him. 
Mr. Martin : Somebody called to him to go ahead. 
The Court : And then he received the signal from the con-
ductor. 
Mr. Martin: And that is all. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Is that your testimonyf 
A. That is not what I spoke to Mr. Parker. 
By The Court: 
Q. Were you asked the question this morning how many 
times you went back and forth Y 
A. I answered it perfectly,-one time. There is a ques-
tion I want to straighten you out on. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. What was it you wanted to tell the jury, Mr. Harris¥ 
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A. ,v e backed in as we backed in every trip, every time 
in days gone by, and I stopped at the usual place. 
page 192 ~ I would back the car just over the crossing and 
cut off. In the absence of the conductor I'm in 
charge of the train. 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, disregard this state-
ment that the witness is making now. He is permitted under 
our practice to rebut anything that has been testified to by 
the other side. He has given his testimony. He cannot no·w 
say anything except what is in rebuttal of what the other side 
has said. That is, he cannot make another explanation of his 
situation except it is in rebuttal. 
A. In the absence of the conductor the engineer is in 
charge of the train. That being the case while my conductor 
was away I stopped at the usual spot,-
Mr. Martin: That is not rebuttal. 
A. -and told the brakeman to cut the car. 
The Court: You said that this morning. 
:Mr. Parker: I think this general mLxup might be explained 
by some further testimony, but I don't think it is of very 
great importance. Stand down. 
The Court: Anything further T 
~Ir. Parker: I will call Mr. J. '\V. Turner, if the Court 
please. 
page 193 ~ J. ,v. TURNER 
a witness called on behalf of the plaintiff, having 
been first duly sworn, was examined and testified in rebuttal 
as follows: 
DIRECT EXAl\IINATION 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. M1-. Turner, will you please state your name, place of 
residence, age and occupation? 
A. J. vV. Turner; 305 Broad Street, Portsmouth; 47 years 
old. 
Q. ,vhat do you dot 
A. Special R:eprescntative, Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers. 
Q. You have been a locomotive engineer yourself in the 
past, have you noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. For how many years f 
A. I was promoted to an engineer February 15, 1920. 
Q. How long were you an engineer? 
' 
A. I was an engineer up to '46, when I was given this posi-
tion. 
Q. What was your connection with the proceedings taken 
by the Norfolk Southern Railroad Company resulting in the 
discharge of Mr. "\V. E. Harris? 
Mr. Martin: That is entirely fr.relevant, 
page 194 ~ whether he represented the Union or not. 
Mr. Parker: I didn't ask him who he repre-
sented. . 
Mr. Martin: That is irrelevant, and not rebuttal, either. 
The Court: What are you showing? 
Mr. Parker: I will show by statements made to him,-I 
will have him recount what went on at these hearings; what 
statements were made by officials of the company by way of 
admissions, in the course of the hearings, and the circum-
stances surrounded them. 
The Court: If he had any knowledge about any testimony 
of the defendant, he may testify as to any of those things. 
Mr. Parker: That is what this is, I think. 
The Court : Ask the direct questions, whether So-and So 
said so-and so, and ask him what he knows about it. It has 
to be in rebuttal. 
Mr. Parker: I object to that restriction. I am leading up 
to the fact that he had some connection with the matter; that 
he was present in the hearings in the capacity of assisting 
Mr. Harris in connection with the contract for the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Engineers, and I want to ask him specific 
questions. I am not being permitted to even show his con-
nection? 
page 195 ~ The Court: You rested your case this morning. 
The defendant put on its case. Now, is this new 
matter? 
Mr. Parker: No, sir. I rested my case, and I am prepared 
to argue and produce authority before your Honor to the 
effect that the burden of proof is on this defendant to show 
that it was justified in discharging this man. The defendant 
then proceeded with these witnesses that you have just heard 
and w·ho recounted the various derelictions of Mr. Harris, 
according to them. I am now prepared to produce and am 
producing Mr. Turner, who was the contract representa_tive 
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assisting Mr. Harris in his defense to state what went on at 
that hearing in rebuttal of what has just been said. 
Mr. Martin: That is not rebuttal in any sense, and entirely 
irrelevant also. 
:Mr. Parker: I have not been permitted to even qualify 
the witness. 
The Court: You have asked him his name, address and 
work. He is qualified as to who he is. Now, you may ask 
him any direct question. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. I ask you whether you had any connection with this in-
vestigation 1 
The Court: Yes, or no. 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 196 } By Mr. Parker : 
Q. ,vhat w·as that connection? 
A. I was sent to assist Mr. Dillon of the Norfolk Southern 
Railroad, who is General Chairman of, the Norfolk Southern, 
in the affair of Mr. Harris. 
Q. Now, at that time had the preliminary hearing of Oct-
ober 1. '46, already been held? 
A. October 1st 1 
Mr. Martin: Save the point. Irrelevant, this whole line. 
The Court: It has been testified to that this gentleman and 
nobody else was associated with Mr. Harris in that hearing. 
Mr. Parker: On the first hearing. 
The Court: He had no one with him. 
The Witness: It may have been on September 28th. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. It is dated October 1st. The Court has ruled that ques-
tion out. 
A. I wasn't there. 
Q. When was the first time that you had anything to do 
with this matter so far as the officials of the Norfolk South-
ern Railroad are concerned Y 
A. When I ca11ed on Mr. Cox on October 10, 1946. 
Q. What was the result of that conference! 
page 197 } A. Mr. Cox stated that he would have another 
investigation arranged for Mr. Harris. 
Q. Was such second investigation held? 
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A. Yes, I received a communication from him it would be 
held on October 18, 1946. 
Q. Were you supplied with a copy of the transcript of the 
first hearing? 
A. I was not. Tbe copy that I had was furnished to Mr. 
Dillon, becau~.~ I was not present at the first hearing. 
Q. Now, arthe second hearing did you hear any statement 
made by ;Mr:. Pettus, Trainmaster of the N-0rf olk Southern 
Railway, who was present at that hearing 1 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Mr. Martin: I object to anything Mr. Pettus said. 
The Court: lfr. Pettus,-who was hef 
Mr. Parker: One of the participants in this hearing. 
The Court: Not here today,-objection sustained. 
Mr. Parker: I should like to have the jury excluded while 
I get this testimony in the record. 
The Court: Gentlemen, step out into the hall. 
(Out of the presence and hearing of the jury.) 
The Court : Proceed. 
By Mr. Parker : 
Q. ·was there present in fhat hearing at Raleigh that you 
attend held 011 October 18, '46, a Mr. J. L. Pettus 6l 
page 198 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1-Vhat was his connection with the Norfolk 
Southern Railroad f 
A. Trainmaster. 
Q. What was his connection in that hearing¥ \Vhy was 
he there¥ 
A. I don't know, sir. Suppose he was ordered there by 
the General Superintendent. 
Q. He was one of the participants in the hearing, was he 
noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he make any statement in the course of the pro-
ceedings? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVha t did he say' 
A. Mr. Pettus arose and said, "Mr. Kennedy, this whole 
thing is a tempest in a tea pot, and I move to suggest that 
Mr. Harris be put back to work, and this whole thing stopped 
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here." }Ir. "Winstead, Assistant Trainmaster, got up and 
said '' I second the motion, and I hope you will do it.'' 
Mr. Parker: That is what I wish to prove. Admissions on 
the part of the railroad company. 
The Court : Objection sustained. There is no testimony 
that you are rebutting. 
Mr. Parker: I have had no occasion; there has 
"\ page 199 ~ been no testimony about this hearing at all until 
the rebuttal came on. 
The Court: If you had wanted that in before you rested, 
that was the time to do it. . 
Mr. Parker: My position is, the burden of proof is on this 
defendant. 
The Court : The language he just used would be a mere 
expression of opinion of a person and without regard to the 
facts. There is no reference to the facts about starting the 
train up and backing it. The gentlemen just testified as to 
what two people connected with the railroad wanted to do. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Were you supplied with transcript of the proceedings 
in the second investigation 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is this it? (Indicating) 
A. This is supposed to be it. 
Q. Who gave you thaU 
A. This was made by the Norfolk Southern Railway, a 
copy of it. .All that transpired is not in there. This has been 
re-written and certain important things have been cut out. 
Q. And this is the transcript that the railroad presented 
to you as the representative of Mr. Harrist 
page 200 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Parker: I ask that this transcript be in-
troduced in evidence. This is what the Norfolk Southern 
gave to him. 
Mr. Martin: It is irrelevant, your Honor. 
The Court: You contend this would be binding on this jury, 
after hearing all the evidence, whether the plaintiff was dis-
charged without just cause 1 
Mr. Parker: No, sir. 
The Court: I think the jury can pass on that without this. 
Mr. Parker: My contention is simply this: These men who 
were participating in this conference were so impressed by 
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the fact that this charge ,vas nothing serious that they re-
ferred to it as "a tempest in a teapot". 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Parker: I present that. Note my exception to the 
Court's ruling. 
(Whereupon the document referred to was marked Plain-
tiff's Exhibit 13.) 
The Court: Call in the jury. 
(Jury return to jury box.) 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Did you go to ,v ashington and call on officials of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission with reference 
page 201 r to getting information with respect to the mileage 
situation between Norfolk and Raleigh on the 
Norfolk Southern Railroad f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vho did you talk with f 
A. :Mr. Douglass, Director of the Department, and he re-
ferred me to Mr. Leapley. 
Q. That is Mr. Leapley, whose deposition was read f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the letter Mr. Douglass wrote was addressed to 
you in response to that inquiryf 
A . .Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what did you tell those gentlemen you wanted¥ 
Mr. Martin: I object to that, what he told somebody up 
there. 
Mr. Parker: That is a letter in response to his request. 
The Court: ,,{hat he told them, or what they said, is not 
admissible here. 
Mr. Parker : It is already in. 
The Court: It is not admissible at this stage of the pro-
ceedings. 
Mr. Parker: That came in because Mr. Martin introduced 
the depos1tion of Mr. Leapley after I had concluded my case. 
With that deposition is the letter. 
page 202 r The Court: YOU ask this man to repeat the tes-
timony of the Engineer f 
Mr. Parker: I am simply asking him to state what he 
-... 
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asked Mr. Leapley to compile for him which resulted in that 
letter signed by Mr. Douglass. 
The Court: If the letter is in evidence you may examine 
him about that. 
Mr. Parker: That is what I want to do. 
The Court: Go ahead. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Q. Mr. ·Turner, attached to the deposition of Mr. Leapl~y 
already introduced in evidence is a. copy of letter signed by 
G. S. Douglass, Director, addressed to you dated November 
22, 1946, which reads: . 
"In response to your request I furnish herewith the 
mileage of first main track from Berkley, Virginia, (Nor ... 
folk), to Raleigh, North Carolina, via the Norfolk Southern 
Railwav:'' 
·what did you ask that gentleman? 
Mr. Martin: I object to that. 
The Court : He can say this,-'' this letter is not in re-
sponse to what I asked for, or that it is." 
Mr. Parker: \Ve claim that it was. 
The Court: Let him answer that. 
-BY Mr. Padrnr: 
Q. vVas that in response to what you asked for Y 
page 203 ~ A. That letter is in response-
The Court: Say whether or not that letter is, 
or is not in response to that question, without stating the 
question. 
The vVitness: ,vhat I am trying to do,-off the record,-
The Court : This is on the record. 
Q. Is that letter in response to that inquiry? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Parker: I submit, if your Honor please, in order to 
understand fully what that letter meant, in view of the sub-
sequent testimony of Mr. Leapley and this Engineer, that 
l\fr. Turner should be permitted to state what he asked Mr. 
Leapley? 
The Court: The letter is not ambiguous at all. It is clear, 
and does not need any explanation by this witness. Objec-
tion sustained. 
Mr. Parker: Note my exception. Witness is with you. 
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Mr. Martin: No questions. 
The Court: Stand aside. Both sides rest¥ 
Mr. Martin : "\Ve rest. 
Mr. Parker : We rest. 
, 
page 204 ~ The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, return at 
10 o 'cl9tk tomorrow morning. 
(Whereupon _aff ·adjournment was taken by the Court to 
reconvene ,v ednesday, March 23rd, A. D. 1949, at 10 :00 
o'clock, A. M.) 
"\Vednesday, March 23, 1949. 
10 :00 o'clock, A. M. 
Court convened pursuant to adjournment. 
Counsel present as before. 
The Court : "\Ve will take up any motions, and then discuss 
the instructions, in the absence of the jury. 
(Jury not present.) 
Mr. Martin: The defendant moves to strike out the evi-
dence of the plaintiff as to each and both counts of the Notice 
of Motion on the ground there is not sufficient evidence to 
support a verdict for the plaintiff on each or both counts of 
the Notice of Motion. 
As to the count claiming no payment for mileage, which 
is the second count although it does not bear a number, 
all the evidence shows that the plaintiff was 
page 205 ~ fully paid for all the miles he ran, and the evi-
dence of the Engineer of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is in no wise denied but absolutely proved. 
As to the first count for supposed illegal discharge, there 
can be no reco~ery under any aspect for anything, not even 
nominal damages, because there is no evidence whatever that 
the plaintiff was employed for any particular term. The 
plaintiff could resign any moment he wished, without notice. 
There was no mutuality of employment, and therefore no 
reason why the defendant should have to keep the plaintiff 
for any particular time, or at all, it being merely employ-
ment at will. 
The Court: This action is based on contract by a union for 
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the benefit of the plaintiff, and if I recall the testimony yes-
terday and reading of that part of the contract, the· railroad 
agreed not to discharge the engineers or some other class of 
employees without just cause. That was an undertaking on 
the part of the railroad and the union for the benefit that 
might accrue to the railroad under the union contract, and 
there was some consideration or mutuality from that stand-
point. 
Mr. Martin: How long would it last 1 
The Court: ""\Vithout just cause". The railroad would 
have to determine v{hether the cause was just ;-either that 
the man was physically unable to perform his 
page 206 ~ duties, or did some act which they thought justi-
fied his discharge. 
As to the other part, that the engineer was not bound by 
that contract to continue in their employment for any length 
of time, I should like to hear from you on that point. 
Mr. Martin: I have some law I should like to read at this 
time. 
(Citation of authorities and discussion not reported.) 
The Court: "\Yhat do you say about the record showing 
there was $400 claimed? 
Mr. Parker: That is an admission of this defendant in its 
tariffs filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission and 
introduced in evidence,-that is an admission which can go 
before the jury. 
The Court: An admission subject to explanation, and 
hasn't the jury been furnished with satisfactory explanation? 
Mr. Parker: By a statement by this defendant that it 
wasn't true. 
The Court: The burden is on you to support your claim 
of that count, that the plaintiff traveled a greater number 
of miles than he was paid for in his contract. 
page 207 ~ Mr. Parker: That is quite true. 
The Court: "\¥her~ have you proved thaU The 
Court will sustain a motion to strike that out, and overrule 
the other count. 
The question of fact for the jury is whether or not this 
plaintiff was discharged for just cause. 
Mr. Martin: The defendant excepts to the ruling of the 
Court in refusing to strike out the evidence as to the first 
count, on the grounds which ,ve have already stated in our. 
motion to strike it out. 
Mr. Parker: The plaintiff excepts to the action of the 
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Court in striking out evidence with respect to the second 
count on the ground that the defendant's admission con-
tained in the tariffs filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission introduced in evidence is sufficient to go to the jury 
on the issue whether or not the mileage between Norfolk and 
Raleigh is as stated in the tariffs, or as now stated by the 
defendant's witnesses. 
The Court: ·we will take up the instructions. 
Mr. Parker: P-1 withdrawn. 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION P-2. 
(Granted) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that the burden is on the 
plaintiff to prove his case by a preponderance 
page 208 ~ of the evidence. But the Court further instructs 
the jury that the plaintiff, having produced his 
eontract of employment and shown his discharge by tho de-
fendant, it then became incumbent upon the defendant to 
produce satisfactory evidence that the plaintiff's discharge 
was justified in fact. The Court further instructs the jury 
that even though the defendant believed it has reasonable 
cause to discharge the plaintiff, yet if in fact such cause did 
not exist and was not shown to be true, then the plaintiff's 
discharge was unjustified.'' 
Mr. Martin: The defendant objects and excepts to the 
granting of Instruction P-2 on the ground it does not cor-
rectly state the law because it tends to leave to the jury the 
matters that should be decided by the Court as to the justifi-
cation of discharge, in that it says that the defendant must 
produce satisfactory evidence as to why the plaintiff was dis-
charged when in a civil case of this sort the evidence need 
not be satisfaetory but if it has a preponderance of the 
evidence that is ample for the defendant; also to the last 
sentence in the instruction, on the particular ground that 
it is misleading, in that the evidence is ample to show 
that the employer had plenty of evidence to show that the 
plaintiff should have been discharged; also, the 
page 209 ~ defendant objects to any instruction being given 
for the plaintiff on the ground there is no evi-
dence to support a verdict for the plaintiff under any circum-
stances. 
The Court: I will grant P-3 with the amendment, "But in 
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no event can he recover beyond December 7, 1947, when he 
procured his pension for disability.'' 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION P-3. 
(Granted) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they find £or the 
plaintiff they shall fix his damages at the actual loss or 
damage sustained by him on account of the breach of con-
tract of employment, which is ordinarily the difference be-
tween what the plaintiff would have earned under the con-
tract of employment, and the wages which he has, or by the 
exercise of reasonable diligence could have, earned in other 
employment subsequent to his discharge. 
'' The jury is further instructed that the burden is on the 
defendant in such case to prove by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the plaintiff either found, or by the exercise of 
proper industry in the search, could have procured other 
employment of an approximately similar kind, reasonably 
adapted to his abilities, and that in the absence of such proof 
the plaintiff is entitled to recover the compensation ·which he 
would have received under his contract of employ-
page 210 r ment. But in no event can he recover beyond 
December 7, 1947, when he procured his pension 
for disability.'' 
Mr. Parker: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the amend-
ment to Instruction P-3 on the ground that although the 
plaintiff applied for retirement on the ground of disability, 
his evidence discloses that he could have continued to per-
form the duties of his employment as locomotive engineer 
had he been permitted to do so by the defendant; that the 
defendant's wrongful act in discharging him resulted in his 
inability to procure employment and necessitated his applica-
tion for retirement. 
Mr. Martin: The defendant still objects to this Instruction 
P-3 on the grounds already stated, even with the amendment 
therein. 
DEFENrDANT'S INSTRUCTION 2-D. 
(Granted) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that on September 25, 1946, at Greenville, N. C., the 
plaintiff ran the train up and down the track without signals 
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to do so, that was just cause to discharge him, and it is tlie 
duty of the jury to find for the defendant on the first count 
in this case. '' 
page 211 ~ Mr. Parker: The plaintiff objects and excepts 
to the granting of Instruction D-2 on the ground 
it singles out one phase of the evidence and does not take in-
to consideration the other evidence arrived at and informing 
the jury how to decide the question whether or not the defen-
dant had just cause to discharge the plaintiff. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 4-D. 
(Granted) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that as to the first count, 
for discharge, even if they find for the plaintiff, they can 
allow damages, if any, only to the time he started his pension 
for disability, December 7, 1947." 
DEF'ENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 5-D. 
(Granted) 
"The Court instructs the jury that in no event can any 
damages be allowed for alleged malice in this case, but only 
for actual pecuniary loss, if any." 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 6-D. 
(Granted) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that there is no evidence 
that the plaintiff was paid for less mileage than was proper." 
Mr. Parker: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the giv-
ing of Instruction 6-D for the reasons set out in 
page 212 ~ the argument against the motion to strike out the 
second count. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 8-D. 
(Granted) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that what witnesses may 
have said in the investigation at Raleigh, has no bearing at 
all on the present case, except to tend to impeach the testi-
mony of such witnesses who may have made inconsistent 
statements at Raleigh from their testimony in this Court.'' 
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DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 9-D. 
(Granted} 
"The Court instructs the jury that the burden is upon the 
plaintiff to prove the amount of his damages, if any, by a 
preponderance of the evidence with reasonable certainty.'' 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION P-4. 
(Refused) 
"The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the plaintiff, in operating locomotives between 
points in the State of Virginia and points in the State of 
N!orth Carolina, was paid on a mileage basis, and did not 
receive pay for all miles ti:aveled, they shall find 
page 213 ~ for the plaintiff for all such mileage not paid for, 
at the rate established by the plaintiff's contract 
with the defendant railway company.'' 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 1-D. 
(Refused) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that there can be no re-
covery by the plaintiff under the first count as he was not 
employed for any particular time or term.'' 
Mr. M:artin: The defendant objects and excepts to the re-
fusal of the Court to grant Instruction 1-D on the ground 
it properly states the law, and there is no evidence to sup-: 
port any finding for the plaintiff. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 3-D. 
(Refused) 
"The Court instructs the jury that if they find for the 
plaintiff as to his discharge, they can allow him only nominal 
damages under that count, as no substantial damages have 
been proved. '' 
Mr. Martin: The defendant objects and excepts to the re-
fusal to grant Instruction 3-D on the ground it properly 
states the law, in that no more than nominal damage could 
be gotten under any vie,v of this case, the plaintiff not being 
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hired for any particular time and not having to remain with 
the Company any particular time. 
pag·e 214 ~ DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 7-D. 
(Refused) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that the preponderance of 
the evidence does not mean beyond all reasonable doubt, and 
while the number of witnesses does not necessarily carry the 
preponderance of the evidence, yet the number of witnesses 
is to be considered ,vith all the facts and circumstances in 
the case." 
l\Ir. Martin: The defendant objects and excepts to the re-
fusal to grant Instruction 7-D on the ground it properly 
states the law, in that the number of witnesses is to be con-
sidered among other facts and circumstances in ascertaining 
the p1·eponderance of evidence. 
DEFENDANTS INSTRUCTION 10-D 
(Refused) 
"The Court instructs the jury that there is no evidence 
of any malice of the officials of the defendant in this case.'' 
Mr. Martin: The defendant objects and excepts to the 
refusal to grant Instruction 10-D on the gro"Q.nd that counsel 
for the plaintiff has mentioned the matter of malice both in 
his pleadings and before the jury and rather made a point of 
it, and the jury should be distinctly told it has nothing to do 
with the case. 
page 215 ~ The C.ourt: Bring in the jury. 
(Jury return to jury box). 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, the plaintiff in his 
Notice of Motion relies on two counts, the first, for damages 
for breach of contract and alleg·es that on the evidence as to 
circumstances of his discharge; that is to be submitted by 
these instructions. 
The second count is seeking to recover for shortage of 
pay, on the ground that he traveled more miles on the road 
than he was paid for. A motion was made to strike that 
count out, and the Court sustained it, being of the opinion 
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there was no evidence to be considered by you of the greater 
distance than that for which he had been compensated. So 
you only have the question as to the breach of contract. 
The Court will now read the instructions which will guide 
you in reaching· your verdict in this case. 
(Instructions read by the Court). 
The case was argued by counsel for the respective parties, 
and the argument of counsel for plaintiff was transcribed. 
page 216} PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING ARGUMENT 
(Opening) 
By Mr. Parker: 
May it please the C011rt, and gentlemen of the jury: 
This case has been narrowed down to a clajm o;n the part 
of the plaintiff that he was dfacharged in violation of the 
terms of his contract. The terms of .that contract are de-
finite and have ·been read to you contained in this little 
pamphlet introduced in evidence, and in the words of the 
contract Mr. Harris it, not to be discharged without just 
cause. The question is presented to you then whether or not 
there was just cause to discharge him, and in order to decide 
that question you must determine from your experience 
whether t1nde:r the circuwstances disclosed, whether a man 
who for nearly forty years had performed hjs duties without 
criticism or without dissatisfaction by reason of an isqlated 
episode is to be cleprived .of his livelihood, because that is 
what happened. · 
Now, let's see what the evidence is from the point of view 
of the defendant. · 
At three ·o'clock in the afternoon of the day before . this 
case was tried it became necessary to take the deposition of 
Mr. M. T. Bradshaw, based on Mr. Bradshaw's statement he 
had to go to Richmond the next morning to see 
page 217 } a doctor and could not wait over for this case. 
Now, whether Mr. Bradshaw could have gone to 
see. this d9ctor earlier or ll)ade other arrangements, I don't 
lmow. That may have been hif:l motive. On the other hand, 
it ·might. be that he did not want to sit before this jury and 
be subjected to cross examination and make the statements 
that he made. What he had to say was certainly at variance 
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with what anybody else had to say, because he referred to 
these movements up and down the track, that they extended 
for a quarter of a mile. Now, that is ridiculous on the face 
of it, that this engineer would take those two cars and run 
that engine up a quarter of a mile, back a quarter of a mile, 
up a quarter of a mile, and back a quarter of a mile, 
crossing street intersections in the Town of Greenville, 
which had to be protected by this flagman. But that 
is not all. On cross examination Mr. Bradshaw, to all 
intents and purposes admitted what happened here was not 
any justification for discharging a man who had worked for 
37 years, who knew his business, who had never had any com-
plaints before of the way he had performed his duties. Not 
one. You would not treat a dog like that. You would give 
anybody the benefit qf a doubt, and not take one isolated 
instance out of -a career of 37 years-which lasted for 12 
minutes- and play that up out of all proportion to its true 
importance into grounds for taking this man's livelihood 
away from him. 
Now, that is not all. They produce company 
page 218 ~ witnesses here who flatly contradicted what they 
stated in the first hearing re~ulting in the plain-
tiff's discharge, and we have read to you from the cross ex-
amination of this colored fireman a dire threat as plain as 
could, that if he did not say what his superiors wanted him 
to say he had better look out for his job. 
Mr. Martin : I o hj ect to that, if your Honor please, and 
move for a mistrial, if there has been any pressure on the 
witnesses that they would lose their jobs if they did not tes-
tify a certain way. I object to it and ask for a mistrial. 
Mr. Parker: I read that question, if your Honor please, 
there was no objection to it at the time, and I will read it now 
as I read.it at that time,.and I commented on it to the same 
extent and no objection was made then. And this is the ex-
amination of Wilbert Adams, the colored fireman, and I wiU 
read you certain questions put to him and his answers there-
to: 
"Q. That then was a very unusual movement on the part 
of Engineer Harris? 
'' A. I wouldn't say, because sometimes in spotting cars 
you have trouble and make two or three attempts to spot the 
cars. That is what I thought they were doing. 
page 219 ~ '' Q. '\Vilbert, this investigation is not in con-
nection with any negligence on your part. How-
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ever, I am compelled to say that you were very dilatory and 
negligent in performing the duties of locomotive fireman that 
you did not pay more attention to the unusual movements. 
Now, here is the investigating officer who refers to "un-
usual movements.'' 
The Court: You are arguing now to the motion made for 
mistrial. That question was asked 1 
Mr. Martin: Yes, but that is no reason for saying they 
were putting pressure on the witness. 
The Court: Did you except to the question Y 
}fr. Martin: No, sir. He read that, but now he says that 
that shows that pressure was put on this colored man to 
make him perjure himself in this Court or he would lose his 
job. 
Mr. Parker: Here it is in black and white. 
The Court: That is evidence in the case. 
:Mr. Parker: The jury can place their own interpretation 
on it. 
}Ir. Martin: He said, ''I think you should pay more atten-
tion to the unusual movement,'' etc. The jury can draw 
their own inferences. 
The Court : On the words used, yes. The Court will over-
rule ·your motion to declare a mistrial. 
page 220 ~ Mr. Martin: ·we except to the ruling of the 
Court and claim the jury should be warned not to regard 
it. 
The Court: The Court can only tell the jury they may 
construe the words in any of the evidence in their common 
accepted meaning. 
By Mr. Parker: 
Here Wilbert Adams says on the investigation that he did 
not notice anything unusual about these movements. They 
were perfectly normal movements incident to spotting a car 
in a certain place. Now, bear in mind this, when that move-
ment started the only assistance that Mr. Harris, the en-
gineer had, in determining the spot that he should stop was 
the assistance of the flagman ·who was up ahead to flag the 
crossing. That flagman could not see where the end of the 
track was, or how close the cars that :Mr. Harris was moving 
were to the bumping block. Mr.· Harris being closer to the 
bumping block saw the danger of it, and if he got improper 
signals endangering the train under his care, it was his dutv 
to exel'cise his own discretion nnd not take the sig·nals from ; 
flagman who could not see. The responsibility for the move-
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ment of the locomotive and the two cars attached was Mr. 
Harris' responsibility, and if something happened Mr. Har-
ris would be the man to get the axe, and not the 
page 221 ~ flagman, because the company would have said, 
''You arc an experienced engineer, you could sec, 
you knew you were running into danger, and it was your 
duty to disregard the signals if you thought they were 
wrong,'' and that is what he did. 
·what did Adams say? He tells you that he now realizes 
he is under oath, he must tell the truth, and then he proceeds 
to tell you he did not open his mouth to anybody. He said 
from the time he made this statement until he got on that 
stand he had not opened his mouth to anybody. Now, do you 
believe thatf Do you think any reasonable man would be-
lieve that statement, that he was here from North Carolina, 
given a pass and told to come here and report to Mr. Martin, 
and get on that stand and nobody said a word about what he 
had said in this hearing 1 But he comes up here now and tells 
a completely different story, makes it appear that Mr. Har-
ris disregarded orders, ran a locomotive up and down the 
track without any excuse whatsoever; no reason is given for 
it. vVhy he should take the trouble to run an engine up and 
down the track like t)iey claimed he did, no reason given for it 
whatever. I submit to you, gentlemen of the jury, that what 
Wilbert Adams said the first time was the truth, namely, 
that he saw nothing unusual in what was happening, only 
there was some trouble in putting the car where the agent 
wanted the car, Now, the man directing that movement, Mr. 
Bradshaw, w·as the station master and was in a 
page 222 ~ supervisory capacity; insofar as all the others 
of the Norfolk-Southern were concerned he was 
the boss there, and everyone in that place was his subordi-
nate and under his orders. Wbat did he have to say: 
"Q. Do you recall one of the reasons assigned for Mr. Har-
ris was the fact he was taking signals from the flagman? I 
am talking about the reasons assigned by the Norfolk-South-
ern for discharging Mr. Harris. 
'' A. Let me get )iPU clear. 
"Q. Do you consider it a violation of the rules regulating 
movement of trains if the engineer takes orders from the 
flagman, the flagman, brakeman, or conductor, or any of 
the train crew? 
'' A. If he can 't see on his side the fireman will give 
them to the engineer." 
That is the verbal order which Mr. Harris is criticized for 
having taken; someone shouted to him to move ahead. Mr. 
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Bradshaw said it is all right, but what I am getting to is 
this: I examined him first on the question, on his statement 
that he regarded Mr. Harris as drunk or crazy, and yet he 
was not ·willing to explain why he did not take that locomo-
tive out of the control of a man who, in his opinion, was 
drunk or crazy, and let him go on to Norfolk, endangering his 
train crew and whatever he might meet on the way. Now, 
here is a portion of his testimony that I have reference to: 
'' Q. Have you ever in your 40 years experience had oc-
casion to witness or hear any altercation among train crews? 
'' A. Yes. 
'' Q. It is nothing out of the ordinary, is iU 
page 223 } "Mr. Martin: Objected to as irrelevant. 
'' A. No. In some cases it is like sailors, some 
use curse words pretty freely, some do not. When they are 
mad and use them they mean them. They talk and call 
another a son-of-a-bitch and laugh, but when they are mad 
they usually resent it and as a rule go together. 
''Q. Have you ever known of au engineer or other_ respon-
sible member of the train crew being discharged for using 
language of that sortf 
'' Mr. Martin: Objected to as irrelevant. 
'' A. I couldn't tell you that I do recall them being dis-
charged for that, but I have heard of them being severely re-
primanded and given a suspension of time of something like 
15 or 30 days, especially when there was no cause for it 
on the part of the other party.'' 
1Then he goes ahead and repeats these movements of Mr. 
Harris, contrary to the evidence of the other witnesses in 
the case, were 1200 feet, or a quarter of a mile in each di-
rection. 
Now, who is the next man, the key witness? We have the 
fireman who has made a flat contradictory statement. He 
was in the cab with Harris, and the other man ,vas the man 
giving the signals, and that is this flagman Mallory. ·what 
was bis statement: 
''Q. I want to understand distinctly-'' Now, this is the 
examining officer. 
'' Q. -your anslver to my question a few minutes ago as 
to whether Engineer Harris cursed you or you cursed En-
gineer Harris? 
page 224 } '' A. I didn't curse Engineer Harris in any 
way after I saw he was aggravated, I walked 
away from him. I was told by some other fellows he eaid 
some bad things about me, but I didn't hear them." 
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Now, he probably admitted on the stand he had not told 
the truth then, he did not disclose all the facts but disclosed 
them here, and his explanation was that now he was under 
oath and was disposed to tell the truth, and he denied that 
he ever talked to anyone relative to this examination until 
he got to Nlorfolk in response to orders taking him from 
his employment and presented with a pass to come to Nor-
folk and talk to Mr. Martin, and then for the first time he 
tells Mr. Martin that what he said at that hearing was ab-
solutely untrue and comes in with an entirely different story. 
Again I tell you, no responsible man would believe that. 
Now, there can be only one explanation of this affair; 
certainly nothing has been shown by the responsible officials 
of this company as any justification for discharging a man 
after 37 years of "faithful service who had no blot on his 
record, for what happened on that occasion. The agent is 
driven to make the statement that he was '' either drunk or 
crazy,'' because what they were testifying to was ·out of all 
agreement with anything Mr. Harris had done in his 37 years 
service in the past, and the only thing that Mr. Bradshaw 
could say he was "either drunk or crazy," and yet believing 
that 11ot to take him off that locomotive and tell 
page 225 ~ him to await some investigation as to whether or 
not he was drunk or crazy, as Mr. Bradshaw 
thought. 
Now, other than that episode there is some reason for 
discharging .Mr. Harris. ·what that reason is, I don't know, 
nor under the instructions of the Court is it necessary for 
me to show that. On the contrary, the burden is on this de-
fendant to show and satisfy you gentlemen by a preponder-
ance of the evidence that there was just cause for discharg-
ing him, and here is what that instruction says: 
"The Court instructs the jury that the burden is on the 
plaintiff to prove his case by a preponderance of the evi-
dence. But the Court further instructs the jury that the 
plaintiff, having produced his contract of employment and 
shown his discharge by the defendant,''-
There is no question about what that has been done, the 
contract was admitted; here it is, Section 41 in that contract, 
it is admitted he was discharged. Now, that being the case, 
what then: 
'' . . . it then became incumbent upon the defendant to 
produce satisfactory evidence that the plaintiff's discharge 
was justified in fact. The Court further instructs the jury 
that even though the defendant believed it had reasonable 
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cause to discharge the plaintiff, yet if in fact said cause did 
not exist and ·was not shown to be true, then the plaintiff's 
discharge was unjustified.'' 
The sum of substance of that is, it is up to you gentlemen, 
based on vour experiences in life, to determine und·er all 
"' the facts and circumstances whether a faithful 
page 226 ~ employee after 37 years service should have been 
discharged for what happened in a few minutes 
at Greenville. That instruction is followed by this one: 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they find for the 
plaintiff they shall fix his damages at the actual loss or dam-
age sustained by him on account of the breach of contract 
of employment, which is ordinarily the difference between 
what the plaintiff would have earned under the contract of 
employment, and the wages which he has, or by the exercise 
of reasonable diligence could have, earned in other employ-
ment subsequent to his discharge. 
'' The jury is further instructed the burden is on the de-
fendant in such case to prove by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that the plaintiff either found, or by the exercise of 
proper industry in the search, could have procured other em-
ployment," ... 
''Q. ·what kind of employmenU 
" ... of an approximately similar kind", ... 
For this locomotive engineer. That was the only thing 
he was qualified to do. 
" ... of an approximately similar kind, reasonably adap-
ted to his abilities, and that in the absence of such proof the 
plaintiff is entitled to recover the compensation which he 
would have received under his contract of employment.'' 
That is qualified by the statement, "but in no event can 
he recover beyond December 7, UJ47, when he procured his 
pension for disability." 
There can be no question about this, that from September 
26 or 27, 1946, when be was wrongfully discharged, until 
December 7, 1947, a period of something over 
page 227 ~ 14 months, :Mr. Harris, who had been earning 
approximately $400.00 a. month, was not em.-
ployed and could get no employment. Hmv could a locomo-
tive engineer who had been discharged after 37 yea.rs ser-
vice get employment with another railroad, or with anybody 
else, having been discharged under circumstances that were 
disgraceful, that reflected upon his competency, that reflee-
ted upon his sanity, because this agent said, "he was either 
drunk or crazy." How could he go to another railroad and 
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ask for employment as a locomotive engineed vVhy, they 
would laugh at him. 
Now, in conclusion I want to call your attention to the 
most extreme document that I have ever encountered in some 
years; and that is the confession that Mr. Kennedy cooked 
up for Mr. Harris to sign. Not content with depriving· him 
of his livelihood he wanted to strip him of bis last atom of 
self-respect by persuading him to sign this ridiculous state-
ment: 
"I hereby acknowledge and certify that I am guilty as 
charged of unbecoming conduct and of unsatisfactory ser-
vice as an engineer on Train No. 2 at Greenville, North Caro-
lina, on September 25, 1946. I sincerely regret what I said 
and did and wish to apologize to all concerned for my mis-
conduct and my wrongful acts. I got mad without cause and 
in a fit of anger which I ,vas unable to control I said some 
ugly words to Flagman Mallory and ran the engine up and 
down the track several times as alleged while I was not my-
self due to my overpowering mad spell. I have no hard feel-
ing against anyone. Unfortunately, I have a rather impulsive 
and explo~ive temperament and often get mad because of 
trival things. 
page 228 ~ The persons who testified as to what I said and 
did told the truth and I commend them for doing 
so.,, 
'' Q. Now, what he was talking about here were these state-
ments, but he produces those witnesses who tell you an en-
tirely different story. This part is not true according to Mr. 
Kennedy's own construction. 
''I hope none of them have any hard feeling against me 
and that they as well as the officials of the railway company 
will for give me for my wrongful acts and misconduct. I 
promise that I will endeavor to control my emotions, my 
language and my conduct in the future. 
"I was given a fair investigation on September 28th, and 
again on October 18, 1946, and I was properly dismissed 
from the service of the Norfolk Southern Railway Company 
for just cause. I make and sign this statement of my own 
free will and accord and at my own request without any coer-
cion or reward, or the promise or expectation of any reward 
or consideration by any person whomsoever." 
:My Concluding comment on that is, if he was justified in 
discharging Mr. Harris he did not have to have that writ-
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ten evidence to back him up, and but for the fact he realized 
that the discharge was a frame-up and was unjustified he 
never would have attempted to get :Mr. Harris to sign that. 
I think I said to you gentlemen we have shown Mr. Har-
ris was unemployed for 14 months, and the compensation he 
could have received was $400.00 per month. Under those 
circumstances I ask you to return a verdict in favor of the 
plaintiff for $5,600.00. 
page 229 } Note : Closing argument by attorney for de-
fendant not transcribed. 
PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING ARGUMENT 
(Final) 
By Mr. Parker: 
I think we have pretty clearly before you gentlemen what 
the issues are here. I want to point out one thing that my 
friend overlooked, and that is among the documents prepared 
by Mr. Kennedy for Mr. _Harris' signature was his resigna-
tion to take effect within two months after he was reinstated. 
So, in consideration of signing the confession he was to get 
two months employment. That was the only bait Mr. Ken-
nedy was willing to hold out to Mr. Harris in consideration 
for Mr. Harris' signing this agreement that wouia put Mr. 
Kennedy in the clear and his reasons for wanting that should 
be perfectly plain to you, because he realized what had been 
done to Mr. Harris. 
The only witness in this case who has any pretense of not 
being under the absolute dominion of the Norfolk 
page 230 ~ Southern Railway is this express agent. 
Mr. Martin: I object to that, your Honor, and 
move for a mistrial. 
Mr. Parker: As to the rest of them, all their jobs were 
dependent upon the Norfolk Southern. 
Mr. Martin: Under the Eley case, we move for a mistrial. 
Mr. Parker: The facts speak for themselves. Two of the 
witnesses have changed their stories, and the Norfolk South-
ern is the dominant factor because it is the employer of these 
men. 
The Court: The jury may go to the jury room for a few 
minutes. 
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(The jury leave the jury box and the following proceed-
ings were had out of the presence and hearing of. the jury). 
Mr. Martin: If it please the Court, I refer to the case of 
Eley against Norfolk & vY estern Railroad, 152 Va., 773, 
which was a very noted case at the time, where they reversed 
the case even though no exception had been noted. 
( Citation of authorities and discussion not transcribed). 
The Court : The Court will tell the jury there 
page 231 ~ is ·no evidence they were under the absolute 
dominion of the company. 
:Mr. Martin: I still move for a mistrial and save the point. 
The Court: Call in the jury. 
(Jury return to jury box). 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, a few minutes ago 
counsel for the plaintiff used in bis argument these words, 
that all the witnesses who testified in this case, save and ex-
cept one, were under the absolute dominion of the Norfolk 
Southern, the defendant. The Court instructs you to dis-
regard that statement. There is no evidence to the effect that 
any of the witnesses are under the dominion of any person. 
(Continue). 
Mr. Parker: If the Court please, stop me if I transgress 
your Honor's ruling as I unde:s;stand it. I do not take it I am 
precluded from calling attention to the jury that they were all 
employes of the Norfolk Southern? 
The Court: Yes, but you cannot say any man is under 
the absolute dominion of any other man. 
Mr. Parker: ·with the exception of this railway express 
agent, they were all employes of the Norfolk Southern Rail-
way, and in that connection I want to call your 
page 232 ~ attention to this statement again of the investi-
gating officer, who presumably was acting in an 
impartial manner, to the fireman, "Wilbert Adams, when he 
said this: 
"Q. That then was a very unusual movement on the part 
of Engineer Harris''! 
The investigating officer putting words in the witness' 
mouth, and the witness would not consent to that because he 
said this: 
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'' A. I wouldn't say because sometimes in spotting cars 
we have trouble and make two or three attempts to spot the 
cars. That is what I thought they were doing." 
That is a statement by a man sitting in the cab with the 
engineer. ·what was the answer of the impartial investiga-
ting officer when he made that statement¥ 
'' Q. "Wilbert, this investigation is not in connection with 
any negligence on your part. However, I am compelled to 
say that you were very dilatory and negligent in performing 
the duties of a locomotive fireman if you did not pay any 
more attention to the unusual movements that were made at 
Greenville by No. 2 on September 25.'' 
Now, no comment of mine is necessary for your gentlemen 
to understand what that meant. 
Mr. Martin: I save the point, your Honor. 
1\fr. Parker: It is perfectly plain that Wilbert Adams 
understood it, because he came here and told 
page 233 ~ something entirely different, and admitted he was 
not telling the truth then, because the two can-
not stand together. 
By Mr. Parker: 
There is no question but here was a little flare-up that 
would have amounted to nothing except for the fact when 
word got back to headquarters somebody there saw an op-
portunity to get rid of this engineer. There is no other ex-
planation of his being discharged on such a filmsy pretext 
after 37 ye·ars of faithful service. Apparently it did not 
strike anyone except as an unpleasant episode. The railroad 
agent who had the authority to take the engineer off the 
train did not take that action; if the safety of the train was 
jeopardized by allowing the train to proceed in charge of a 
crazy engineer, then the man who let him do it, his superior 
officer, should have been fired; if they would not have done 
that then this organization is run in a different manner from 
any other railroad I ever heard of. 
I submit, gentlemen, that the evidence clearly establishes 
that Mr. Harris ,vas discharged in violation of the express 
terms of his contract; that for 14 mouths he lost $400.00 per 
mouth which otherwise he would have got; that under those 
circumstances he is entitled to a verdict at your hands for 
pay for 14 months at $400.00 per month, or, $5,600.00, and 
I will ask you to bring in a verdict in his favor 
page 234 ~ for that amount. 
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Thereupon, the jury retired to consider its verdict and re-
turned with the following: 
""-re, the jury, find for the plaintiff and set the damages 
at $5,600.00 on the first count, and for the defendant on the 
second count. (Signed, John D. Dills, Foreman)." 
Thereupon, the defendant through its counsel moved the 
Court to set aside the verdict and grant a new trial on the 
grounds that same is contrary to the lmv and the evidence. 
Argument on said motion was continued. 
page 235 ~ JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Clyde H. Jacob, Judge of the Circuit Court of the 
.City of Norfolk, State of Virginia, who presided over the 
trial of the case of ,v. E. Harris v. Norfolk Southern 
Railway Company, a corporation, in said Circuit Court of 
the City of Norfolk, Virginia, on the 22nd and 23rd days of 
:March, 1949, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true 
and correct transcript of the trial of said cause, including 
all of the evidence adduced, all of the exhibits offered in 
evidenc~, all of the instructions to the jury as granted an<l 
all of the instructions as refused, together with the objec-
tions to said instructions and the grounds thereof, as well 
as all of the objections to the evidence, or any part thereof, 
offered, admitted, rejected or stricken out, together with 
all motions and objections of the parties, all rulings of the 
Court thereon and all exceptions of the parties thereto, to-
gether with all other incidents of the trial of the said cause. 
As to the original exhibits introduced in the evidence, as 
shown by the foregoing report, to-wit: Plaintiff's Exhibits 
1 to 13, inclusive, and Defendant's Exhibits A to C, inclus-
ive, which have been initialed by me for the purpose of iden-
tification, it is agreed between attorney for the plaintiff and 
the attorneys for the defendant that they shall be 
page 236 ~ transmitted to the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia as a part of the record in this case in 
lieu of certifying to the said Court copies of said exhibits. 
I further certify that this certificate has been tendered to 
and signed by me within the time prescribed by Section 6252 
of the Code of Virginia for tendering and signing bills of ex-
ception and certificates of record, and that reasonable notice 
in writing has been given to the attorney for the plaintiff 
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of the time and place at which said certificate has been ten-
dered. 
Given under my hand this 24th day of June, 1949. 
CLYDE II. JACOB 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
of the City of Norfolk Virginia 
A Copy Teste. 
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CLYDE H. JACOB 
Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, W. Robertson Haneke!, Clerk of the Circuit Court 
of the City of Norfolk, State of Virginia, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of all 
of the testimony, exhibits, and other incidents of the trial of 
the case of W. E. Harris v. Norfolk Southern Railway 
Company, a corporation, and that the original thereof and 
said copy, together with the original exhibits therein refer-
red to, duly initialed and authenticated by the Judge who 
presided over the trial of the said cause, were lodged and 
filed with me as Clerk of said Court on the 24th day of June, 
1949. 
page 238 } Virginia : 
·w. ROBERTSON HANCKEL 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
the City of Norfolk, Virginia 
BY T. A. "\V. GRAY 
Deputy 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Norfolk, on the 30th day of June, in the year, 1949. 
I, '\V. R. Haneke!, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the City 
of Norfolk, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true 
transcript of the record in the case of W. E. Harris v. Nor-
folk Southern Railway Company, a corporation, lately pend-
ing in said Court. I further certify that the same was not 
made up and completed and delivered until the attorney for 
the plaintiff had received due notice thereof in writing and 
of the intention of the defendant to apply to the Supreme 
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Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of error and supe1·-
sedeas to the judgment therein. 
I further certify, pursuant to Section 6338 of the Code of 
Virginia, that said defendant, Norfolk Southern Railway 
Company, a corporation, as principal, and United States 
Fidelity and Guaranty Company, as surety, entered into and 
acknowledged on the 10th day of June, in the year, 1949, a 
combination suspending and s'u,persedeas bond in the penalty 
of Sixty Five Hundred ($6,500.00) D:ollars, with condition 
according to law, as prescribed by said Section 6338. 
Teste: 
w·. R. HANCKEL, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
the City of Norfolk. 
BY T. A. W. GRAY 
Deputy Clerk. 
Fee for the transcript $24.75. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. \V ATTS, C. C. 
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